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ABSTRACT

I argue that on the basis of certain assumptions, in particular the Quantum Universality
Principle (QUP) and Einstein Completeness (EC), quantum mechanics (QM) is virtually
irreconcilable with metaphysical realism. I stress that the specific problems I raise, which
include some aspects of the measurement problem, the nonisolability of quantum systems
and the nonseparability of quantum systems, do not generate afonnal contradiction
between QM and metaphysical realism (notwithstanding the QUP and EC). However, I
argue that the metaphysical picture we are left with in the light of these considerations
does not yield a satisfactory realist interpretation of QM. Such an interpretation should
minimally consist in an intelligible, coherent, objective and consistent account of a world
which obeys quantum mechanical principles. I briefly consider some ways in which a
reconciliation between realism and the interpretation of QM might best be pursued and
suggest that this is likely to involve the rejection of EC. I conclude by echoing
Shirnony's sentiment that the present relationship between realism and QM is at best one
of peaceful but uneasy coexistence.

PREFACE

The general problems with which I am concerned Lie at the heart of the philosophy of
quantum mechanics and can be stated briefly as follows: Does quantum mechanics avaii
itself of a realist interpretation, or, slightly more generally, how, if at all, can this most
successful of physical theories be reconciled with metaphysical realism?
Foreshadowings of these problems came to Light at least as early as the turn of the
century, when Max Planck reluctantly postulated a new physical constant, h, in order
to solve the so-called black-body radiation problem. But a clearer understanding of the
philosophical problems associated with Planck's breakthrough did not emerge until the
mid- to late-nineteen-twenties, when quantum mechanics developed into a mature and
powerful physical theory due to the contributions of Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg,
Schrodinger, Born, D irac and others. Further insights and refinements by Einstein,
Podolsky, Rosen, von Neurnann, J.S. Bell, Gleason, Wigner, Kochen and Specker
have served to clarify the nature of the philosophical difficulties around which much

contemporary research in the philosophy of quantum mechanics is centred.
While I offer little in this dissertation by way of definitive solutions to the most

vexing philosophical problems 1 raise, I hope that this contribution to the literature
helps in a some measure to clarify the nature of some of these problems, specifically by
clarifying concepts of nonisolability, nonseparability and indeterminacy, and spelling
out some of their relationships to both quantum mechanics and realism.

iv

My interest in these topics was first piqued in the course of long conversations
about these and other matters with Harri Tiainen in far away Artarmon, Australia. For
challenging my views about realism and coaxing me into abandoning the philosophical

comfort zone I inhabited at the time in order to work on these issues, I owe him a debt
I can scarcely even appreciate, much less repay.
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ZERO: INTRODUCTION

This quantum question is so incredibly important and difficult that everyone
should busy himself with it.
- Albert Einstein (letter to Jakob Laub, 1908, quoted in Marlow (1978:ix))

0.0 Infroduction

This study is an investigation into some aspects of the interpretation of orthodox, nonrelativistic quantum mechanics (hereafter QM). My main argument is as follows: I argue
that, subject to certain key assumptions governing the interpretation of QM, no
satisfactory realist interpretation of QM is available,' that this result is unacceptable, and
that therefore we must reject one or more of the premises upon which this result is based.

I intend my argument to constitute grounds for rejecting one or more of the constraints I
bring to bear upon the interpretation of QM, rather than to provide reasons for rejecting
realism. Note also that the "problems" to which I refer do not amount to aformal
inconsistency between realism and those interpretations and assumptions. In fact, given
the difference in kind between realism, which is an informal, philosophical doctrine, and

QM, which is a highly mathematical scientific theory, I doubt that a result of this sort is
achievable. Rather, the problems I describe are closer in nature to the situation that exists

Note that this is not to say that QM is inconsistent with metaphysical realism per
se, even subject to these assumptions. I outline my conception of metaphysical realism
(hereafter realism) in Chapter Five.

with respect to the results of Bell-type experiments and Special Relativity, in the sense

that a peacefd, if uneasy, coexistence holds between realism and the interpretations I
consider, and the latter violate the spirit, if not the letter, of realism? My motivation is

simply to do some Lockean underlabouring, by which I mean that I aim to clarify some of
the issues involved in rendering realism consistent with a world assumed to be entirely
governed by the principles of orthodox QM.
The arguments supporting my main thesis rest heavily upon several restrictive
assumptions. These assumptions, each of which requires some comment, clarification or
justification, relate to the following issues:
(i) the conception of QM qua scientific theory,
(ii) the constraints upon the interpretation of QM, and
(iii) the conception of realism I adopt in this study.

I address (ii) in the next section and (iii) in the h a 1 section, but with respect to
(i), I assume the currently influential semantic conception of scientific theories, according
to which a scientific theory is identified with the set of models the theory yields.' In the
case of QM, these models are mathematical structures generated by the theory's formal

machinery. There is no one, unique model of QM, however, since the theory's basic
formal structure leaves open such questions as whether there is a one-to-one relationship
between observables and the Hermitian operators supplied by the formalism, whether the

The expression "peaceful coexistence" was first used in this connection by
Shimony (see Shimony (1993)).

See, for example, Suppe (1974) and van Fraassen (1991:4-8).
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Hamiltonian is an observablei and whether the (Dirac-von Neumam) projection postulate
is an essential feature of the theory. QM, moreover, is a work in progress in the sense
that new results and theorems are continually shaping the evolution and interpretation of
the theory.'

Aside &om interpretive issues arising at the leveI of the mathematical models
generated by QM, additional questions remain concerning what it is that QM tells us
about the nature of the phenomena it describes. Since it is answers to questions of this
sort that we usually expect interpretations of QM to yield, it is the sense of the term
"interpretation" I have in mind hereafter. These two levels of interpretation are related.

For example, an interpretation of QM in the latter sense typically tells us, inter alia, how
quantum states relate to physical systems, but this bears closely on the question of the
relationship between observables and operators in the theory, which is a matter of the
theory's formal structure. This additional Level of interpretation in QM illustrates one of
the ways in which aphysical theory differs fiom a purelyformal theory such as a theory

of first-order logk6

Two additional constraints upon interpretations of scientific theories bear
mentioning at this point. One is what we might call aformal adequacy criterion. This

See van Fraassen (1994: 191-2).
Examples of such theorems include Gleason's Theorem, Bell's Theorem and the
Kochen and Specker Theorem.

In some presentations of formal theories, the terms "interpretation" and "model"
are used interchangeably (see, for example, Boolos and Jeffkey (l989:98)).

criterion stipulates that any candidate interpretation must be consistent with the formal
structure of the theory in question and with the predictions of that theory. Competing
interpretations of the formalism of a scientific theory might, for example, differ in terms
of the relative importance they assign to various elements in the theory's structure, but
the formal adequacy criterion requires of any candidate interpretation that it be internally

coherent and consisrent with the theory's predictions. In the case of QM, for example,
two interpretations might differ in terms of the respective accounts they provide of the

nature of state vectors or measurement, but to the extent that they are interpretations of

one and the same physical theory, they must both make the same predictions.
Another constraint I place upon an interpretation of QM, albeit a somewhat
controversial one, is that it be satisfactory in terms of realism, by which I mean that an
interpretation should yield a coherent, intelligible and consistent picture of the world.
This constraint, as I argue in Chapter Five, demands more of an interpretation than mere
consistency with metaphysical realism. Inasmuch as QM is a theory of the fundamental
physical constituents of the world, I claim that, whatever other purposes it might serve,
the aim of an interpretation of the theory is to further our understanding of what a world
constructed out of these constituents is objectively like, and a basic premise upon which
realism is predicated, as I discuss in more detail in Chapter Five, is that there is a way
that the world is objectively like. As stated, however, this assumption begs the question:
Are our standards of philosophical acceptability-and
of realism-susceptible

to change over time?

hence our conception of the nature

This is, admittedly, a vexing question, especially in the face of the challenge
provided by the alternative, empiricist approach to the interpretation of QM advocated by
van Fraassen.'

Van Fraassen renounces concerns about whether a scientific theory

satisfies realist strictures in favour of the view that an understanding of the phenomena
described by a theory emerges from the theory itself, together with its various
interpretations. Van Fraassen is sanguine about the availability of a plurality of
interpretations of QM, since for him the main desideratum of a scientific theory is
empirical adequacy, rather than compliance with any a priori metaphysical demands that,

say, realists might want to impose upon scientific theories. On his account, scientific
theories and their respective interpretations are not expected to yield a single, unique
picture of the phenomena they describe. As van Fraassen puts it: "Every discovery of a
tenable view [of QM] increases our understanding" (1994: 184, italics added).
But while van Fraassen's ecunenicism is admirable, it also begs a question,

which is this: What criteria deternzine the tenability of an interpretation? I hold there to
be an important difference between formal or empirical adequacy of an interpretation of

QM and its acceptability in terms of realism, and my position is that empirical adequacy
alone does not guarantee the tenability of an interpretation of a scientific theory, where I
construe tenability to be a matter of consistency with realism. I will not defend this
position any fhther here, but my motivation and rationale for adopting this view should
become more apparent fkom the account of realism I offer in Chapter Five.

-

-

-

See van Fraassen (1980, 1991 and 1994).

0.1 The Quantum Clniversaiity P r i n e l e and Einstein Completeness

My point of departure in terms of QM is the orthodox formulation of the theory
developed by von Neumann and Dirac, including Born's Rule but not necessarily
including the so-called collnpse of the wavefunction (orprojection postulate). Whatever
else it may do, I take the job of an interpretation of QM to be, at least in part, to provide

an account of the ontology of the entities described by the theory, and I impose no
restrictions on the size or scale of these entities. I express this assumption in terms of
what I call the Quantzcm Universality Principle (hereafter QUP) and define it as follows:
QW =
, All physical systems (of arbitrary size and scale) are q-systems,
including macroscale measuring instruments, human beings and the universe
itself, where a q-system is a physical system whose behaviour is described by

Note that it does not follow from the QW that all q-systems are entities of the same kind,
nor that QM describes all q-systems in exactly the same way, nor even that quantum
mechanical principles such as superposition can be extended in unrestricted ways to all
physical systems. There are important differences in the way QM describes bosons and

I follow Krips in using the term "q-system" to refer to a system described by QM
in order to remain as neutral as possible with respect to the ontological nature of such
systems. Ordinary language concepts and terms suffice in the realm of classical
physics, but they are notoriously unsatisfactory when it comes to the objects described
by QM-a point stressed frequently by Bohr, who thought that we have no choice but
to frame our descriptions of quantum systems in terms of the language of classical
physics. As Fine notes, " [Bohr] contended that we have only the old concepts with
which to organize experience for only these seem to be Linked with the human capacity
for conceptualization" (1986: 18).
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fermions, for example, such as the fact that they obey two different kinds of statistics, but
on the other hand there are also important parallels and analogies in the way QM
describes the properties and behaviour of bosons and ferrnions, particularly in contexts
such as the double-slit experiment and Bell-type experiments. Moreover, not all aspects
of the quantum mechanics of atoms (such as quantum numbers, for example) are relevant
to the description of, say, photons. However, while I tend to gloss over thesephysical
differences at various points in discussing the nature and behaviour of q-systems,
philosophical problems such as determinacy, separability and relativity in state
assignments are my primary concerns in this study, and these problems apply to all the
systems I refer to collectively as q-systems.

I owe the universality assumption to Peres and Zurek9 who take universality to
signify that QM "should apply to any piece of laboratory hardware," and in particular that
"the observer is also a [quantum] system" (1982908). In other words, the QUP means

that QM is, in principle, a universally applicable theory which governs the nature of not
only thefundamental physical constituents of the world, but of aZZ its physical
constituents, including macroscopic measuring apparatuses and human beings. An
important consequence of the QUP is that it allows us to consider the universe as a whole
as a single q-system (usually denoted by 1'5')) and describe it completely in wave

mechanical terms.

-

-

-

-

-

The above definition of the QUP, however, is my own.

8
As well as describing physical systems of all sizes and at all scales, I also assume

for the purposes of this study that QM describes those systems completely. The sense of
"completeness" I have in mind is precisely the one that Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen
wanted to deny is true of QM in their famous paper of 1935.1° Einstein, of course,
consistently maintained that QM is incomplete kom the time of his famous debates with
Bohr at the Solvay Conference of 1927. Notwithstanding Einstein's rejection of the
completeness of QM, I call this assumption Einstein Completeness (hereafter EC) in his
honour, and define it as follows:

EC =

,,Orthodox QM provides a complete account of any physical system X

described by the theory in the sense that there is an element in orthodox QM
corresponding to each element of reality.
The phrase "an element in orthodox QM" requires some explanation. As I said at the
bea@ming of this section, my point of departure is orthodox QM ci la von Neurnann and
Dirac, including Born's Rule, but not necessarily including the collapse of the
wavehction postulate. (This last qualification makes room for the Many Worlds
Interpretation, for example, as a permissible interpretation of QM, although see Chapter
Four for a discussion of some problems with this interpretation.) Thus, EC implies that
there is, for example, an operator corresponding to every physical observable, and that
contained in the quantum mechanical state assigned to any physical system Xis maximal
information pertaining to all outcomes of all possible measurements on X. Note,

lo

See Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (1935).
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however, that the EC does not commit me to the claim that there is an eIement of
reality corresponding to every element of QM. Thus, for example, whether there are
physical states of affairs corresponding to all of the Hermitian operators sanctioned by

the formalism of QM is a question left entirely open by EC.
In terms of this study, the relevant questions concerning the interpretation of QM
given the QUP and EC now become: (i) What sorts of interpretations of QM do I
consider, and (ii) Are any of these interpretations compatible with realism? I begin with
some remarks about (i) and answer the latter in 5 0.2.
First, note that the QUP rules out the orthodox Copenhagen Interpretation1'and
its variants, because the principle removes the grounds for postulating any SO^ of "cut" or

"Schnitt" between a quantum microscale and a classical macroscale, a postulate which is,

in any case, ad hoc. The QZTP and EC also rule out solutions to the quantum
measurement problem predicated upon the postulation of a basic ontological difference
between ordinary q-systems and entities of other kinds, such as humans, which are
thought by some to be composed, at least in part, of non-physical elements-specikally

minds. Were it the case that such entities exist and somehow collapse wave h c t i o n s
owing to their possessing mentality, the measurement problem would be conveniently
solved. However, interpretations which rely on this move thereby deny the universal

The Copenhagen Interpretation is also known as the minimal interpretation (see
Sudbery (l986:213)).

applicability of purely quantum mechanical principles to aN systems, in particular to
mental systems, and are therefore inconsistent with the QUP and EC."
Note that not all interpretations which invoke the collapse (or projection)
postulate associate wave function collapses with the intercession of minds in physical
processes. Those approaches that do not, however, tend to be plagued with problems of
other soas, in that they either introduce ad hoc principles to explain (or explain away)
wave f i c t i o n collapses, such as the Ghirardi, Rimini, Weber interpretation, or else, like
the decoherence approach, concede that the occurrence of coherent, macroscaie quantum

superpositions are remotely possible, albeit extremely improbable.13 But while
interpretations of the latter sort reassure us that the bizarre behaviour of q-systems can be
disregarded on the macroscalefor all practical purposes (hereafter FAPP), I regard
interpretations which appeal to FAPP-type arguments to be unsatisfactory from a
philosophical standpoint, in that they do not rule out in principle the kinds of problems
with which I am concerned in this study, but only imply that the manifestations of such

problems on the macroscale are likely to be extremely rare occurrences. On the other

A Cartesian dualist's reply to this would be to insist that we (and perhaps other
entities as well) are essentially non-physical entities, and that while QM might well
describe physical systems completely, it does not describe all entities in general.
Although this move neatly undercuts the QUP, in my view the dualist's appeal to a
strict, irreducible distinction between the mental and the physical is unsatisfactory for a
number of reasons as a metaphysical theory and as a basis upon which to interpret QM.
In any event, dualism is perfectly consistent with realism.
l2

l3 For the Ghirardi, Rimini, Weber interpretation, see Ghirardi, Rimini, Weber
(1986), and for an account of the decoherence interpretation, see Gell-Mann (1994: 135-

65).

hand, the QUP and EC also rule out interpretations which augment the orthodox notion

of a state of a q-system with additional postulates or parameters corresponding to hidden
elements of reality q-systems might be thought to have. Such theories-hidden
theories-reconcile

variables

QM with realism by effectively restoring reality to any q-system

which is not in an eigenstate of given observable.
What, interpretations, then, are sanctioned by the QUP and EC? With few
exceptions, most notably Everett's relative state interpretation, better known as the Many
Worlds Interpretation (hereafter MWI), most orthodox interpretations of QM do not
explicitly endorse the universality of QM.14 According to the MWI, specifying the state

of some q-system S, where S is a subsystem of the universe, is meaningfbl only relative to

a given state of the rest of the ~niverse.'~
The MWI allows us to ascribe quantum states
to physical systems of arbitrary size and scale, including the universe itself. The MWI is
especially relevant to this study since it appears to be, at least prima facie, a realist
interpretation of QM, but I argue in Chapter Four that in fact it is not.

Note that van Fraassen counts the MWI as a hidden variables interpretation of
QM. I disagree with him in this, but agree that the MWI rejects the eigenstateeigenvalue link. The eigenstate-eigenvdue link states that: ""anobservable A pertaining
to a given system Xhas a specific value (one of its eigenvalues) if and only if X is in an
eigenstate of A," where such interpretations are committed to the existence of the collapse
postulate in some form or other (see van Fraassen (1994: l82), who differentiates classes
of interpretations according to whether they maintain this link). Taken together, the
QUP and EC cut across this taxonomy of interpretations of QM in that the QUP and EC
rule out some interpretations which uphold this link (such as the Copenhagen
interpretation), but does not rule out some interpretations which reject the link (such as
the MWI, although, as stated above, I disagree with van Fraassen that the MWI is an
example of a hidden variables interpretation).
l4

IS

See Everett (1957), reprinted in Wheeler and Zurek (1983:315-323).
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Another interpretation of QM which satisfies the QZTP and EC and is perhaps the
most simple of all solutions to the measurement problem is a solipsistic one. Needless to
say, solipsism does not (cannot!) have widespread acceptance as a tenable interpretation
of QM, but, if the criterion of the acceptability of an interpretation is empirical adequacy
alone, solipsism qualifies as a perfectly acceptable interpretation of QM. I take this result
to be so much the worse for adopting empirical adequacy as the sole criterion for
evaluating interpretations of QM, but as I argue in Chapter Five, solipsism, at least in one
form--fie-mind

solipsism-is

inconsistent with realism.

In Chapter Two, I develop an interpretation of QM which satisfies the QUP and

EC, following some ideas advanced by John Wheeler in his interpretation of delayedchoice experiments. On Wheeler's view, space-time is not an arena in which quantum
processes or events occur, but rather is itself constructed out of quantum-based entities
comprising acts of observation, or observer-participancy. I expand upon Wheeler's ideas

in this connection and defend an interpretation of these experiments which yields an
ontology of discrete, observer-observed measurement interactions, but go on to argue in
Chapter Five that such an ontology, while consistent with the QUP and EC, is also
inconsistent with realism.
A more thorough examination of interpretations of QM would take into
consideration many more interpretations than are covered in this study. It is not my
intention here to survey in detail all of the interpretations that are compatible with the

QUP and EC, much less all of the available interpretations of QM. Rather, my aim is to
show how and why the few interpretations I do entertain in this study are not readily

reconcilable with realism. Of the others, some deserve M e r comment, particularly
quantum logics and hidden variables (hereafter HV) theories.
As for the quantum logical approach, my rationale for omitting it is that there does
not appear to be good reason to think that the various quantum logics that have been
formulated thus far resolve the paradoxes of QM. As Aahur Fine puts it:
quantum logic is clearly sterile for it already assumes that reality contains
structural features corresponding to the puzzling explananda. (The technical side
of this is that the probabilistic relations of the theory are already fixed by the
lattice structure.) Thus the form of a typical "explanation" proffered by quantum
logics is that so-and-so is strange because reality is strange. And that, I think, is
the soa of explanation that we usually dismiss as being no explanation at all
(1986: 158).
Another problem with quantum logic, as Durnmett (1978 :269-89) has argued decisively
against Putnam, is that we inevitably embed it within a kamework of classical
The omission of hidden variables interpretations also deserves further comment.
First, note the distinction van Fraassen draws between an HV theory and an HV
interpretation of Q M . An HV theory subsumes QM in the sense that it: "(a) agrees with
[QM] within limits of experimental error on previously found results, and (6)gives true

predictions at variance with those of quantum mechanics for new experiments"
(1991:243), whereas an HV interpretation of QM does not make novel predictions

TWOother critics of the quantum logical approach are Peter Gibbins and Jeffrey
Bub. Gibbins argues that quantum logic does not resolve the paradoxes of QM
because, as he puts it, "the conditional probabilities which get the paradox[es] going
are not definable in a nontrivial way on a quantum logic" (1987: 161). Bub, an
erstwhile proponent of quantum logic, recently conceded that the quantum logical
approach to interpreting QM has so far proved to be unconvincing (see Horgan
(1992: 104)).
l6
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different &om QM itself. According to van Fraassen ( 1991:243), the former is actually a
rival theory to QM, while the latter, foIIowing Feyerabend, merely postulates
"empirically superfluous" hidden variables to explain the phenomena described by QM.
The underlying purpose of both varieties is to vitiate the need to postulate irreducibly
subjective or probabilistic features of the theory, thereby rendering it consistent with
realism. I forego discussion of the former on the grounds that inasmuch as such theories
dzrer from, or extend, basic QM, they automatically fall outside the scope of this study,
while I preclude HV theories of the latter kind on the grounds that they violate the EC.

Van Fraassen's distinction tends to be glossed over in the literature, and my occasional
references to HV interpretations should be understood as covering both of van Fraassen's

HV approaches. The conchsion of my main argument may be construed as motivation
for pursuing HV approaches of either kind.

0.2 Realism,Indeterminacy,Independence,Isolability and Separability

The soundness of the arguments for my main conclusion turns on the plausibility of the
connections I draw between QM and realism in terms of the notions of indeterminacy,
independence, isolability and separability. What exactly these concepts are and how they
pertain to both realism and QM require some explanation. I begin with some remarks
about indeterminism, indeterminacy and QM. According to the standard, Dirac-von
Neumann view of measurement in QM, indeterminism enters into quantum mechanical
measurements due to the inclusion of two processes in the description of the dynarnical
evolution of q-systems. One process, which I refer to as E in Chapter Four,describes the

dynamical evolution which isolated q-systems undergo. The wave-functions of such
systems evolve deterministicalZy in accordance with the SchrGdinger equation. In
generaI, however, the standard account dictates that when the measzrrement of an
observable 0 on a previously isolated q-system S takes place, a discontinuous transition
takes place. This second process, which is the colZapse of the wave-function and which I
refer to as R in Chapter Four, brings about a definite value for 0,but the nature of this
transition is, in general, indeterministic in the standard picture. On this account, then,
indeterminism enters into QM via discontinuities which arise at some point in the
description of the dynamical evolution of the systems. Not all interpretations of QM are
indeterministic, however. The MWI, for example, yields a deterministic interpretation by
rejecting the collapse postulate R
I take determinacy to be an ontological concept, which in the context of QM
revolves around issues such as whether q-systems simu[taneouslypossess definite values
for aN their observable properties at all times. In Q M , the maximal amount of

information available about a q-system is represented by its state vector, but the
formalism of the theory makes no provision for any q-system to simultaneously possess
definite values for all of the observables that may belong to i t But this raises difficulties
with respect to the ontological determinacy of q-systems and their properties, difficulties

which are beautifully and elegantly demonstrated by the double-slit experiment. For
example, the interference effects exhibited in this experiment when both slits are open
raises a question about the ontological determinacy of q-systems if one assumes that the
individual q-systems traversing the experimental arrangement have definite trajectories
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(or, more formally, that the states of these systems are eigenstates of position) at all times
while traversing the experimental arrangement. How, if at all, can q-systems be regarded
as being determinate in such circumstances? I discuss this and other problems related to
quantam indeterminacy in Chapter One.

Another aspect of the problem of indeterminacy in QM is the indeterminacy of the
past. This problem arises in a thought experiment k t described by John Wheeler, which
is an idealized version of the double-slit experiment known as the delayed-choice
erperirnent (hereafter DCE). The DCE seems to suggest that in a certain sense the past
has no definite reality until it is brought about by certain actions performed in the present,

a result which is especially problematic for realism on the assumption of the QUP and
EC. I undertake fiuther analysis of the DCE, Wheeler's interpretation of it and the
problem of the determinacy of the past in Chapter Two. And in Chapter Five I relate the
problem of indeterminacy in QM to realism, arguing that the concept of determinacy
enters into the definition of realism and that therefore the various forms of indeterminacy
found in QM are problematic in terms of realism, especially given the QUP and EC.17
The problem of independence with respect to q-systems manifests itself in a
number of ways. First, there is the matter of the nonseparability of q-systems, a
phenomenon exhibited, for example, by certain correlated, space-like separated q-

The problems of indeterminism and indeterminacy in QM are connected, but
they are not the same, since, as Sudbery (1986:212) notes, it is conceivable that there
are theories "in which all observables have definite values but the development of the
system is not uniquely determined by those values. " Such a system would be
ontologically determinate but would be subject to changing in an indeterministic
rnm.neT.
l7
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systems. The formal representation of the nonseparability of q-systems in such cases is
given by the notion of ajuint state, a state which is not uniquely factorizable into the
states of its component subsystems. I take the nonseparability of q-systems in this sense
to be part of a more general phenomenon pertaining to q-systems known as entanglement,
which I discuss in Chapter Four.

A closely related, but different concept £?om nonseparability in QM, is quantum
nonlocality. Whereas nonseparabiLity refers to a certain relationship holding between
certain space-like separated q-systems, generally speaking, nonlocality implies that
superlurninal '%onnections" or "influences" hold between them. The problems of
quantum nonseparability and nonlocality became prominent subsequent to the publication

in 1935 of the now classic "EPR" argument of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen. This paper

drew attention to problems related to measurements on certain non-commuting
observabies of one or the other of pairs of widely separated, correlated q-systems.
Subsequent developments in the quantum formalism and in the results of experiments
inspired by the EPR paper indicate that some form of nonseparability holds between qsystems and that nonlocal "influences" appear to be at work in nature. A discussion of
the notions of nonseparability and nonlocality with respect to the EPR paper and the

experiments it has inspired form the subject matter of Chapter Three.
Another problem related to independence with respect to q-systems is the question
of their independent existence fiom one another. I refer to this as the problem of
isolability. This problem, I will claim, manifests itselfin the phenomenon of barrierpenetration in QM, more commonly known as quantum tumeZIing. The question I pose

in this connection is whether any q-system can, strictly speaking, be isolated &om its
environment. I answer this question in the negative in Chapter Four, and take up this
cluster of problems again in Chapter Five, where 1 discuss the implications for realism of
the conclusions arrived at in earlier chapters concerning independence, separability and
isolability (again, under the assumption of the QUP and EC).
I outline and develop a cooception of realism in Chapter Five based on a set of
principles involving the notions of independence and determinacy. These principles, I
claim, are the basic elements of realism. I go on to reiate the various results concerning
indeterminacy and independence obtained in the Chapters One, Two,Three and Four to
realism and show how these results lead to problems with respect to realism. My
conclusion does not affect interpretations of QM not considered in this study (such as
dualist approaches) or alternatives to QM (such as some forms of HV theories), and I
conclude Chapter Five with some tentative suggestions as to ways in which such a
reconciliation might f i t f u l l y be pursued. Moreover, I allow that my conclusion may be
construed as grounds for rejecting the QUP or EC.

I do not claim in this study that QM is inconsistent with realism tout court, then,
but rather aim to establish the more modest conclusion that, relative to certain restrictive
assumptions governing its interpretation, most notably the QUP and EC, some
interpretations of QM appear to be irreconcilable with a certain conception of realism.
This conclusion leaves open questions about how reasonable the QUP and EC are, but
more importantly, it leaves undecided whether, and if so, how, the phenomena described
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by QM are reconcilable with interpretations of QM ruled out by the QUP and EC

(especially HV approaches). I leave these questions as matters for M e r research.

CHAPTER OlW: DETERMINACY AND THE DOUBLE-SLIT EXPERIMENT

There is no doubt that the discovery of wave properties in what all
physicists had hitherto regarded as particles in the classical sense led to a
profound change, both conceptually and philosophically, in our
description of nature. Indeed, it was probably the biggest revolution in
the whole history of physical theory-far greater, for example, than was
demanded by the change from Newtonian mechanics to special relativity.
- French arid Taylor (1978:85-6)
1.0 Introduction

The family of experiments co1lectiveIy known as the double-slit experiment provides
dramatic evidence of some of the most philosophically troubling aspects of QM. In
particular, the inferfereen effectsLand wave-pa~icledualig characteristic of q-system
behaviour in general are evinced in these experiments, and these behaviours raise
various problems of indeterminacy and independence in QM. The sections in this
chapter deal with aspects of the double-slit experiment and some of the problems it
raises. I outline a generic version of the experiment in 51.1. In $1.2, I discuss the
inadequacy of attempts to resolve the philosophical difficulties of the double-slit
experiment in terms of Bohr's notion of the complementan'ty of wave and particle
pictures. I also discuss problems associated with the analyses advanced by Land6 and
Popper. In 581.3 and 1.4, I discuss an analysis of the indeterminacy in the double-slit
experiment adduced by Henry Krips (1987),who argues that the indeterminacy
For more on interference @em, see footnote 5 below.
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problem can be located and resolved within the context of traditional philosophical
debates about indeterminacy. Against Krips , I argue that the indeterminacy associated
with q-systems is different from, and more problematic than, traditional puzzles of
indeterminacy, and that Krips' attempt to resolve the problem along realist lines fails.
This critique of Krips is extended in the final section, where I defend an argument by

Evans (1978) against ontological indeterminacy and vague identity statements. I end
with a discussion of some problems of individuality and indeterminacy pertaining to qsystems.

1.1 The Generic Double-Slit Experimenf
In this section I describe a generic version of the double-slit experiment. A
homogeneous beam of q-systems E with fixed momenta is directed from a source S

,

towards a diaphragm which has two narrow slits of equal widths L and &. The slits
are wide enough to allow q-systems to pass through. Beyond the diaphragm and
parallel to it is a barrier B designed to detect q-systems incident upon it (see Fig. la).

My account of the double-slit experiment in this section draws on Krips (1987:621) and F e y ~ l a net al. (1965: 1-1-1-11). For a thorough and rigorous analysis of the
doubleslit experiment, see Wheeler (1978).
Where the beam E consists of photons, for example, B is typically a photographic
plate.

Figure l a
Let P, be the probability of finding particles at various locations on B when L,
is open and L, closed, and P, be the probability obtained when L,is closed and L,
open. First, suppose that the objects fired from S in the direction of the diaphragm
behave like classical particles, such as tiny ball bearings. Assuming that q-systems
-

behave in the manner of classical panicles, we would expect the probability of finding
individual q-systems in E to land at particular locations on the barrier to be simply the

sum of the two probabilities P , and P, (see Fig. lb). (Note that the curved lines
representing patterns of "hits" at B in Figs i b and ic are highly schematic.) That is,
we would expect to find that the probability P , , when both slits are open is:

L

Figure l b

PI2 = P I + P,.

(1-0)

(For ease of exposition, I omit normalization constants here and in later discussion.)
However, in the case of q-systems we fmd that:
+ P,

(1.1)

+ P,.

For a q-system S, the probability of finding S at a given location x on B is determined
by the wavefunction $(I),a complex function of x, and the probability P I (when only

L,is open), is the absolute square of

14 I .

2,

For q-systems, however,

(1-2)

but rather
(1.3)

+,. That is, P, = I@,[

PI,

+

1hI2+ 1d'2I2.

and similarly, P, =

where 6 is the phase difference between 4, and

The last term in (1.3) is the so-

called inrerference term, which accounts for the characteristic interference pattern
observed in the distribution of q-systems ar the barrier B (see Fig. LC).

Figure lc

(1 -2)and (1.3) show that the formal description of a q-system required to predict
the observed distribution at the barrier is given in terms of a complex wavefunction,
and that ?he probability amplitude for an individual q-system S when L,and L,are both
open is not the sum of the amplitudes for S to take the two routes considered
separately.

In other words, q-systems with fixed momenta display inreqerence fleets, as if each
q-system somehow passes through both slits. But to conclude that each q-system
somehow passes through both slits is inconsistent not only with what we observe of the
behaviour of classical particles, but also with our intuitions about how ctassical

,

particles can behave. Suppose that each q-system can pass through only one of L and

&. We may test this assumption by placing a detector D just beyond the diaphragm
and midway between L,and L,in an effort to ascertain which slit each individual qsystem passes through (see Fig. lc)? By measuring the positions of q-systems just
ajfier they traverse the diaphragm, D should reveal which slit the individual q-systems
pass through, but if both slits are open, we should also expect interference effects to
appear at B. When we modify the experiment in this way, however, we find that the

Inteeerence occurs when more than one route is available for waves to reach a
point from a source; the characteristic resulting pattern of alternative constructive and
destructive interference between wave fronts is a function of the relative phases of the
waves at the point where they recombine after traversing the various routes available to
them (Sudbery, 1986:21-23). Monochromatic light provides the most convenient
means of demonstrating interference effects using double-slit-type experimental
arrangements, but given de Broglie's postulate that a particle in motion has wave
properties associated with it, and the QUP, all physical systems, in principle, are
subject to interference effects. Where E consists of photons and B is a photographic
plate, the interference pattern consists of parallel, alternating and continuousIy varying
dark and light bands. These bands correspond to the constructive and destructive
interference respectively of wave-like systems. The earliest demonstration of these
interference effects were performed by Thomas Young in 1803 (see Young, in Magie,
1935:308-25).

In double-slit experiments using electrons, D may take the form of a strong light
source which can be directed at one or the other slit. Photons scattering off the
electrons which pass through the slits illuminate the electrons, thereby providing us
with information as to which slit the individual electrons traverse.

precision with which D reveals which slit the q-systems pass through is directly
proportiona1 to the disappearance of interference effects at B. That is to say, the more
precise our information is with respect to which of the slits the q-systems pass through,
the more closely the probability distribution of q-systems at B reverts to:

where P', and Pi2 denote the distributions of q-systems at B revealed by D to have
passed through L,and L,respectively (Feynman et al. (1965: 1- I)).' The first term in
(1-5) is, of course, the same tern that appears on the right-hand side of (1-0).

That q-systems should exhibit interference phenomena follows from the de
Broglie equation:

where 1is the wavelength of a particle in motion, p is momenhm and h is Planck's
constant. Interference effects of this sort have no satisfactory explanation in classical
terms, but they are a fundamental feature of QM.

SO fundamental are they that

I will not explain here in detail how D provides information as to which slit the
individuai q-systems pass through and how this destroys interference at B. Suffice it to
say that in the case where E is a beam of electrons, D is a very strong light source
which reveals the positions of q-systems passing through the slits by scattering photons.
The position measurements on individual q-systems effected by D disturb their
momenta sufficiently to destroy the interference effects at B, as specified by the
position-momentum uncertainty relation. For more details, see Feynman et al.
(1965:1-6-1.7).

Since the motion of all matter is given by the equation p = hl 1 , strictly speaking,
interference effects are present even in experiments using macro-scale objects (such as
tiny ball bearings) rather than q-systems (such as photons). However, because the
wavelengths associated with objects the size of ball bearings are so small, the
interference effects that result are averaged out by even the most sensitive detecting

Feyman et al. (1965: 1-1)go so far as to suggest that the presence of interference
effects is the only mystery in Q M . Be that as it may, we shall see that quantum

interference effects are central to the problem of indeterminacy in QM.
In 1909, G. I. Taylor performed a version of the double-slit experiment using

photons. He observed that even when the intensity of the beam E is reduced to the
point that an average of only one photon traverses the experimental setup at any time,
interference effects nevertheless emerge at BS9 This is consistent with the formal
description of interference effects in QM as pertaining to individual q-sy stems-as
opposed to arising from interactions between individual q-systems. lo From a formal
point of view, each q-system with fixed momentum traversing the diaphragm is in a
superposirion of position states. Moreover, the Taylor experiment lends support to the
formal description of individual q-systems in the double-slit experiment as all being in

devices, so that the probability distribution P,,for objects such as ball bearings
approximates a smooth curve.
See French and Taylor (1978:92-3). This means that the emergence of the
interference pattern when L, and L, are both open is not a function of the intensity of
the beam E.
Lo AS Putnam explains:

different particles correspond to "incoherent" or unrelated waves, m d these
produce no detectable interference. Each particle corresponds to a wave that is
split into two halves by passing through the two slits; the two halves of the
wave belonging to a single particle are "coherent," or have intimately related
wave properties, and all the detectable interference is produced by the
interference between the two coherent halves of the waves corresponding to
single particles. In other words, we get an interference pattern because each
photon inteveres with itselfand not because different photons somehow
interfere (Putnam, 1975:137, italics in original).

the same quantum state. Another distinctively quantum mechanical feature of this
experiment is that the interference pattern itseZf is a dererministic probabiiity
distribution in the sense that its emergence is predictable, but the way in which it
emerges, which consists of many individual q-systems impinging upon B, is
indeterministic, at least on a standard account of measurement in QM."
Given the QUP and EC, even macroscopic objects are, in principle, subject to
interference effects in appropriate experimental circumstances, as specified by the de
Broglie relation (1.6). However, inducing objects as massive as, say, human beings to
exhibit interference effects in a gigantic double-slit experiment would pose intractable
practical difficulties. First, the length of time required to use objects as massive as
human beings in such an experiment would exceed the age of the universe (see Horgan,

I L Compare this situation with a quite different experiment involving the patterns
created by bugs hitting the windscreen of a moving car. Indeed, we could even set up
on the hood of a car a diaphragm equipped with two slits, each of which could be
independently opened and closed. In this case, we would expect the resulting pattern to
obey the additivity property of probability distributions, but even if the probability
distributions of bugs on the windscreen-the barrier-are found to violate the additivity
property when both slits are open, a classical description of such a result could be
assumed to suffice, since observed violations of additivity in such circumstances could
presumably be explained in terms of, say, air turbulence resulting from having both
slits open. In any case, the various locations on the windscreen at which individual
bugs land result, in principle at least, from deterministic processes, whereas the overall
pattern emerging from many such events would, in general, be random in the sense that
it would not necessarily conform to any specific, predictable or reproducible pattern.
The kinds of deterministic processes governing the locations of bugs landing on a
windscreen would largely have to do with velocities and directions of winds buffeting
the car, air turbulence near the windscreen, flight capabilities of the bugs, and so on.
In all these respects, the double-slit experiment differs from the experiment with bugs.

1992:loo), not to mention the fact that constructing a suitable diaphragm, barrier and

detectors on such a scale would be practically impossible.
Before analyzing philosophical aspects of the double-slit experiment in more
detail, let us briefly review the generic double-slit experiment in terms of logic and
probability theory.

" Assume, as before, that each q-system determinately passes

through one and only one of L, or L, (with both slits open), irrespective of whether we
attempt to determine which slit each system passes through. That is, assume that a qsystem in E landing at B passes through one but not both of L,or L, when both slits

are open. We express this assumption in the form of the probabilities:

P&

(1-7)

or

=1

and

P,(& and &) = 0.

(1.8)

Let "x" be the property a q-system has just in case it is found within a smafl, finite
region about the point x at the bamer B. Then:
&(x) = PAX and (L, or

(1-9)

a),

and, by the distributive law of logic:

(1.10)

P&)

= PE ((x and L,) or (x and La).

Assuming that q-systems do not travel backwards through a slit once they traverse it,
landing at x and passing through L, and & constitute mutually exclusive events, so
that:

l2

The following derivation is adapted from Krips (19879-14).

(1.11)

P&

and L,) and (x and LJ)
= 0,

and
(1.12)

PE(x) = PE(xand L,)

+ PAX and LJ.

,

Let us make the intuitively plausible assumption that a q-system passing through L is
not causally influenced by whether L, is closed (and vice-versa). This assumption,
which I call the Krips Independence AssumptionI3(hereafter KIA), may be defined in
terms of the conditional probabilities:
(1.13)

P&lL, open and L, open) =

P,(x[(& open and L, closed) or (L, closed and L, open)).
Now the probabilities on the lefi and right hand sides of (1.13) derive fiom different
experiments, but the point is just that the difference between the two sets of
experiments that yield the left and right hand terms of (1.13) is one that we have no
reason to think--at least fiom a classical point of view-should

contradict the above

equality. That is to say, assuming individual q-systems have continuous trajectories (in
the manner of classical particles) and traverse only one of L , or L, en route to some
region x at B, we should not expect that opening or closing the other slit would make
any difference to the resulting probability distributions. On this assumption, we would
expect additivity to hold for the probabilities on the right hand side of (1.13). But of
course (1.13) is contradicted by the relevant experiments.

See Krips (1987: 1I), who in turn attributes the assumption to Reichenbach
(l944:28-30). I ataibute the independence assumption to Krips rather than
Reichenbach because Reichenbach does not identi@ it explicitly, whereas Krips does.
l3
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What is wrong with the reasoning that would lead us to expect that (1.13)
should be obeyed and how should we block its derivation? Assuming that q-systems
have definite, continuous trajectories and traverse only one of L , and L, en route to x, l4
two options suggest themselves-options which are not mutually exclusive. One
possibility is that the problem lies with the distributive law of classical logic, which
allows (1-9)to be derived from (1.10). Rejecting the distributive law means that we
can infer neither that S lands near x and traverses L,, nor that S lands at x and traverses

L, given that a q-system S lands at x and traverses the diaphragm with both L,and L,
open. This move was defended at one time by Putnam (1969),but, as I argued in
Chapter Zero, while quantum logical strategies give formal expression to the paradoxes
of QM, they do not resolve the paradoxes in philosophical terms. The double-slit

experiment is a case in point. Abandoning the distributive law does nothing to clarify
the ontology of the physical systems which behave in this way, nor does it so much
illuminate the interpretational difficulties posed by the double-slit experiment; it merely
recasts them in precise, formal terms.
Whether or not the distributive law is rejected, another option is available,
which is to reject the KIA. Rejecting the KIA implies that the trajectory of a q-system

traversing only one of L, or L, is aff'ected by whether or not the other slit is open. In
this case, the behaviour of q-systems is contingent upon certain distant, in principle
spacelike separated events or states of affairs, states of affairs which, from a classical
I4 The assumption that q-systems have definite, continuous trajectories is important
for the purposes of the analysis in the remainder of this chapter.
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perspective, have no obvious causal relevance. l5 I argue in Chapter Five that violation

of the KIA is problematic in terms of realism, especially given the QUP and EC.

To sum up, the interference effects exhibited by q-systems at B suggest that:
(i) an individual q-system does not pass through L , only, and
(ii) an individual q-system does not pass through L, only,
but it also seems intuitively obvious that:

(iii) an individual q-system cannot pass through both L , and &, and
(iv) an individual q-system cannot pass through neither L , nor 4.
The problem is that (i)-(iv) appear to exhaust all the possibilities available for the

behaviour of an individual q-system in the double-slit experiment. l6 And while the
interference pattern exhibited at B is characteristic of wave-like systems, the pattern
itself results from accumulation of many individual q-systems landing at localized
regions of B, a phenomenon which is most naturally understood in terms of individual
partides .

IS We shall see in Chapter Two that this situation is even more strange when we
add a delayed-choice element into the experiment, where the behaviour of the qsystems may be affected by opening or closing either slit qfter q-systems have had
enough time to traverse the diaphragm.

This summary of the philosophical p u l e presented by the double-slit
experiment is based on Albert's (1992: 11) description of corresponding difficulties
posed by split beam experiments using electrons.
I6

1.2 Bohr, Land6 and Popper on the Double-Slit Experiment

The presence of interference effects creates a prima facie difficulty for any exclusively
particle-like interpretation of q-systems, a difficulty implicit in the relationship between
the (quantities of) energy E and the frequency v of q-systems in QM given by Planck's
formula :
E = hv.

(1.14)

What does this mean in terms of traditional classical particle and wave pictures of q-

systems and what are the ramifications of these equations for the ontological
determinacy of q-systems?
One approach to the first of these difficulties is the school of thought pioneered
by Bohr. For Bohr, classical wave and particle descriptions both apply to q-systems,
but they never both apply at once. For Bohr, it is the specification of relevant
experimental conditions which determines which of these two descriptions apply in the
realm of quantum phenomena. This is the principle of complementarily, according to
which "any given application of classical concepts precludes the simultaneous use of

other classical concepts which in a different connection are equally necessary for the
elucidation of the phenomenan (Bohr 1934:10).I7 B o b writes :
l7 Bohr's philosophy of QM is subtle, multi-faceted and sometimes enigmatic. In
any case, it is not clear that he ever settled on one fixed, clear-cut philosophical
position. Important primary sources for Bohr's conception of complementarity and
philosophy of physics include Bohr (1934, 1949 and l958), and useful commentaries
on Bohr are provided by Petersen (1968), Folse (1985) and Murdoch (1987). As
unsatisfactory as some philosophers of QM find the notion of complementarity, it has
lost none of its relevance in terms of the analysis of quantum effects in double-slit type
experiments. For a more recent defence of the centrality of complementarity in the

an essential element of ambiguity is involved in ascribing conventional physical
attributes to atomic objects, as is at once evident in the dilemma regarding the
corpuscuIar and wave properties of electrons and photons, where we have to do
with contrasting pictures, each referring to an essential aspect of empirical
evidence (1949: 18).
Complementarity is a fundamental and irreducibIe feature of quantum theory for Bohr.
According to him, the nature of the physical attributes of q-systems must always be
specified relative to given experimental contexts, contexts which evince the
complementary wave-particle nature of q-systems . On this account, then, one cannot
take q-systems to be "really" wave-like or "really" particle-like. Complementarity
adverts to particle and wave descriptions of quantum phenomena, where specifcation
of an erperimemai conten is crucial in determining which description attaches to a q-

system.
The wave-particle duality exhibited in this way of describing q-systems reflects
the formal constraints on the assignment of simultaneous values of conjugate variables
in QM due to the uncertainty relations (a problem to which I return in Chapter Four).

For example, the position-momentum uncertainty relation:

places a lower limit on the assignment of simultaneous values to q-systems of position
(x) or momentum @). Although the uncertainty relations and the notion of

complementarity resemble each other conceptually, they are not synonymous, nor does
complementarity arise directly from the uncertainty relations. The uncertainty relations

understanding of QM, see Englert, Scully and Walther (l994).

derive from the formalism of QM,18 whereas complementarity is an essentially
metaphysical, interpretive principle, and as such is distinguishable from purely physical
considerations (Jammer l974:60-61).l9 The principle of complementarity takes waveparticle duality to be a disjunction of two classical concepts which stand in a mutually
exclusive, reciprocal relation to each other, and takes both concepts to be required for
a comprehensive account of the quantum phenomena. Further discussion of the nexus
between the uncertainty relations and quantum indeterminacy is outside the scope of
this study,2obut let us briefly inquire into the implications of the complementarity
principle for the problem of quantum indeterminacy.
Bohr's instrumentalism shows itself in his view that the quantum formalism
"merely offers rules of calculationn (l934:6O). And Henry Krips ventures to say that:
Bohr conceived of indeterminacy as a lack of precision in applying classical
concepts . . . [and he] took the indeterminacy to be the cause of lack of
measurability, i.e. Bohr thought that no precise value can be obtained on
measurement only because there is no precise value to be measured, this fact in
turn resulting from the fundamental wave-particle duality (1987:25).

'* Note that the relationship between the conjugate variables of the uncertainty
relations is not one of strict reciprocity and mutual exclusion. The uncertainty relations
are inequalities, and so it does not follow that precision in the measurement of one noncommuting observable is inversely proportional to precision in the measurement of the
other without additional assumptions, because an inequaliry such as h A p Xr W 2 does
not entail an eqmlity such as Ax = constant/Apx or Apx = constant/Ax (Kirschenmann,
1973).
l9

See Jammer (1974:60),who stresses the distinction between the two, and
rejects the claim of Bedau and Oppenheim that "the discovery of the uncertainty
principle motivated Bohr 's proposal of complementarity" (Jammer 1974:91-92).
For an interesting analysis of the various strands of Bohr's philosophy, see
Murdoch (1987).
2o
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Krips suggests that in the case of the double-slit experiment, Bohr did not think that qsystems have no spatial location as they cross the screen, but rather that their positions
are indeterminme, in the sense that there is a "degree of imprecision" or "lack of
sharpness" in the very definition of the concept of spatial location for q-systems
(1987:24). But if so, this presents a problem for Bohr, who also holds that we cannot

relinquish the language of classical physics in reaching an understanding of the nature
of reality. Bohr maintains that "it lies in the nature of physical observation, that all
experience must ultimately be expressed in terms of classical conceptsn (1934:94).
Jammer expresses Bohr's position as follows:
[tlhe necessity of using the language of classical physics when discussing
observational facts followed for Bohr from our inability to forgo our usual
forms of perception; it also makes it unlikely that the fundamental notions of
classical physics could ever be abandoned for the description of physical
experience (1974: 100).
The problem here, however, is that this leaves unclear how we are to understand the

behaviour of q-systems at all. Consider our understanding of the observabie position,
for example. The sense in which we attribute position to a macro-scde object such as

an apple is that the object is taken to be (definitely) here rather than there. That is
what "positionn means. But if so, what are we to make of the notion of "indeterminate
position"? Complementarity is an approach to interpreting, rather than a way of
precisely erplaining, the notion of "degree of imprecision" with respect to the spatial
location of a q-system, and as such does not advance our understanding of what
quantum indeterminacy is supposed to amount to, at least in ontological terms.
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Two other proposals for resolving the philosophical problems posed by the
double-slit experiment, one by Land6 and the other by Popper, also warrant brief
mention. Land6 (1973:7-21) denies that wave-particle duality is required to explain the
behaviour of q-systems. He argues that a particle interpretation is adequate, even to
account for the interference effects exhibited in the double-slit experiment. His
argument relies on making use of the Duane selection rule:
(1.16)

Ap = h/l,

where I is the period of a body in space, to the distribution of matter in D itself in
order to account for the appearance of interference effects at B (1973: 15-19). 21 The
idea is that the distribution of matter in D as a whole imparts a momentum component
in the x-direction perpendicular to D to q-systems incident upon D as a function of the

I-periods in the matter distribution of D, in accordance with the formula Ap, = hll
(I973 :18-19). Using Duane's formula in this way, Land6 derives the Heisenberg
position-momentum uncertainty relations governing the momentum spread of q-systems
induced by the slits at D. However, expIaining the appearance of interference effects at

B in terms of the properties of the matter in D is not a satisfactory basis for
understanding interference effects in QM in general. The reason is that Land&
account of interference effects does not readily generalize to other experiments such as

The property of periodicity denoted by l is used to explain the Bragg reflection
of x-rays incident upon crystals, where I denotes the distance between the lattice planes
in crystals.
21

split-beam experiments, nor can it adequately explain interference phenomena in
delayed-choice type experiments (as discussed in Chapter Two).
Popper attempts to explain the interference effects in the double-slit experiment
in terms of a propensip interpretation of probability, according to which probabilities

consist in the operation of red, objective properties of physical systems in physical
situations, properties he calls propensities (1982:87). In the double-slit experiment, for
example, Popper claims that the propensities governing the behaviour of q-systems are
determined by the entire experimental arrangement (1982: 152). That claim allows him

to explain why the interference pattern at B is affected by whether both slits are open.
For Popper, q-systems in this experiment only ever traverse one slit, but their
propensities for landing at one or another place at B are dictated by the overall
experimental arrangement, and in particular by whether or not the other slit is open.
He elucidates this notion of objective propensities by comparing the double-slit
experiment to a different, non-quantum mechanical experiment involving balls rolling
down a pinboard, where again, according to Popper, the propensities determining the
distribution of balls at the bottom of the pinboard depend on the overall conditions of
the experiment (1982: 154). In the case of the pinboard experiment, removing pins

from the pinboard, for example, may or may not affect the distribution of balls at the
bottom of the pinboard. And whether it does depends on whether the relevant
propensities in the experiment are affected. But when it comes to the double-slit
experiment, Popper says that QM:

tells us that any arrangement allowing us to ascertain that the particle (photon,
electron, etc.) has passed a certain place will unavoidably change the
experimental set-up-in such a way that it changes the propensities with it
(1982: 155, italics in original).
However, Popper sees the account of the interference effects and of the nonadditivity of the probabilities in this experiment to pertain to QM itself rather than to
the propensities. The trouble with this view is that it renders Popper's appeal to
propensities otiose. In the case of the pinboard, we can, in principle at Least, attribute
the distribution of the balls at the bottom of the board directly to relevant conditions of
the experiment. A full account of those conditions would have to take into

consideration such things as whether the pinboard is tilted or disturbed while balls roll
down the board, whether pins are removed in the course of the experiment and if so,
how this effects the paths of the balls, and so on. But if propensities is this case are
reducible to physical explanations, then surely invoking propensities is otiose, except
perhaps where we are faced with insumuuntable practical difficulties in adducing
physicd explanations and need a kind of shorthand term to cover these physical
explanations.
The double-slit experiment differs from the pinboard experiment in that in the
former we have no satisfactory way of accounting for the behaviour of q-systems (other
than to say their behaviour conforms to the rules of QM). Unfortunately, however,
talk of propensities does not render this behaviour any more intelligible. Moreover, as

the discussion to follow in Chapters Two and Three implicitly shows, any propensity
account (such as Popper's) would also have to account in a nun-question-begging way
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for how these propensities connect time-like and space-like separated q-systems. 2+ In
the absence of such an account, Popper's interpretation of the double-slit experiment in

terms of propensities is ad hoc and explanatorily empty?

1.3 grips on Indeterminacy and the Double-Slit Experiment
Henry Krips proposes to expIain indeterminacy in QM in realist terms, arguing that the
problem is 'at one with the concept of indeterminacy as it arises in traditional
philosophical contexts' (1987:26). Krips' argument amounts to a defence of vague

objects, and that q-systems exempLify vagueness. While this argument is supported by
occasional references in physics texts to q-systems as "spread out" or "smeared out, n24

I argue in the next section that quantum indeterminacy is more problematic than Krips
makes it out to be and that his account of "indeterminate" q-systems as vague objects
fails.
Krips begins by remarking on the traditional debate about propeq t e r n such

as "bald, " "large" and "short" -predicates which are frequently cited as exemplifying

a The italicized phrase is important here, since what is required of Popper is an

account other than one according to which propensities work because they satisfy the
predictions of QM.
Also, Popper's account has been decisively refuted by Feyerabend (N68:32129).
24 An example of this is found in Young (1992), who writes that "an electron is an
inherently spread out entity" (1992: 1150). This way of thinking probably results from
picturing the Schrodinger evolution of a q-system as somehow analogous to the pattern
of waves on the surface of a pool of water spreading out concentrically when a pebble
is dropped into the water.

vagueness or indeterminacy-and notes that there are several sources of traditional
problems of indeterminacy, including "conceptual underdetermination" and
"conceptual overdetermination" (1987%-27).

These two cases arise when: (i)

definitions of terms are insufficiently detailed, and (ii) two or more criteria are applied
which can give rise to conflicting classificatory schemes. The quantitative term
"many" provides an example of the first case; there are circumstances where even an
exact enumeration yields insufficient information or context to decide whether a given
number constitutes "many." The determination of sex provides an example of the
second case; the availability of both physiological and genetic criteria for sex can lead
to conflicting classifications in certain instances, in which case, according to Krips, we
say that an individual's sex is indeterminate (1987 :27-28).
Krips suggests that indeterminacy also pertains to "objects (or descriptions of
objects)" (1987:28-30, italics in original), as well as to properties. He illustrates this
claim by comparing quantum indeterminacy to the boundaries of cities. Krips holds
that any city is spatially indeterminate, but denies that this is problematic. He writes:
Melbourne, as a city, is pedectly determinate-perfectly distinct fkom Sydney,
Brussels, London, and all other cities-although it does of course have a
29, italics in original).
somewhat indeterminate location (1987:
According to Krips, indeterminacy also arises when the subject and predicate
terms refer to determinate objects and properties respectively, but when the proposition
resulting from their conjunction is indeterminate. For example, consider the area of
Melbourne, which he claims is deternainately neither 69 nor 70 square miles in area,
although Melbourne itself is perfectly determinate (in the sense of being distinct from
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Sydney, London and so on), as are "69 square mites" and "70 square miles" (1987:2829). So while "has area x" is well-defined for any given x, the family of predicates to
which such predicates belong "constitutes a conceptual grid into which the
(nevertheless well-defined) entity 'Melbourne' does not fit" (Krips 1987:29).
A further variety of indeterminacy cited by Krips occurs in cases where subject

and predicate terms are mismatched. This can arise in zoology, for example, when a
new species is discovered which does not fit into any existing classificatory scheme,
even though the existing schemes and the biology of the species in question are
themselves understood. The example Krips cites here is the platypus (l987:29-30),
which at the time of its discovery by Europeans was indeterminate with respect to
classificatory schemes of the day, according to which "oviparous" and "mammalian"
were mutually exclusive categories. Analogous to the case of the platypus, according
to Krips, is the availability of various classificatory schemes for defining cities.
Alternative classificatory schemes of this sort may result from assignments of, say,
different areas to Melbourne's telephone area boundaries, postal boundaries, and so
on."

The existence of such alternatives, Krips thinks, leads to indeterminacies with

respect to whether certain outlying regions of the city are inside or outside Melbourne.

Still another problem of indeterminacy concerns the merger of distinct entities,
as in the case of the merger between Minneapolis and St Paul to form MinneapolisSt
Paul. We may not be sure in this case whether to describe either Minneapolis or St
Paul as retaining an identity distinct Born Minneapolis-St Paul. Similar considerations
apply to Buda and Pest, which merged to form Budapest (Krips 1987:28).
25

Krips then compares the last of these conventional indeterminacy problems to

the indeterminacy of an electron's position in the case of the double-slit experiment.
He begins by claiming that while an electron is dererminate (even if its state is not an
eigenfunction of position), those circumstances in which an electron behaves as if it has
a definite position (presumably, for example, upon completion of a position

measurement on the electron) "are not sufficient to entail that it actually has one
particular positionn (1987:3 1). Krips maintains that an electron's indeterminacy is
different from cases of indeterminacy due exclusively to either conceptual
underdetennination or conceptual overdetermination. As I understand him, Krips
means by this that particle-criteria and wave-criteria neither underdetermine nor
overdetermine the electron; rather, particlecriteria and wavecriteria are applicable to
the electron in appropriately d&ned experimental circumtances, but that they are not

simultaneously applicable with arbitrary precision (owing to the position-momentum

uncertainty relation). For Krips, an electron's position is indeterminate because:
not only does (a) the electron satisfy some but not all criteria for being spatially
disperse, but also @) it satisfies some but not all criteria for being located at a
single point, but nevertheless (c) the electron satisfies all the criteria for being a
spatial object, situated within some spatial volume, e.g. the universe at large. . .
[Specifically] if our electron has a state-function which is non-zero over every
point in some volume V and only within V then we say that (c) ' it is located
within V; and we do so because all position measurements will then register it to
be located within V with certainty (1987:31).
Krips takes electron indeterminacy to be "precisely parallel" to the situation with
respect to the area of Melbourne (1987:32). In the case of an electron, the conceptual
grid into which the electron purportedly does not fit is one which opposes spatially

extended with point-like objects. That is to say, Krips takes electrons to satisfy some,
but not all, of the criteria for being spatially extended, and some, but not all, of the
criteria for being point-like objects (1987:32). Thus, as he puts it, "electrons may be
said to be somewhere, but there is no precise spatial configuration which they may be
said to have" (1987:3 1). In general, for any appropriate physical quantity Q, q-system
S and time t,

Q is said to be indeterminate in value in S at t if all the criteria are satisfied for
Q having some value in S at r, e.g. a Q measurement would reveal some value
at r, but there is (are) no particular value(s) because of the existence of relevant
interference effects. In such a case we will say not just Q has an indeterminate
value in S at t," but we will also preserve the claim that Q has some value in S
at t, in just the same way that we said of the electron which had an
indeterminate position that it was nevertheless located somewhere (within V say)
(Krips 1987:32,italics in original)."
"

Finally, Krips rejects the view that: "quantum theoretic indeterminacy is not
intrinsic, because precisification of the vague terminology is possible" (where this
On this account, the statement "Q has some value" is true, but of course the
problem that arises here concerns the relationship between the truth-values assigned to
all the individual disjuncts "Qhas value q," and the truth value assigned to the
disjunction as a whole (when S is in a superposition of eigenstates of Q (with values q
q2, . . . ,) or is in a mixture of such states) (Krips 1987:33). Historically, the two main
approaches that have been taken to this in
logic have been: (i) to assignfahe
to every disjunct but nevertheless count the entire disjunction as true, and (ii) to assign
a third truth value, such as "indeterminaten or "neither true nor false" to each disjunct,
while taking the whole disjunction to be true. The former option (advanced by Putnam
(1969)) entails replacing classical logic with a non-distributive quantum logic, whiIe
the latter, which was pioneered by Reichenbach (1944), supplements the two classical
truth values "true" and "false" with a third value. The former requires us to accept
that an electron passes through one slit or another in the double-slit experiment, even
though it is false that it passes through L , and false that it passes through L,,whereas
the latter requires us to accept the view, no more intelligible to my mind, that it is
"merely indeterminate" whether the electron passes through L, or &, even though it
does pass through one or the other slit (1987:33).
26
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"precisification" is expressed in language of state functions), arguing instead for a
realist interpretation of quantum indeterminacy. Unfortunately, just what this realist
account is supposed to be is not clear, as the following passage shows:
fA]n indeterminate position can be seen in a quite different light, as being a new
sort of property, different from that of having any particular position(s)
precisely, but theoretically respectable in its own right. And it is that view
which I shall be taking here. It is important to note that the introduction of such
new properties does not reverse the programme of eliminating "indeterminaten
in the broad sense of "vague" or "imprecise" terminology from the language of
physics, which characterized much of classical physics. What has happened is
that the concept of indeterminacy has itself been precisified and incorporated
into theoretical discourse. Thus the programme of eliminating indeterminate (in
the broad sense) terminology has actually been furthered by the paradoxical
(Krips 1987:34-35).27
device of including the term "indeterminate" within

[Qw

1.4 A Critique of &ips on Indeterminacy

What are we to make of Krips' claims that the problem of quantum indeterminilcy is
comparable to traditional forms of indeterminacy and that quantum indeterminacy can
be interpreted realistically? In this and the following section, I argue that both of these

claims are implausible and that the most plausible interpretation of indeterminacy from
a realist perspective is to hold that it is essentially semantic or episremdogical in
nature.
First, note that if Krips is right in drawing a direct parallel between electron
determinacy and the determinacy of a city such as Melbourne, then the alleged
indeterminacy of Melbourne presumably applies to all cities. But this is surely
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Remarking on the same passage, Jefiey Bub comments: "Oh come now!"

(1989:206).

implausible. It is true that for a typical large city, certain areas on its outskirts are
regarded as within the city for some purposes (for example, for the purposes of
defining electoral boundaries) and not others (for example, for postal service purposes),

but the existence of alternative classificatory schemes of these types is surely a

contingent matter, and as such quite different £'?om the case of electrons. Alternative
classificatory schemes of this son are artifacts created by, for example, various legal
and political authorities, rather than problems concerning the ontology of the world. In

any case, we can imagine that there are countries in which the areas of cities are simply
legislated or otherwise officially determined so that alternative classificatory schemes
are ruled out by fiat.
More serious problems arise for &ips with respect to his claims that an e l e c ~ o n
is somehow a determinate entity "like Melbourne" (1987:30)and that the
indeterminacy of an electron is "precisely parallel" to the case of Melbourne. Drawing

an analogy between a q-system such as an electron and an entity such as a city in this

way is questionable, at the very least. First, notwithstanding the lessons contemporary
philosophy of science has to teach us about the theory-ladenness of observations and
entities in science,28and even leaving to one side the added complication that electrons

are not directly observed, an electron is very different from Melbourne in other,
physically significant ways. For example, unlike Melbourne, which is spatially
extended, an electron is a point particle.
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See for example Feyerabend (1975).

Furthermore, the putative indeterminacy of the position of an electron is
different from the putative indeterminacy of the perimeter of Melbourne. While one
might quibble about whether some region on the outskirts of Melbourne is really a part
of the city (under some description or classificatory scheme), if Krips' analogy were to
hold, we would have to allow for the (admittedly remote) possibility that all of
Melbourne might be found upon observation to be, say, in the Indian Ocean or France.
In QM, the probability that an electron is located somewhere upon the
performance of a position measurement is 1, but the position-momentum uncertainty
relation entails that in general, the absolute cerrainty of finding an electron at a

particular location x (that is, such that Ax = 0) is, in principle, unattainable. The best
we can do is to calculate the (non-extremal) probability that a given q-system S will be
found inside a given volume V if a position measurement is performed on S, but in
principle there is no finite upper bound on the volume Vin which S can be found with
certainty2' Were we to extend similar considerations to Melbourne, we would have to
allow that, for any given finite volume V, Melbourne might, upon observation, be
found outside V! Krips must either concede that quantum mechanical considerations of
this sort apply to Melbourne or else explain how the indeterminacy of q-systems such
as electrons is different from the "indeterminacy" of Melbourne.

This, incidentally, is also consistent with the quantum effect known as barrier
penetration (or quantum tunneling), according to which there is no way, in principle, to
confine a q-system with finite energy within m y physical container of finite volume
(see Eisberg and Resnick (1974),Chapter 6).
29
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&ips might object to my argument that, given the QUP and EC, I too must, in
principle, allow the remote possibility that Melbourne could behave in the bizarre way
described above. But this move would be a tu quoque, since recall that it is Krips who
suggests that the problem of quantum indeterminacy is no more problematic than
traditional forms of indetenninacy, and that the problem can be explicated in terms
consistent with realism. Krips does not explicitly endorse the QUP or EC, but if he
were to, his account would only exacerbate, not ameliorare, whatever putative
problems of ontologicd indeterminacy attach to classical objects and their properties.
So much the worse, then, I say, for a realist explication of quantum indeterminacy. In
brief, my view is that quantum indeterminacy is not only unlike the putative
indeterminacy of Melbourne (much less "precisely paralleln to it), but that even if we
do follow Krips in arguing that indetenninacy applies to both electrons and cities,
problems of ontological indeterminacy are only made worse for realists.
The more closely one scrutinizes Krips' account of the putative analogy between

an electron's indeterminacy and Melbourne's indeterminacy, the more muddled it

seems. Another source of the confusion concerns his attempt to explicate an electron's
indeterminacy in terms of a "failure of fitn to a "conceptual grid." In the case of
Melbourne, the failure of fit is said to consist in the failure of certain outlying regions
of the (nevertheless determinate) entity Melbourne to fit the "conceptual grid consisting
of various assignments of areas" (Krips 1987:30). Now compare this with the case of
electrons, where the failure of fit is said to involve "the conceptual grid consisting of
wave and particle concepts" (Krips 1987:32). The problem here is that there are

important differences between both the failure of fit and the conceptual grid in the two

cases. In the case of the electron, the uncertainty relations, in particular the positionmomentum uncertainty relation, figure in the nature of the "conceptual grid consisting
of wave and particle concepts," but the uncertainty relations render our attempts to
think and talk about q-systems as determinate entities highly problematic, although of
course we tend to talk of them ar if they are. 30 On the other hand, as I shall argue in
the next section, there is no reason why we cannot precisify the term 'Melbourne" in
such a way that it does indeed conform to a conceptual grid consisting of assignments
of several different areas. Krips assumes that both Melbourne and electrons are
determinate qua entities, but it is precisely the determinacy of the electron which is at
issue. As I argued above, the status of Melbourne qua physical entity is radicalIy
different from that of an electron, and in failing to take account of these differences,
Krips' analysis of quantum indeterminacy is inadequate.
Furthermore, Krips' explication of the indeterminacy of an electron seems to
trade on equivocation about the trajeaory of an electron in the double-slit experiment.
On the one hand, he defends his account as superior to Putnam's on the grounds that

30 Here I echo Bohr's point that QM exposes the limitations of classical physics
and imposes a limit on the possibility of our being able to speak about the objective
existence of phenomena (Bohr 1934:115). Thus the determinacy of an electron in
itself, if indeed it is determinate, must be fuadamentaUy different from that of
Melbourne, which (at least in the way we normally think about it) is not usually
regarded as constituting an inherent limitation on our cognitive capacities. Krips does
not discuss this issue directly, other than to claim that it is only with respect to multiple
q-systems, which raise problems about distinguishing between them, that questions
about the indeterminacy of q-systems arise (1987:30).

while Pumam is committed to the view that it is false that the electron passes through

& and false that it passes through for L,,it nevertheless passes through one slit or
another, whereas on Krips' account it is "merely indeterminate" which slit the electron
passes through. Krips agrees with Putnarn that the eIectron passes through one slit or
the other while explicitly maintaining that the trajectory of the electron is
"indeterminate. " The principle of charity requires us to assume that Krips really
means what he says when he uses the term 'indeterminate," but then I do not see how
he can also consistently maintain that the electron passes through one slit or the other.

My critique of Krips' account of quantum indeterminacy illustrates some of the
difficulties involved in explicating quantum indeterminacy in realist terms. Let us
reprise Krips' gloss on the nature of indeterminacy in a passage cited at the end of the
previous section. He writes:
[A]n indeterminate position can be seen . . . as being a new sort of property,
different from that of having any particular position(s) precisely, but
theoretically respectable in its own right.

I take Krips' reference to the 'theoretical respectability" of quantum indeterminacy to
signify that the formal machinery of QM provides us with a sound grasp of quantum
indeterminacy in mathematical terms. This is fine, so far as it goes, but in the absence
of a non-trivial account of this "new sort of property," Krips does not take us far
beyond square one in the philosophy of QM, which proceeds from our understanding

of the mathematical machinery of QM and is motivated by our desire to achieve a
philosophical understanding of the theory. Unfortunately, manipulating and

performing calculations with the formalism does not necessarily yield an understanding

of the intelligibility of a quantum mechanical world, which is precisely the burden of
any philosophical interpretation of QM. And Krips' account of quantum indeterminacy
does not advance our understanding of QM.31 The confusion attending his account is
most clearly seen in the following passage, also previousIy cited:
[TJhe concept of indeterminacy has itself been precisified and incorporated into
theoretical discourse. Thus the programme of eliminating indeterminate . . .
terminology has actually been furchered by the paradoxical device of including
the term "indeterminate" within QT.
Rather than marking an advance in our understanding of quantum indeterminacy, this
passage only confuses matters.

I . 5 Indeterminacy, Vagueness and the Individuatability of Q-Systems

In the previous section I criticized several aspects of &ipsyattempt to provide a realist
explication of quantum indeterminacy. In this section I appeal to an argument due to
Gareth Evans which strengthens the case against the tenability of realist accounts of
indeterminacy in general, and of quantum indeterminacy in particular. In a brief but
cIassic paper, Evans (1978) produces an argument against the idea that the notion of
vague objects is consistent. This debate bears directly on Krips' arganent. I begin by

summarizing Evans' argument against the consistency of the notion of vague objects.
In fairness to Krips, questions about the nature and status of understanding
physical theories are con@oversialmatters in philosophy of science. Perhaps a
thorough understanding of (the difficult and revolutionary theory that is) QM is
something that will simply emerge over time as we become more used to the theory. I
am not so sanguine,tending instead to agree with Feynman, who, in considering how
we are to come to terms with a world described by quantum physics, writes: "[nlobody
knows how it can be like thatn (Feynman 1965:129).
31
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Evans asks whether it is coherent to assert that "the world might contain certain
objects about which it is a fnct that they have fuzzy boundaries" (1978:208, italics in
original), where this claim is combined with the view that "amongst the statements
which may not have a determinate truth vaIue as a result of their vagueness are identity
statements" (1978:208). He answers that the answer is no on the basis of the following
proof."
Suppose the sentence "a = 6" is of indeterminate truth value, where "a" and
'b" are singular terms which designate precisely, and let the sentential operator " V"

represent the idea of indeterminacy. Then
(1.17)

V(a = b)

expresses a fact about b that can be described by the property " jc [V(x = a)]" (where
U A

n

is an operator on open sentences used to form names of properties, such that

"2@xnnames the property of being a

4)).This yields:

2 @(x = a)]b,

(1.18)

But

- V(a = a),

(1.19)

and so

(1-20)

- a @(x

= Q)IQ.

From (1.17), (1.19) and Leibniz' Law, however, we have:
(1-21)

- (a = b),

--
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The proof below is adapted from Evans (1978:208).

which is inconsistent with the original assumption that the truth value of (a = b) is
indeterminate.
It is worth noting, as Lewis does, that Evans' argument fails if the problem of
vagueness is construed solely in terms of semantics.33 What Evans shows is that if it
really is indeterminate that a = b (symboiized above as V(a = b)), then this must be
because at least one of the singular terms a or b does not designate precisely; otherwise
we would always be free to define a property which is had by one of a or b but not the
other, which in turn would imply that

- (a

= b)."

How, then, ought the problem of quantum indeterminacy be analyzed: as an
ontological problem or semantically, as vagueness-under-adescription? To answer
this, let us return to Krips' own example of the purported indeterminacy of Melbourne
and ask whether it is Melbourne which is indeterminate or whether the term
"Melbournen designates imprecisely? Krips explicitly maintains that the indeterminacy
with which he is concerned is ontological in nature, and that moreover it is possible for

both objects themselves and properties of objects to be indeterminate. In support of the

Lewis (1988 :128-30) makes the point that Evans' argument is designed to refute
the view that there are vague objeas, as opposed to the view that vagueness pertains
merely to descriptions (of objects). Strictly speaking, Evans' argument, as Lewis
notes, is directed against the view that: (i) there are vague objects, and (ii) that vague
identity yields identity statements with indeterminate truth values (1988: 129). Krips is
explicitly cornmined to (i) and he appears to be committed to (ii) as well, inasmuch as
he says that one of the logical features of the notion of indeterminacy he endorses is
that (the statement) "Q has q in S at t" is indeterminate in truth-value for certain values
of q (1987:33-34).
33

" See also Noonan (1995: 15).
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former, Krips says that "indeterminacy may also afflict ob~ects(or object descriptions),
i.e. it may be objects rather than their properties which are indeterminate" (198728,
italics in original). A putative example of object indeterminacy is Minneapolis, which
is indeterminate not because it is of indeterminate spatial extent, Krips argues, but
because it is not clear whether the city is really two distinct cities, St Paul md
Minneapolis, or one, St Paul-Minneapolis. But this form of indeterminacy, Krips
argues, is to be distinguished from the property indeterminacy attaching to Melbourne,
inasmuch as "the indeterminacy of Melbourne's area arises because, so to speak, the
family of predicates 'has area A' constitutes a conceptual grid into which the
(nevertheless well-defined) entity 'Melbourne' does not fit" (l98?:29). That is to say,
Krips thinks Melbourne is perfectly determiinme in the sense of being distinguishable
from other cities such as Calgary, Sydney and Brussels, for example, but that "it is
indeterminate whether the area [of Melbourne] is 70 square miles or merely 69 square
miles" (l987:29).

What Krips has to say about semantic indeterminacy, however, is puzzling. In
defending the view that indeterminacy pertains to objects, we saw above that Krips
takes it that "indeterminacy m a y . . . afflict objects (or object descriptions), as if no
importance attaches to the distinction between indeterminate objects and indeterminate
object descriptions. Referring to the putative ontological indeterminacy of
Minneapolis, Krips writes:
[T]his indeterminacy of objects may have to be considered as an indeterminacy
which is "under a description." Thus Melbourne (unlike St Paul) is determinate
as a city in the sense that it is clearly distinguishable fiom any other city, but it

is indeterminate as a collection of buildings . . . This suggests that the
indeterminacy here is linguistic in nature, i-e. is properly assigned to objects
under descriptions rather than objects as such. Fortunately I do not need to
confront this issue-the linguistic nature of indeterminacy-but content myself
with making the more modest point that mere indeterminacy in spatial extent
had better not be taken as sufficient for an entity to be indeterminate or
indeterminate under all descriptions (1987:28, italics in original).
Krips assumes that there are cases of ontological indeterminacy attaching to objects
("indeterminacy in spatial extentn), but suggests that this means neither that the entity
in question is indeterminate simpliciter nor that it is indeterminate under all

descriptions. It is odd, especially in the light of Evans' argument, that Krips should
regard himself "fortunate" not to have to analyze the problem of indeterminacy in
linguistic terms, for a linguistic analysis offers a much more promising avenue for
resolving his and other cases of indeterminacy than an ontological one. That there are
vague identity statements can be agreed upon on all hands, and it is all too easy to
appreciate various ways in which ambiguity and vagueness infect our describing and
naming practices. Vagueness-under-a-description is the focus of many debates in the

voluminous literature on sortals, natural kind terms, mass terms, and so on. Names
which designate non-rigidly and the use of one name to refer to two or more things
engender still more confusions. Consider, for example, the two sentences:

(v)

New York is a city,

(vi)

New York is a state.

and

It does not follow from (v) and (vi) that:
(vii)

ItisvaguewhetherNewYorkisacityorastate,

although it does fotlow that:
(viii) It is vague whether "New York" refers to a city or a state.
The ambiguity created by the true sentences (v) and (vi) above is c1earIy the result of
using one name to denote two things (notwithstanding the fact that the two things in
this case are not disjoint, since New York the ciry is a proper part of New York the

state). It is not as if New York cannot make up its mind, so to speak, whether it is a
city or a state (whichwould be the situation were the problem o~ological),but that the
name "New York" has two referents.
Krips' case of Melbourne presents a different problem. but one that nevertheless
avails itself of a ready solution when analyzed in terms of semantic-as opposed to

ontological-indeterminacy.

Pace Krips, it is not as if Melbourne cannot make up its

mind whether it is 69 or 70 square miles, but rather that the term "Melbournen is

insufficiently rigid to rule out alternative precisifications of the city to which it refers.
These precisifications, which are strictly linguistic in nature, may even conflict with
each other, but it does not follow from this that there is any indeterminacy associated

with Melbourne at the level of ontology. To think otherwise is to suppose that the
linguistic tail wags the ontological dog, so to speak. 35 Thus, the statements:

(ix) "Melbourne" refers to a city in Victoria with an area of 69 square miles,
and

(x) "Melbourne" refers to a city in Victoria with an area of 70 square miles,
35 Lewis (1988: 129) makes a similar point in discussing the denotation of
"Princeton. "

may well both be true on different precisifications of "Melbourne" (due to various
Legal or jurisdictional considerations). We are not, however, justified in inferring fiom

(ix) and ( x ) that:
(xi) It is vague whether Melbourne is 69 or 70 square miles.
The point here is that the indeterminacy in question need not necessarily have anything
to do with ontological vagueness, and that to suppose otherwise, as Krips does, raises
the spectre of Evans' argument.

Evans' conclusion also has the virtue of intuitive appeal. To see this, consider
the case of clouds, which are sometimes claimed to be fuzzy or indeterminate
(macroscale) objects.36 Like "city, " "cloud" is a count noun, but unlike the case of
cities, the putative fizziness of clouds arises not from conflicting classificatory
schemes, but rather from their amorphous appearance. Clouds exemplify what Michael

''

Tye calls the problem of the many, which is the problem that many different

aggregates-in the case of clouds these are aggregates of water molecules-may
constitute one and the same object. Questions surrounding the determinacy of
aggregates may be synchronic and diachronic. For example, one question concerning
the synchronic determinacy of clouds is this:
(xii) Is spatial location x (deteminately)a pan of a given cloud at time t ?

-

-- -

-- - - -

- -

-

--

36

See, for example, Tye (1996).

37

See Tye (1996).
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The answer depends upon whether or not x is occupied by water droplets at t, and is
perfectly determinate, even if ascertaining the answer with the naked eye is not easy.
Considered diachronically, another question is this:
(xiii) Is spatial location x (detenninately)a pan of a given cloud during time

-

interval to t,?

In this case, the answer might be indeterminate in the sense that it might be that water
vapour is found at x during some but not all of the interval r ,

- t , , but this should

concern the opponent of ontological indeterminacy no more than the claim that people
are indeterminate because they can move. The point is that none of the putative
problems of indeterminacy concerning clouds arise from ontological indeterminacy
pertaining to clouds or their parts.
Further problems arise in the cases of cloud formation and dispersal, where one
might ask at what point clouds exist at all, and also in cases of clouds merging, where
one might ask which cloud it is to which certain water droplets belong. Here again,
however, the correct way to cast such problems is in terms of whether what it is rhm

constitutes clouds (which is water droplets), is indeterminate, and again, the answer is
no. The problems in all the above cases are ones of denition rather than ontology. Of
course, the point of Evans' argument is not established by some confirming cases, but
it is worth noting that at least some cases of the putative indeterminacy of macroscale
objects can be analyzed without having to construe the problem as an ontological one.
If Evans' proof holds, however, Krips' argument is in trouble. But what of the

soundness of Evans' proof, especially given what we know about the strange behaviour

of q-systems? Does the strange behaviour of q-systems in any way impugn the
soundness of his proof, and if so, does this rehabilitate Krips' argument? One author
who argues that q-systems constitute counter-examples to Evans' proof in certain
circumstances is E L L o ~ e . ~ ~
Lowe considers the case of an atom in an ionization chamber which becomes a
negative ion upon capturing an electron a in its outer shell and some time later emits an
electron b, thereby reverting to its original state. Lowe argues that QM does not allow
us to assert either that a is identical to b or that a is not identical to 6,and that
therefore it is indeterminate whether a is identical to b on the basis of QM. If Lowe is
right, then there does appear to be reason to believe in the notion of indeterminate
identity (and thus indeterminate statements), and that the indeterminacy in question is
ontological in nature. As for Evans' argument, Lowe's diagnosis is that there is a
formal mistake involved in taking (1.18) to follow from (1.17). According to Lowe,

the problem is that if b is ascribed the property expressed by " 2 @(x = a)]," then by
the same token a can be ascribed a corresponding property expressed by " P @(x =

b)]." But if the identity of the two objects a and b is indeterminate, the argument

proceeds, then it must also be the case that the two propeflies denoted by " P [O(x =
a)]" and "2 p ( x = b)J " are also indeterminate. But then the ascription to b of the
property expressed by "2 @(x = a)]" is not sufficient to differentiate it from a, and so
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See Lowe (19%: 110-14).

according to Lowe it is incorrect to infer from (1.17) that a (determinately) lacks the
property denoted by "P @(x = a)J ."
French and Krause (199520-5)and Noonan (1995: 14-9) both rebut Lowe's
argument. 1 confine myself to brief remarks about their objections. French and Krause
(1995:20) point out that although different statistics apply to fermions and bosons, this
does not mean that fermions are any more or Less individuatable than bosons. 39 Lowe's

thought experiment makes use of electrons (which are fermions), but as French and
Krause point out, although fermions differ from bosom in that the former obey the
Pauli Exclusion Principle4"while the latter do not, this difference is a red herring in
terms of the debate about the indeterminacy of q-systems. French and Krause
(1995:20) correctly note that the relevant issue is that both fermions and bosons can
enter into entangled states. I discuss the notion of entanglement in QM at more length
in Chapter Four, but for now suffice to note that a q-system X represented by an

entangled state ['P) is such that I'f)is not the product of the states of the component
systems of X. Therefore differences between fermions and bosons are moot in this
respect. In other words, since both fermions and bosons are susceptible to entering
into entangled states, a general problem arises with respect to the individuztion of qsystems. Lowe's argument against Evans proceeds on the assumption that q-systems
are individuatable, but the individuatability of q-systems is itself in question.

39

See, for example, van Fraassen (1991:48O).

The Pauli Exclusion Principle states that no two fennions can occupy the same
quantum state.
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Are q-systems individuatable or not? French and Krause argue that the answer

is yes, although their argument, which relies on the idea that the individuatability of
objects is different fiom their distinguishability, is obscure. Certain q-systems such as
electrons are indistinguishable in the sense that they are alike with respect to their stateindependent properties, as French and Krause (1995:22)point out, but entanglement
applies to the states of q-systems and not to classical particles, which marks a crucial
difference between the two. In the case of a composite classical system C, the state of

C is uniquely decomposable into the states of its subsystems. This allows classical
subsystems to be individuated, and so an essential "thisnessn or haecceity holds for
such systems. What of the case of q-systems, which enter into entangled states? In the

quantum case, French and Krause suggest that the individuatability of q-systems can be
rescued along the lines of the reldonal holism expounded by Teller, who proposes that
states of q-systems be understood in terms of non-supervenienr relatiom holding
between particles, "relations that are neither determined by nor dependent on nonrelational properties of the relatan (1995:21). But the extent to which this move
illuminates our understanding of the individuatabiliv of q-systems is unclear, especially
since, as French and Krause (199522)concede, "ontologically speaking,
'entanglement' is Ever strictly absent-every

electron . . . is involved with the state of

every other electron in the universe under this interpretation." I agree with French and
Krause that q-systems are inseparable given Teller's relational holism. Furthermore, I
claim that it follows from this that we cannot, strictly speaking, think of q-systems as
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objects which exist independently of one another, a theme which recurs in Chapters
Three, Four and Five.
The solution to the problem of the indeterminacy of (I-systems proposed by

French and Krause involves the postulation sf an ontology of %on-individual" objects.
The mathematical foundations of this idea consist in "quasi-set theory," which is based
on first-order logic without identity and makes use of non-standard techniques to
construct "quasi-sets," or "qsets" (199523-4), objects to which the notion of

cardinality applies (in the guise of "quasi-cardinals "), but not ordinality. The general
idea here is that a collection of q-systems may be regarded as retaining the property of

size, but that ordinal rankings cannot be assigned to such objects because objects of this
sort are intrinsically non-individuatable. A discussion of the technical details of this
proposal is outside the scope of this study, but there are problems with this approach.

The very idea of %on-individual" objects, objects which lack self-identity, is highly
problematic, if not contradictory. Indeed, getting this proposal off the ground is not at
all straightforward given the pervasive nature of the problem of entanglement in
quantum measurements, since in general, the state of even a "single" q-system becomes
entangled with the state of whatever measuring apparatus is used to observe "it." But
this means that the independent existence of "itn must be called into question (a
problem I explore in more detail in Chapters Four and Five). One way of
circumventing this problem is to give up on the notion of the self-identity of q-systems,
but this casts doubt on the intelligibility of talk of objects at all, a problem which

French and Krause's postulation of %on-individual" objects does not illuminate.
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Questions about the ontological determinacy of objects amount to questions
about their identities. In the case of two fermions (or bosom) a and b in an entangled
state, for example, the identities of a and b become indeterminate, which is to say that
the determinateness of the identity of a with b, as well as the self-identity of both a and

6,is lost. Afier all, if "a" and "6"designate precisely, then if a is (determinately)
self-identical, the determinacy of its identity with b is automatically settled from an
ontological standpoint. But if 'a = bn is not true, then, following Evans, there must
be some property of b whose negation is true of a, in which case "a = b" is false, not
indeter~ninate.~'I hold that QM forbids the individuation of q-systems in superposed
states in the absence of some appropriate measurement which reveals their existence
individually. But does this mean that we cannot, for example, assert that there are
deteminately six electrons in the 2p shell of a sodium atom (even though we know

electrons obey the Pauli Exclusion Principle)? The answer is no, in the sense that we
cannot behold electrons in the 2p shell before us and count them, as we can, say,
oranges in a h i t bowl. To this extent French and Krause are right, but the answer is
yes in the sense that the structure of sodium atoms is best understood as ifthere are six

atoms in their 2p shells, and also yes insofar as atoms can be manipulated to absorb or
release electrons individually, in a countabIe fashion. This account is consistent with
Evans' argument, for I deny that entangled quantum states exemplify indeterminate
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See Noonan (1995:14).

objects on the grounds that since q-systems are not individuatable in such
circumstances, the conditions for ascribing entityhood to such systems are not satisfied.
As for Noonan's argument against Lowe, Noonan points out that Lowe makes
the mistake of assuming that Evans' argument relies essentially upon an appeal to
properties which are only expressible using the concept of identity. But Noonan notes
that there is a difference between "being such that it is indeterminate whether a is
identical with b" and the p r o p e q 'being such that it is indeterminate whether a is
identical with b" (1995: 16). Moreover, although Evans' argument as it is set out

makes use of the latter (identity-involving) property, Noonan maintains that the pattern
of Evans' argument can be preserved in such a way that the property which is ascribed
to b in his original argument is not identity-involving. In the case of Lowe's quantumtheoretic example, for example, we can assign the propem "being such that it is
indeterminate whether it is located where a isn to b, a propem which does not apply to
a. I take Noonan's diagnosis of the problem with Lowe's argument against Evans to
be correct.
If Evans' argument is sound-and

I find nothing in the arguments of Lowe,

French and Krause or Krips to suggest otherwise-then we cannot comistentIy ascribe
ontological indeterminacy to objects. But then Krips' attempt to provide a realist
explication of quantum indeterminacy fails.

1.6 Conclusion
The discussion in this chapter focused on the responses by Bohr, Land& Popper and
Krips to the philosophical difficulties associated with the indeterminacy manifested in
the double-slit experiment. All of these accounts were deemed to be unsatisfactory for
one reason or another. I concluded with a defence of Evans' argument that ontological
indeterminacy cannot be consistently ascribed to objects, which I argued decisively
refutes Krips' attempt to explicate quantum indeterminacy along realist lines.
I generalize the discussion of philosophical problems raised by the double-slit

experiment in the next chapter, where I explore the ontological implications of the
introduction of a delayed-choice element into double-slit and split-beam cype
experiments. I return to problems of quantum indeterminacy left unresolved in this and
the following chapter in Chapter Five, where I assess the implications of these

indeterminacy problems with respect to realism in the light of the QUP and EC.

CHAPTER TWO: TAE DELAYED-CHOICE EXPERIMENT, DETERMINACY
AND THE PAST

No elementary phenomenon is a phenomenon until it is a recorded phenomenon
(registered or "observed" or "brought" to a close by an irreversible act of
amplification).
- John Wheeler (1983b: 143)

2.0 Introducrion

In this chapter I discuss an extension of the double-slit-type experiment first described
and analyzed in detail by John Wheeler and known as the delayed-choice qen'rnent
(hereafter DCE).' Although from a physical point of view DCEs do not, in principle,
extend the problem of indeterminacy discussed in Chapter One, they show in a
dramatic way how the problem of indeterminacy in QM also applies to the past. I
provide an exposition of Wheeler's analysis of DCEs and of the radical ontology he
derives from this analysis, an ontology consisting solely of quantum evenrs which
comprise observer and observed elements. I take Wheeler's interpretations of both

Wheeler includes certain versions of the double-slit, split-beam and what he calls
"polarization of paired photons " experiments under the rubric of DCEs (1978:39-40).
(The last of these is a Bell-type experiment using photon pairs into which a delayedchoice element is introduced.) The discussion of DCEs in this chapter is restricted
mainly to split-beam experiments into which a delayed-choice element is introduced.
Bell-type experiments are discussed in Chapter Three.

DCEs2 and QM to be consisteat with the QUP and EC, but I argue in this chapter and
in Chapter Five that they are problematic in terms of realism.

In 92.1 1 briefly discuss the historical background of DCEs and describe a
generic version of the DCE, followed by a variant of it first proposed by Wheeler in
1981 which I refer to as the cosmic delayed-choice experiment (hereafter CDCE). In
$2.2 I outline Wheeler's interpretation of DCEs, which makes use of the idea of a

quantum event. A quantum event, which consists of a time-irreversible a a of
amplification, is synonymous with a (macroscale) observarion, and is what is required
to bring elementary quantum events to completion. This notion of the completion of a

quantum event is what Wheeler means by saying that no elementary phenomenon is a
phenomenon until it is a recorded phenomenon.

Wheeler's theory of measurement

follows the Copenhagen interpretation to the extent that it rules out the reality of
quantum phenomena in the absence of macroscale measurements, but it differs from the
Copenhagen orthodoxy in that his interpretation yields an ontology of quantum events

Wheeler's interpretations of the DCE, QM and cosmology have been developed
in a series of papers and monographs, including Wheeler (1975, 1977, 1978, 1979a,
1979b, 1980a, 1980b, 1980c, 1981a, 1981b, 1981~'1982, 1983a, 1983b, 1983c and
1990). The most detailed technical discussion of the double-slit experiment and the
various versions of the DCE is Wheeler (1978) and the most comprehensive account of
his philosophy of QM is Wheeler (1979a). For an extensive bibliography of his
publications up until 1990, see Wheeler (1990).
Wheeler's use of the word "phenomenonn reflects the influence of Bohr, whose
use of the term to describe the behaviour of q-systems Wheeler refers to as the 'hard
won fruit" of the twenty-eight year dialogue between Bohr and Einstein (1982560).
For Bohr (1958), no quantum phenomenon is a phenomenon until it has been brought
to a close by an irreversible act of amplification such as the blackening of a grain of
silver bromide emulsion or the triggering of a photodetector.

(which Wheeler alternatively refers to as elemen~aryquantum phenomena and I call

quantum measurement interactrctrons)
.
As I argue in 882.2 and 2.3, however, there are several problems with
Wheeler's account of the nature of quantum events. At the root of these problems is
the fact that he equivocates with respect to his uses of the terms "recorded,"

'registered," 'brought to a close by an irreversible act of amplification" and
"observed," in that sometimes these terms have an obje~ivesense and at other times a

subjective sense. The confusion created by this equivocation are further complicated
by Wheeler's frequent references to observer-participancy as constituting a fundamental
feature of the world. I discuss the tension created by the objective and subjective
elements of Wheeler's account of measurement in QM in 952.2 and 2.3.

2.1 Some Versions of the Deluyed-Choice Experiment

The family of experiments collectively referred to as DCEs includes both thought

experiments and others that have actually been performed. As is also the case with
Bell-type experiments, the origins of DCEs (of both kinds) lie in the debates between
Bohr and Einstein on the philosophical foundations of QM . Referring to a situation to
which Einstein 'very early called attention, " Bohr writes :
[ilf a semi-reflecting mirror is placed in the way of a photon, leaving two
possibilities for its direction of propagation, the photon may either be recorded
on one, and only one, of two photographic plates situated at great distances in
the two directions in question, or else we may,by replacing the plates by
mirrors, observe effects exhibiting an interference between the two reflected
wave-trains. In any attempt of a pictorial representation of the behaviour of the
photon we would, thus, meet with the difficulty: to be obliged to say, on the

one hand, that the photon always chooses one of the two ways and, o n the other
hand, that it behaves as if it had passed both ways (Bohr 1949:222,italics in
original).
Later in the same paper, Bohr points out that decisions concerning the measurement of
observables on q-systems in given experimental contexts can be delayed until the
experiment is actually under way. He writes:
it obviously can make no difference, as regards observable effects obtainable by
a definite experimental arrangement, whether our plans for construction and
handling the instruments are fixed beforehand or whether we prefer to postpone
the completion of our planning until a later moment when the particle is already
on its way fiom one instrument to another (Bohr 1949:230).'
These passages suggest that Bohr had already conceived of the delayed choice principle
and understood at least some of its implications.

When a q-system beam is split into two beams of equal intensity by a beam
splitter (or in cases where a beam has two paths available to it, as in a double-slit
experiment), the resultant beams may be recombined in the presence of measuring
devices in such a way as to allow an experimenter to measure one, but not both
simultaneously, of a pair of conjugate observables on the q-system constituents of the
beam. A delayed choice element is introduced into experiments of this sort if provision
is made for the experimenter to postpone choosing which of a pair of conjugate
observables to measure on individual q-systems until after they have already been
emitted fiom the source. What is so philosophically troubling about the delayed choice

For more details about the history of Bohr's contribution to the literature on
DCEs, see Bohr (l949:2Ol4l). See also Wheeler (198 la) for a commentary on Bohr's
account of the Bohr-Einstein debates and his own refinements of the DCE.

principle is that it appears to suggest that the experimenter brings about states of qsystems retroactively, in the sense that q-systems cannot be assumed to be in definite
states (of either, say, position or momentum) while they traverse the experimental
apparatus, until and unLess appropriate measurements are performed on them by the
experimenter. This result lends powerful support to Bohr's view that quantum
phenomena have no clearly defined reality in the absence of the (macroscale)
measurements required to actualize quantum phenomena.
Fig. 2a shows a generic split-beam DCE. A beam of q-systems X incident upon
a half-silvered (or semi-reflecting) mirror (labelled HSJ is split into two orthogonal
beams X, and X,,each of which is of an intensity half that of X. Fully-silvered mirrors
labelled A and B situated in the paths of X, and X, at 45" angles with respect to the two
split beam components5redirect X, and X, in such a way that they recombine at 90 ".

Recording devices in the form of particle detectors may be positioned along the paths
of X,and X, to perform position measurements on q-systems in the split beam. In the
generic DCE,particle detectors labelled P and Q are positioned just beyond the point at
which the split-beam components X, and X, recombine. The detectors P and Q record

the arrival of q-systems as hits, and the proportion of hits recorded by them

The id=. of using half-silvered mirrors in this way may have been first proposed
by Einstein in one of his earlier debates with Bohr. Support for this conjecture is
found in Bohr ((1949:222), reprinted in Wheeler and Zurek 1983:3O)), who observes
that the idea of placing a half-silvered mirror in the path of a beam of photons was
something "to which Einstein very early called attention and often has reverted."

Figure 2a
approaches % in the limit as the number of hits goes to infinity.
The rules of QM dictate that the particular route taken by any one individual q-

system S in a DCE cannot be predicted in advance, and as long as no position
measurement is conducted along the paths of the beams X,or X,, QM does not specify
which of X,or the X2S travels aiong. Rather, the position state of S is given by the

superposition:

with probability 55 for S to be found along each of X,and X2i f a position measurement
is perfumed along X , or X,. This theoretical prediction is readily tested

experimentally, and the results confirm that the probability for q-systems to travel by a
particular path approaches H in the limit of experimental runs, as predicted by QM.

The experiment described above may be augmented by carefully inserting a
second half-silvered mirror (labetled %Sb in Fig. 2a) where the split paths of X, and X2
intersect, such that q-systems taking the split paths are brought back into phase with
each other at this point. With only XS, and not ES, in place, q-systems traversing the
paths X,and X, are out of phase with each other and there is an equal probability that a
q-system with be detected at P and Q. But with both %S, and %S, in place, the
probabilities for q-systems to be detected at Q and P are 1 and 0 respectively. The
reason is that constmc?ive interference occurs between the split-beam components of
individual q-systems emerging parallel to the original (umplit) beam X owing to the
fact that the relative phases of the q-system components in this direction are the same,
and destruaive interference occurs between these components in the X 2 direction,
because the relative phases of the q-system components in the X, direction are opposite
to, and so cancelled out by, the components in the X,direction. The reconstituted
beam that results from constructive interference between X,and X, is of the same
intensity as the original, unsplit beam, and is represented as being in the same quantum
state as X. Modifying the original experiment in this way enables us to elicit
interference effects between the split beams X, and X,. A delayed choice element may

be introduced into this experiment by postponing the decision as ro whether to insert
the second half-silvered mirror wvil nfter the original beam has been split, and its qsystem components have traversed the first halfSsilvered mirror. Whether q-systems are
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detected only at Q or with equal probability at P and Q, then, is something that may be
delayed by the experimenter until afrer each q-system has had time to travel past HS,.

In the first version of the split-beam experiment, position measurements of the
individual q-systems are performed along X,or X,,in effect "forcingn the q-system to
take one path only. This resembles the case of the generic double-slit experiment when
a position detector is situated behind the slits. I . .both cases position measurements are
conducted on individual q-systems afrer a choice is made available to them, so to
speak, as to which route to traverse. And in both cases, the interference effects
characteristic of wave-like systems, and that we know fiom otherwise identical
experiments would be observed, are destroyed and particle-like behaviour induced
instead, specifically by conducting position measurements on the split q-system beams.
Moreover, the modified version of the split-beam experiment corresponds to the
version of the double-slit experiment in which both slits are open and D is not
activated, inasmuch as in both cases the q-systems "have a choice" as to which path to
take, and q-systems may be induced to exhibit interference effects. Furthermore, both

cases leave us with the problem of accounting for the ambiguous nature of q-systems.
Should we take the presence of interference effects to be evidence that the two splitbeam components traverse both routes in reaching Q, traverse neither route, or do
something else? And if the interference effects are evidence of something else, what is
this something else? At present, there are no satisfactory answers to these questions.

Bohr regards the availability of a choice between experimental arrangements in
experiments such as the one above as signifying that we are dealing with two different
experiments, and holds that nothing can be concluded about the nature of a qsystem-or phenomenon, in his preferred idiom-without considering the experimental
arrangement in its en ti ref^.^ In other words, by modifying the original experiment
described above by inserting the second half-silvered mirror, the experimental
conditions of the original experiment are altered and a different experiment results.
Bohr anticipates what is confirmed by experiments, which is that the outcomes differ in
the two experiments (1949:22 1-2).

In an extended series of papers,' Wheeler has developed the concept of splitbeam DCEs inspired by the BobEinstein debates, outlining at least seven variations

on the generic version of the DCE and elaborating upon how the principle of delayed
choice can be introduced as an option in many quantum mechanical experiments.

In

See Bohr (1949:221-2). In his discussions with Einstein, Bohr (1958:64):
advocated the application of the word phenomenon exclusively to refer to the
observations obtained under specified circumstances, including an account of
the whole experimental arrangement.
For further discussion of the development of Bohr's use of the word "phenomenon, "
see Petersen (1968).

' See, for example, Wheeler (1977, 1979, 1981a, 1981b, 1981c and 1983).
Apart from the two variations of the generic DCE which are discussed in this
section, other examples cited by Wheeler of experiments in which delayed choice
elements can be introduced in the measurement of non-commuting observables include
the following:
(i) the Heisenberg gamma-ray microscope experiment,
(ii) the tilt-tooth experiment, which makes use of a grating with adjustable teeth
which is used to reflect incoming radiation in one of two ways towards one of two

addition, the philosophical lessons he draws from these experiments help define his
interpretation of QM. I do not discuss all of the various kinds of DCEs, but three are
of particular interest to the present discussion.
The first involves the addition of a delayed choice element to the familiar
double-slit experiment. A double-slit arrangement is assembled in the usual way,
except that two detectors capable of recording the arrival of q-systems qua individual
particles are positioned beyond the barrier. These detectors are able to record the
presence of q-systems which "cross overn after they traverse the slits, so that
ideally-that is, assuming that the photo-detectors are perfectly efficient-the

bottom

detector records all and only those photons having come from the direction of the top
slit, and vice-versa (see Fig. 2b).9 Finally, a barrier in the form of a photographic
plate is mounted on a vertical hinge and positioned so that it can be swung open to
allow q-systems to reach the detectors. As in the orthodox doubIe-slit experiment,
interference effects can be induced at the plate when both slits are open and the plate is
in the closed position (that is, positioned so as to intercept q-systems). But the
difference is that in the DCE, the decision as to whether the plate is to be open or
closed can, in principle, be delayed until qFer the photons have had time to traverse
the diaphragm.

If the plate is opened at this stage of the experiment, one or the

kinds of detectors which can perform position or momentum-type measurements,
(iii) radiation pattern experiments, and
(iv) single photon polarization experiments.
For more detailed accounts of these experiments, see Wheeler (1978).
Fig. 2b is adapted from Wheeler (1978 :11).
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Figure 2b
other of the photodetectors will record the arrival of individual photons, and depending
on which detector is activated by a particular incident photon, we may determine which
of the siits the photon passed through, even though both slits are open! And if the plate
is closed, incident photons contribute to the buildup of an interference pattern on the
plate, just as one would expect. The upshot of the delayed choice version of the
double-slit experiment is that the experimenter's decision concerning the positioning of
the plate appears to retroactively determine which behaviour is manifested by the q-

systems.
Another variant of the DCE devised and performed by Mandel and Chiao

demonstrates that the mere possibility of gaining information about the behaviour of
individual q-systems in delayed-choice type experiments is sufficient to affect
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experimental outcomes. lo These experiments make use of a special crystal h o w n as a
parametric down-converter, which converts an incoming photon of given energy into
two photons with half the energy of the original photon. In the experiment performed
by Mandel's group, a laser is fist split by a conventional beam splitter (a half-silvered

mirror) and the two resultant beams are then guided into parallel paths by appropriately
angled fully-silvered mirrors, as shown in Fig. 2c.

These two beams, labelled XI and

X, in Fig. 2c, are then each fed into down-converters labelled C,and C, respectively.
Each downconverter produces two further beams of equal intensity, labelled signal and
idler beams respectively. This gives a total of four beams altogether: X I signal, X,

idler, X, signal and X, idler. The down-converters C,and C, are carefully positioned
so that the XI idler beam from C, is directed towards C,. The positions of C,and C,
are designed to bring about the alignment of the two idler beams in one direction and
the convergence of the two signal beams at a wide enough angle to produce interference
effects at a signal beam detector, which is situated where the signal beams converge
(see Fig. 2c). Just as in the double-slit experiment, interference patterns only emerge
when the two signal beams "have a choice" as to which route to traverse in reaching
the recording device. The signal detector can be used to exhibit interference effects (as

in the double-slit experiment with both slits open) and the idler detector reproduces
effects similar to having only one slit open in the double-slit experiment. The unique

lo

For an overview of this and two other recently performed DCEs, see Horgan
(1992:94-104).
l1

Fig. 2c is adapted from Horgan (1992:99).

feature of the Mandei and Chiao experiment is that in this case both of these effects

may be exhibited simultaneously!
Another interesting feature of this experiment is that the interference pattern
produced by the two signal beams can be destroyed in two ways: directly (by blocking
the path of one of the signal beams, which, like closing one of the slits in a double-slit

experiment, destroys the interference effects), and indiredy. l2 The latter is brought
about by blacking the path of one of the idler beams-the XI idler beam between C,and

G.

This brings about a change at the signal detector, because by blocking the X I idler

beam between C,and

G, we are now able, in principle, to retrace the route by which

any q-system reaches the signal detector.

l2 Acquiring knowledge about the nature of q-systems indirectly, via so-called nullmeasurements, is commonpiace in QM, and default measurements of this sort provide
just as much information as direct measurements. Another example of a null
measurement providing information occurs in Bell-type experiments, where the failure
of a detector to register a result when set to record, say, 'spin up" in a particular
direction on one of a pair of electrons on one wing of the experiment means that the
corresponding qsystem on the other wing of the experiment in the same direction is
"spin up. " Herbert also refers to null measurements as Renninger-style measurements
(1985:160).

Figure 2c

Reconstructing the route by which a q-system reaches the signal detector can be
done by keeping a record of the "hits" that are recorded simultaneously at the signal

and idler detectors, from which we may infer that these simultaneous hits come from
the X, signal and X, idler beams generated at C,. The point is that the mere possibility

of acquiring knowledge, even acquiring kmwledge retroactively, about which route a
q-system in the signal beams traverses is sufficient to rule out the manifestation of
wave1ike behaviour.
The results of the Mandel and Chiao experiments come as no surprise when
viewed from a Bohrian perspective. Blocking the X,idler beam in effect changes the

experiment by changing what it is possible for us to know about the (non-commuting)

obsenrables under consideration. As Mandel remarks: "[tlhe quantum state reflects not
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only what we know about the system but what is in principle knowable."

l3

Once one

appreciates this point, the initial air of mystery raised by DCEs disappears, since, as
these experiments demonstrate, a direct correspondence holds between whatever actual
or de fact0 knowledge we are able to discern about q-systems and the specification of
the experiments which yield that knowledge. The results of the experiments by Mandel
and Chiao are perfectly consistent with Bohr's interpretation of QM.

Another version of the DCE, also first proposed by Wheeler, is the Cosmic
Delayed Choice Experiment (hereafter CDCE).I4 Wheeler realized that the principles
underlying the generic DCE apply, in principle, even to events on cosmological scales
of time and distance. The example he uses to illustrate this point concerns a beam of
light which reaches earth from a distant source such as a quasar, where an intervening

galaxy is situated between the source of the light and the earth. General relativity
predicts that in such circumstances the intervening galaxy can act as a gravitational lens
by bending light passing on either side of it due to the galaxy's gravitational field.
Wheeler notes that such a situation arises in the case of the astronomical objects known
as 0957

+ 561 A, B, which were once thought to be two distinct quasars (Wheeler and

Zurek 1983:190). It is now apparent, however, that there is only one quasar; the initial
impression we had that 0957

+ 561A, B are two neighbouring objects was due to an

optical effect created by the presence of an intervening galaxy known as G-1. This

l3

See Horgan (1992: 98).

l4 The CDCE was first described by Wheeler in 1981 (Wheeler 1981a, reprinted in
Wheeler and Zurek (1983)).

galaxy acts as a gravitational lens, focusing beams of light as much as 50,000 light
years apart in the vicinity of the galaxy such that they come together in the vicinity of

the earth (see Fig. 2d). l5

Fig. 2d
Wheeler (1983: 190-3) argues that this situation lends itself to the delayed choice
principle in the following way. A telescope lens m a y be used to focus beams of light

coming from both sides of the gravitational lens. Monochromatic filters can be
inserted in the paths of the light beams emerging fiom the telescope lens to filter out
light of all but a single wavelength and two photo-sensitive optic fibres, one of which is
equipped with a delay loop, may be used to bring the two beams into phase. The optic

Is

Fig. 2d is adapted from Wheeler (1983~:
193).
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fibres lead to two counters, labelled I and I1 in Fig. 2d. There is an equal probability
that photons are recorded at I and II when the experiment is configured this way.

Finally, a half-silvered mirror (labelled %S in Fig. 2d) is inserted at the point where
the two optic fibres cross over en route to the counters. As in the case of the generic

DCE, the halfsilvered mirror is used to bring about constructive interference between
the q-systems in the direction of one of the counters and destructive interference in the
direction of the other. As in the orthodox version of the DCE, the choice as to
whether to insert the half-silvered mirror (and consequently whether to measure waveor particle-like aspects of the behaviour of the incident q-systems) may be delayed until
just before the photons enter the measuring device. In this case, the choice may be
made roughly 50,000 light years "after" the photons are emitted by the quasar.
The CDCE shows us how the quantum effects embodied in the conventional

DCE apply, in principle, even at cosmological scales of time and distance. As I
mentioned in $2.0, the DCE and CDCE do not reveal an essentially new form of
indeterminacy in QM, but they show dramatically that quantum phenomena which one
might have thought to have existed in the past are indeterminate in the absence of

observation, in accordance with wheeler's maxim: no elementary phenomenon is an
elementary phenomenon until it is an observed (or registered) phenomenon.

2.2 The Delayed Choice Experiment and Wheeler's Interpretation of QM
Wheeler's interpretation of QM is remarkable in a number of respects, not the least of
which is the way he applies the quantum mechanical principles he thinks are revealed
by DCEs to space and time. l6 In this section, the following section and again in

Chapter Five, I discuss some aspects of Wheeler's novel but also deeply problematic
contribution to the interpretation of QM.17
Wheeler's interpretation of QM has been described as "Part II" of the original
Copenhagen interpretation, a judgement supported by Wheeler's fiequent and explicit
endorsement of the main tenets of Copenhagen orthodoxy.18 Wheeler takes DCEs to
exemplify Bohrian complementarity, stressing that it is the experimenter who
determines whether wave-like or particle-like aspects of q-systems are observed in
DCEs .I9 Moreover, Wheeler follows Bohr in refusing to ascribe any underlying reality
to quantum phenomena, maintaining that no elementary phenomenon is a phenomenon

until it is an observed phen~menon.~

Wheeler scholarship is complicated by the fact that as well as having developed a
distinctive interpretation of QM of his own, he also endorsed Everett's relative state
interpretation at one point and Feynman's sum-over-histories approach to QM at
another.
l6

I largely ignore the more unconventional and speculative aspects of Wheeler's
philosophy of physics, such as his model of existence as a "meaning circuit" (but see,
for example, Wheeler (1989304-5) for a fuller account of this idea).
l7

l8

See Herbert (198% 17-8).

l9

See, for example, Wheeler (1985:306).

2o

See Wheeler (1979a).

This approach to the nature of measurement in QM, however, depends upon
exactly what one means by an "elementary phenomenon, " and unfortunately no
consistent account of what he means by this emerges from Wheeler's works. Wheeler
takes an observation to be what he calls an irreversible act of amplification, and he
explicitly identifies an "elementary quantum phenomenonn with an "elementary
quantum process brought to a close by an irreversible act of amplification"
(1980~:164). What he seems to have in mind is this: an elementary quantum

phenomenon (or simply phenomenon) involves some quantum process and an
irreversible act of amplification, which is required to bring the process to completion.

In other words, quantum processes are made real only by some act of amplification and
the two are inseparable ingredients of quantum phenomena. In describing the CDCE,
for example, he writes:
the observation of the photon in the here and now and its emission way
back in the past are the two ends of a phenomenon, a connecting link, a
microscopic bit in the building of what we call "reality," that reaches
164).
not only across space but also across time (1980~:
This appears to be straightforward, but this explanation in turn requires an account of
what he means by an "irreversible act of amplification." and here matters get

confusing.

On the one hand, Wheeler is at pains to distance himself from the likes of von
Neumann, W i p e r and London and Bauer, for whom observations are not brought to

Wheeler appears to use the terms: "elementary phenomenon, " "elementary
quantum phenomenon, " "elementary quantum act," "elementary act of creation" and
"elementary act of observer-participancy" interchangeably.
21

completion untiI they enter the conrciousness of a human observer. In opposing this
view, Wheeier writes :
"[c]onsciousnessn has nothing whatsoever to do with the quantum process. We
are dealing with an event that makes itself known by an irreversible act of
amplification, by an indelible record, an act of registration. Does that record
subsequently enter into the "consciousness" of some person, some animal or
some computer? . . . [TJhat is a separate part of the story, important but not to
be confused with "quantum phenomenon" (1983~:196).*
These references to indelible records, acts of registrarion and acts of amplijcation
indicate that Wheeler attempts to distance himself from so1utions to the measurement
problem which make quantum mechanical measurements conrciolcmess-dependent.
Wheeler holds that an observation (which, to repeat, is simply shorthand for an
irreversible act of amplifsca~ion),include such events as "the blackening of a grain of
silver bromide emulsion, the triggering of a Geiger counter, or the fission of a uranium
nucleus " (1980~:
147). This account of quantum measurement would seem to be
perfectly objective, since irreversible acts of amplification may be brought about by
events such as the blackening of a photographic plate or the triggering of a Geiger
counter, neither of which require the involvement of human consciousness.
Bur on the other hand, Wheeler also subscribes to the subjective view that
observer-paflicipancy is an essential feature of the world. He writes:
[tlhe universe does not "exist, out there," independent of all acts of
observation. Instead, it is in some strange sense a participatory universe
(1978:41),
a This aspect of Wheeler's thought is concisely captured by the title of his paper:

"Not Consciousness but the Distinction Between the Probe and the Probed as Central to
the Elemental Quantum Act of Observation" (1981~).

and
one principle, observer-participancy, suffices to build everything. The
picture of the participatory universe will flounder, and have to be
rejected, if it cannot account for the building of law; and space-time as
part of law; and out of law substance. It has no other than a higgledlypiggledy way to build law: out of the statistics of billions upon billions
of acts of observer-participancy each of which by itself partakes of utter
randomness (1983:210).

He also refers to the universe as a "self-excited circuitn (1979a:405) and a "meaning
circuit" (1985:305),by which he means that the universe is a closed system "tied into
closure by observer-participancy" (1985:305) .= Wheeler contends that we cannot
observe a world which exists "out there," in the sense that the world exists
independently of us (198Oc: 145). Rather, human observers are irreducibly involved in
observations involving q-systems in the sense that, in general, we change the state of a
q-system when we perform a measurement upon it.24 Moreover, as we have noted,
Wheeler contends that ours is a participatory universe (1980~:145), by which he means
that observation is an irreducible ingredient of elementary phenomena, and elementary
phenomena are the basic ontological constituents of the universe.
How, if at all, are we to reconcile these two strands of Wheeler's thinking,one
of which takes quantum measurements to be objective, and the subjea?ve strand which
assigns a central role in the universe to observer-participancy? One option is to treat
Geiger counters, photographic plates and so on to be observers, but this move requires

See also Wheeler (1983:209).
That is, when the state of the q-system in question is not an eigenstate of the
observable being measured24

us either to adopt a form of panpsychism with respect to inanimate, macroscale
measuring instruments, or to use the term "observer" in a novel and non-standard way.
Wheeler does not discuss these options as far as I know, but in any case neither of
them, in my view, is particularly compelling. Moreover, as I argue in Chapters Four
and Five, another problem with Wheeler's attempt-or indeed anyone else's-to

render

measurement in QM objective is that these efforts fall foul of quantum mechancial
measurement problems such as the Wigner Friend Paradox. This, together with the
tension generated by the presence of subjective and objective elements in Wheeler's
theory of measurement in QM undermine the claims he makes elsewhere that quantum
measurement are objective.
Wheeler's discrete, quantum-based ontology forms the basis of his cosmology,
which he expresses in terms of the following three principles:
(i) individual quantum (observer-participatory) events are the sole building

blocks of the structure of spacetime,
(ii) physical laws are mutable, and

(iii) "law without law. "

According to (i) , the universe consists of nothing but "billions upon billions of
elementary acts of observation" (1979a:407), each of which is completely random.
Physical laws are neither fixed nor necessary for Wheeler, but are instead fabrications
which we constructed from regularities emerging from the statistics of individual
quantum phenomena. On Wheeler's view, nature has no other way of bringing about

its own structure, a structure from which physical laws emerge. He puts this point as
follows:
[t]he fantastically elaborate organization of plants and animals is of nothing but
higgledy-piggledy origin. The laws of physics themselves, coming into being
and fading out of existence: in what else can they have their root but billions
upon billions of acts of chance? What way is there to build law without law,
field without field, substance without substance except [by way of] individual
events. Events [ard beyond law (l98Ob:352).

For Wheeler, spacetime does not exist as a substrate in which quantum mechanical
processes are embedded; rather, spacetime itself is fabricated out of quantum events,
which are discrete and random. The orthodox conception of spacetime as an arena
within which the events described by QM occur is, according to Wheeler, strictly
forbidden by the principles of QM. If, as is the custom in General Relativity, time is
treated as one dimension in a spacetime manifold, Wheeler's conclusion is perfectLy
consistent with the lesson he thinks the DCE teaches us about time, which is that there
is no fixed, objective temporal order in name.
Wheeler believes in the existence of physical singularities at which all physical
laws break down, which he accepts as a consequence of General Relatibity, and he
takes the universe to be closed.25 Wheeler concludes from this that spacetime, and a
fortiori time, cannot be taken to be a "primordial category in the description of naturen

(1980~:144). He sees all physical laws as requiring for their formulation the structure
of spacetime, but since on his view physical Laws do not exist independently of this

For an alternative view, see Misner et a[. (1973 :77 I), who regard the question
whether the universe is open or closed to be open.

structure and since this structure is itself mutable, it follows that physical laws
themselves are mutable. For Wheeler, then, all physical laws are impermanent. To
sum up this view, nothing exists prior to, or apart from, random, elementary quantum
acts of observation, and a fortiori no physical laws exist in their absence, which is what
he means by the paradoxical third principle above: law withorit lau (1983~:182-213).
Wheeler's ontology is an event ontology, where the events in question are
individual quantum phenomena. But since these events require an act of observation to
be brought to completion, each one involves both an observer and observed
component. I also refer to these events as measurement interactions. This
metaphysical picture, according to which the world is constructed exclusively of

discrete, atomic quantum phenomena, bears affinities to some of the metaphysical
views expressed by H u e , Kant and Leibniz.
For example, Wheeler denies the absolute reality of laws of nature, causality,
and time, which is strikingly similar to Hume's views on these topics. And Wheeler's

view that the appearance of spacetime as an ordered structure emerges from a
"higgledy piggledy" collection of quantum phenomena has a Kantian flavour to the
extent that on both accounts, regularities in nature, physical laws, space, time and
causality are not fixed, pre-existing aspects of reality.
The atomistic nature of Wheeler's ontology of elementary quantum phenomena

bears a superficial affinity with Leibniz's ontology of monads, a similarity to which
Wheeler himself draws attention (1982:560),although I should note that the details of
Leibniz's subtle and sophisticated metaphysics differ in significant ways from

Wheeler's ontology. For example, Leibniz held that time and change are internal to
monads, whereas this cannot apply to Wheeler's discrete quantum events, which
constitute time (or at least what is perceived as time) and so cannot possibly change
over or through time. On the other hand, just like Leibniz's monads, Wheeler takes
quantum events to be discrete, indivisible and immaterial, and postulates that they are

atomic constituents of the world. Moreover, although Wheeler's quantum events are
interactions of a certain sort, they do not interact with each ather, as is the case with
Leibniz's monads, and both forms of "monads" include a percephuzl element (which in
the case of Wheeler's account is provided by the observer in an observer-observed
interaction).
Leibniz' s monadology is a substance monism of kinds. By this I mean that
Leibniz posits the existence of many monads, where the many monads are a l l things of
the same kind. But while Wheeler's metaphysical system has the appearance of also
being a substance monism of kinds (where the many things of one kind are his

elementary quantum phenomena), this interpretation of Wheeler's ontology assumes
that the elements of an ontology of QM are separable from one another and

individuatable, assumptions I question in Chapter Five. 26 Finally, Wheeler and Leibniz
26 Wheeler's thoroughgoing atomism is consistent with his rejection of the
existence of the continuum in mathematics and physics, a result he takes to be
established by results in contemporary mathematical logic. He writes:
[i]t is one of the great achievements of the mathematics (and mathematical logic)
of recent decades to destroy belief in the existential character of the continuum
of natural [sic] numbers. It is an illusion. It is an idealization. It is a dream.
This lesson of the mathematics of our time carries for physics an inescapable
consequence. What we think of at the bottom as a world of the continuous

are committed to denying the existence of physical objects, at least as they are
ordinarily understood: as material entities which typically endure over time and enjoy
continuous existences and identities.
The principal lesson to be drawn from Wheeler's analysis of the DCE,
particularly the CDCE, is that, in general, quantum events have no fixed reality in the
absence of observations performed in the present. A measurement is performed in a

CDCE on a photon, which is a constituent of a quantum event typically spanning
remote spacetime locations, although remember that Wheeler claims that spacetime
itself is merely a construction which emerges out of the statistics of many quantum
phenomena. But if the universe is composed solely of Wheeler's discrete, elementary

quantum phenomena, the concepts before and after have no ultimate reality (Wheeler:
1979a:414), because their absolute reality would require there to exist an objective
temporal order, and WheeIer rejects the existence of any sort of objective, background
temporal structure. Quantum events, then, do not bear objective temporal relations to
one another. Again, there is no spatio-temporal substrate-and a fanion' no temporal
substrate-against which these discrete events are objecrively ordered. But if the past
is, in general, unreal in the sense that there is literally no (objective) "past" time at

simply is not there (1985:312).
Unfortunately, Wheeler does not elaborate on what he takes to be the exact nature or
source of this "lesson of mathematics," other than to suggest that developments in
modem mathematical logic have obviated the need for the "number continuum" in
mathematics, which renders belief in the existence of physical continua otiose as well
(1990:9). The development he has in mind is presumably the Lowenheim-Skolem
theorem.

which a quantum event begins, this commits Wheeler to the view that the past is
indeterminate."

If Wheeler's analysis of the DCE is correct and the past is indeterminate, the

questions arise: Does QM allow for any objective notion of the past given the QUP and

EC, and if not, what implications does this result have for realism? I return to the
latter question in Chapter Five, and confine myself to some comments about the
former. First, note that the indeterminacy of the pasl is not dispelled if some, or even

all, of Wheeler's individual quantum processes or measurement events, are brought to
completion. The reason is that for any quantum phenomenon Q brought to completion
by some observer X, Q is always always brought to completion in X's present, never

X's past, and in the absence of an objective, spatiotemporal substrate, individual
quantum events, it is a consequence of Wheeler's position that even ones that have been
brought to completion, cannot enter into objective temporal relations with one another.
Measurement interactions are, and remain, unordered with respect to spacetime on
Wheeler's account. Put another way, whatever spatioternporal ordering is imposed

27

More recently, Wheeler has started drawing connections between physics, the

quantum principle and information theory, and has come to regard quantum phenomena
as essentially binary processes. He writes:
the elementary device-intermediated act of posing a yes-no physical
question and eliciting an answer or, in brief, the elementary act of
observer-participancy. Otherwise stated, every physical quantity, every
it, derives its ultimate significance from bits, binary yes-or-no
indications, a conclusion which we epitomize in the phrase, itfrom bit
( W O : 3 , italics in original).

upon Wheeler's measurement interactions is, like physical laws and causality, at best
merely subjective.

2.3 Further Aspects of Wheeler's Interpretutions of the DCE and QM

In this section I discuss problems associated with Wheeler's interpretations of DCEs
and QM at more length, arguing that the the two strands of Wheeler's thinking about

the nature of observation in quantum measurement interactions cannot be reconciled.
In the process. I recap some of the salient points discussed in the previous section.

Aithough Wheeler does not explicitly subscribe to a universality assumption, he
does refer to "the quantum" as being the overarching, foundational principle of

twentieth century physics (1982560, 1985:304), and his interpretations of the DCE
and QM are consistent with the assumption of the universality of QM I adopt in this

study-the QW. In Wheeler's hands, the universality of QM leads him to construe
QM in a way which is entirely different from standard presentations of QM, where q-

systems are typically assumed to be embedded in a classical spacetime background. As
we have seen, Wheeler takes spacetime to be merely a statistical effect which emerges
kom a vast collection of elementary quantum phenomena.
This point is crucial in understanding Wheeler's argument concerning the
indeterminacy of the past. Recall that in Wheeler's ontology of discrete quantum
phenomena, a measurement on an observable of a q-system in the present is
constitutive of a single, elementary phenomenon which may, in principle, reach
arbitrarily far into the "past," where "past" now needs be put in scare quotes. As we
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have seen, this means that no sense attaches to the idea of quantum phenomenon having
begun in the "past. " And since elementary quantum phenomena are the sole

constituents of Wheeler' s ontology, these phenomena cannot be temporally ordered in
an objective sense, since any such ordering would constitute an addition to his

Whether or not one is prepared to follow Wheeler in the more bold and
speculative aspects of his interpretations of the DCE and QM, however, problems of
internal consistency still plague his account of measurement. In the remainder of this
section I return to the problem of the tension between, on the one hand, his account of
elementary quantum phenomena as objective in nature, and his assertion that observerparticipancy is an essential feature of the universe.

Recall that for Wheeler, observation is defined in terms of whatever brings to a
close an irreversible act of amplifica~ion.According to what he says on some
occasions, processes such as the blackening of a grain of silver bromide on a
photographic plate and even the radioactive decay of individual aton@ qualify as
sufficient to bring about irreversible changes of the required sort, processes which are
objective and do not require the intercession of a conscious observer to occur. The

Note also that in Special Relativity (SR), events are definable as past or future in
a local sense-that is, with respect to the reference kame of an observer at a particular
spacetime location. In SR, then, the notion of simuItaneity is relativised. And in
General Relativity, the simultaneity plane is not even uniquely defined for a given
observer.
28

29

See Wheeler (1980~:
164-5).
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queztion we need to ask is this: Exactly what is capable of bringing about irreversible
acts of arnplication? As I noted above, there is a problem in reconciling this objective
account with another fundamental tenet of his interpretation of QM: the idea that the
universe is paniciparory in nature and specifically that observer-parricipancy is an
essential feature of the world. Can these two strands of his thinking be reconciled? I
argue that the answer is no.
In the previous section, I pointed out some of the problems associated with

broadening the concept of observership and extending it to any macroscale physical
system capable of bringing about irreversible acts of amplification (such as occurs in
the blackening of a photographic plate when a q-system is incident upon it). This
suggestion apparently obviates the need to invoke human observers by effectively
extending the capacity for observership to any macroscale physicaI object, but another
problem with this move (as I shall explain in some detail in Chapter Four), is that the
rules of QM always leave us free to regard macroscopic measuring devices (such as
photographic plates) as belonging to the realm of the observed, as opposed to the realm

of what observes. 30 But if this is so, then ascribing observership to macroscale
measuring apparatuses, as Wheeler is sometimes inclined to do, is, like Bohr's
proposed "cutn between the microscale and the macroscale: an ad hoc move put in by
hand in order to preserve consistency in the theory.

AS Wheeler himself concedes: "it is extraordinarily difficult to state sharply and
clearly where the community of observer-participators begins and where it ends"
(1983 :202).
30

One might still wonder, however, why a realist cannot live with the notion of
observer-dependence construed in this broad sense, especially if doing so would bring
with it the virtue of rendering otiose the idea that the world is hum-observerdependent. A further problem with this, however, as I shall argue in Chapters Four
and Five, is that the principles of QM imply that q-systems are not, in principle,
isolable from their (macroscopic) environments. And if this is so, then on the

assumptions of the QUP and EC, QM forces us to question whether there is any real
distinction between observer-dependence in general and human-observer-dependence.
This argument needs to be spelled out more fully, of course, and will be later, but
suffice it to note for now that the nature of Wheeler's ontology of discrete, observerobserved quantum phenomena ensures that the universe he describes has an irreducibly

subjechve component, and this is inimical to realism. Karl Popper, who characterizes
observer-participation as a kind of idealism, apparently concurs in this assessment. He
writes :
the fundamental disagreement between Einstein on the one side and

Bohr's Copenhagen interpretation . . . on the other side is the issue of
realism versus a kind of idealism: the observer participation (quoted in
Wheeler (1980~:159)).
Popper, too, takes Wheeler's notion of observer participation to stand opposed to
realism.
Wheeler's notion of observer-participancy is intended to bridge the gap between
the classical and quantum scales, scales which are, according to Copenhagen
orthodoxy, incomrnenrurable. But if these realms really are incommensurable, then
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the gap must be unbridgeable by dejinition. On the other hand, allowing that observerparticipancy does bridge the gap comes at the price of blurring the absoluteness of the
distinction between observer and observed components of quantum phenomena. I
conclude that extending the notion of observership in the way Wheeler sometimes
proposes does not reconcile the conflicting elements of Wheeler's interpretation of
measurement in QM.

2.4 Conclusion

The problem of the indeterminacy of the past raised by Wheeler's analysis of the DCE
is a generalization of the problem of quantum indeterminacy attaching to individual qsystems discussed in Chapter One. There, the problem typically consisted in trying to
explain how individual q-systems with definite momenta while traversing a diaphragm
could be said to possess defermime values for position when both slits are open in a
doubleslit experiment. Wheeler's introduction of a delayed-choice element into this
class of experiments shows that quantum indeterminacy applies in a more general sense
to quantum processes considered as events of a certain sort. (Note that while we
intelligibly speak of objects and events in the present, it makes much more sense to
speak of part events than it does to speak of past objects.) This result forms the
cornerstone of both Wheeler's theory of measurement, which we may calI the WheelerBobr theory of measurement, and also of his ontology.
For Wheeler, elementary quantum phenomena are indetemimte unless and
until they are brought to completion by an act of observation. This means that

quantum phenomena do not exist in the "past," but rather are always only brought to
completion by acts of observation in some observer's present. Even once quantum
phenomena have been brought to completion, however, they do not as a result
participate in an objective temporal order, since this would still require some sort of
absolute, background temporal structure, a move which Wheeler himnelf rules out.
Wheeler takes space-time to be a statistical construction out of quantum phenomena.
Again, on this model there is no objective, absolute temporal order and so no fixed,
determinate past. I also noted in passing, however, that this result in physics is not
necessarily unique to QM (see footnote 28).
Finally, a major problem arises with respect to the objective and subjective
versions of Wheeler's theory of quantum measurement. In collapsing the distinction
between the classical and quantum scales, Wheeler does not explain how observer and
observed elements of quantum phenomena can be clearly differentiated in the sense of
determining where one begins and the other ends. And the discrepancy between his

subjective model of quantum processes with its focus on observer-participancy, and the
objective account, according to which measuring devices such as photographic plates
can bring quantum events to completion, is never satisfactorily resolved. If the
problem is resolved by affirming that there is an observmional component to
elementary quantum phenomena-that is, by accepting the observer-dependency of

quantum events-Wheeler

exposes himself to the charge of anti-realism, as Popper

implies. On the other hand, however, the objective model is problematic for different
reasons, reasons which will become clearer in the final two chapters.

Some of the arguments I raise in this chapter concerning the consistency with
realism of Wheeler's interpretations of the DCE and QM are incomplete, and I defer to
later chapters more complete accounts of some of the steps in these arguments. But I
tun first to a consideration of problems of independence, separability and holism in

QM with respect to Bell-type experiments.

CHAPTER THREE: INDEPENDENCE, SEPARABILITY, LOCALITY

AND THE BELL RESULTS

[Tlhat which we conceive as existing ("actual") should somehow be localized in
time and space. That is, the real in one part of space, A, should (in theory)
somehow "exist" independently of that which is thought of as real in another
part of space, B. If a physical system stretches over the parts of space A and B,
then what is present in B should somehow have an existence independent of
what is present in A. What is actually present in B should thus not depend upon
the type of measurement carried out in the part of space, A; it should also be
independent of whether or not, after all, a measurement is made in A . . . if one
renounces the assumption that what is present in different parts of space has an
independent, real existence, then I do not at dl see what physics is supposed to
describe. For what is thought to be a "systemn is, afier all, just conventional,
and I do not see how one is supposed to divide up the world objectively so that
one can make statements about the parts.
- Albert Einstein (to Max Born, in Howard (1989:240-1,italics added))

3.0 Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss the results of Bell-type experiments in light of the notions of
locality, independence and separability. I argue in this chapter and in Chapter Five that

it is the nomeparuble, rather than nonlocal, behaviour characteristic of q-systems in
BeIl-type experiments that is problematic in terms of realism. Given the QUP and EC,

quantum nomeparability means that we must deny what Einstein insists in the passage
quoted above he requires for physics to make sense, which is that physical systems
exist independently of each other (where "independent" is understood in the sense used
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above by Einstein).I In Chapter Five, I go on to link the nomeparability of q-systems

to the result obtained in Chapter Four concerning the non-isolabiliry of q-systems, and I
discuss the implications of this and other results for realism in the light of the QUP and
EC.

In $3.1 I provide background to the EC assumption with a discussion of the
sense of "completeness" used by Einstein, Podoisky and Rosen (hereafter EPR) in their
classic paper of 1935. 83.2 deals with various aspects of Bell's Theorem, including the
assumptions underlying the theorem, how it relates to the EPR argument, common

cause explanations of the EPR correlations, and Aspect's version of the experiment.
The section following that addresses the implications of the Bell results for both
deterministic and stochastic Einstein-local theories, while in the final section I analyze
the concepts of locality and separability as they pertain to Bell-type experiments, with
special reference to the views of Howard and Einstein on these concepts.

3.1 The EPR Argument and Complefeness

In their paper of 1935, EPR present an argument to the effect that QM is incomplete.
Before turning to the argument itself, let us clarify what EPR have in mind in
describing a theory as complete. In the abstract of their paper, they write:

The primary sources for the exegetical material in this chapter are Redhead (1987)
and van Fraassen (1991). Additional sources include papers by Jarrett (1989), Howard
(1 989) and Stapp (1989), which are collected in Cushing and McMullin (1989).

The EPR paper was originally published in Physical Review,47,777-80, and is
reprinted in Wheeler and Zurek (1983 :138-141).

[i]n a complete theory, there is an element corresponding to each element of
reality. A sufficient condition for the reality of a physical quantity is the
possibility of predicting it with certainty, without disturbing the system. In
quantum mechanics in the case of two physical quantities described by noncommuting operators, the knowledge of one precludes the knowledge of the
other. Then either (1) the description of reality given by the wave function in
quantum mechanics is not complete or (2) these two quantities cannot have
simultaneous reality. Consideration of the problem of making predictions
concerning a system on the basis of measurements made on another system that
had previously interacted with it leads to the result that if (1) is false then (2) is
also false. One is thus led to conclude that the description of reality as given by
a wave function is not complete (in Wheeler and Zurek (1983:138)).
But while the completeness condition is clearly spelled out in the EPR argument in
terms of the requirement that every element of physical reality has a counterpart in the
physical theory (Wheeler and Zurek (1983 :138)), the expression "element of reality"
requires elucidation. The argument given above can be formulated more precisely
along the lines suggested by van Fraassen, who recommends rephrasing the second and
third sentences respectively in the previous quotation as follows:

(1) If the outcome of a measurement of observable A, pertaining to system X,
and made without disturbing the state of X, will have value a, with certainty,
then A has value a, (at the appropriate time, but whether or not that
measurement is actually carried out).
(2) If A and B are represented by non-commuting operators which have no
eigenvectors in common, then it is not possible to predict with certainty the
outcomes of A and B measurements for the same time (conditional on being
carried out) on the basis of any quantum-mechanical state (1991:339).
This clarification is helpful, but we also need to disentangle several other concepts in
the EPR paper. One important ingredient in the EPR argument implicit in the passage
cited above is what may be called a Reality Criterion. EPR define a srrffcierzt
condition for what it is for an element of the mathematical model of quantum theory to
correspond with an element of physical reality as follows:

If; wirhour in any way disturbing a system, we can predia with cenainty (i.e.,
with probability equal to uniq) the value of a physical quantity, then there erists
an element of physical reality corresponding to this physical quantify (in
Wheeler and Zurek (1983:I%), italics in original).3
Redhead (1987:78) refers to this as the Reality Criterion (R ') , and contrasts it with his

own, alternative formulation called the Szgjicient Conditionfor Elemenr of Realiry:

R: [ilf we can predict with certainty, or at any rate with probability one, the
result of measuring a physical quantity at time t, then at the time t there exists
an element of reality corresponding to the physical quantity and having a value
equal to the predicted measurement result (1987:72).
Redhead's rationale for reformulating the EPR Reality Criterion is that he takes EPR to
conflate their reality criterion with 'the locality or nondisturbance principle"

As for localiq, Redhead defines this in terms of a Locality Principle (Z) :

L: [e]lements of reality pertaining to one system cannot be affected by
measurements performed 'at a distance" on another system (1987:75).5

Hughes (1989: 158) refers to this as ''the EPR criterion for physical reality."
Redhead also notes that the EPR explanation of a successfbl measurement prediction
in a physical theory-in this case QM-in terms of the existence of an element of reality
which is discovered by the measurement (at some time t) implicitly appeals to a version
of inference to the Best Explanation (1987:72).
Redhead also distinguishes between several versions the Locality Principle,
including the following three:
LOCI: An unsharp value for an observable cannot be changed into a sharp value
by measurements performed "at a distance" (I 987:77),
LOC,: A previously undefined value for an observable cannot be defined by
measurements performed "at a distance'' (1987:77),
and
LOC, :A sharp value for an observable cannot be changed into another sharp
value by altering the setting of a remote piece of apparatus (1987: 82).
Redhead takes the three formulations LOC,, LOC, and LOC3of the Locality Principle to

Redhead (1987:75)notes that the term "at a distancen may be interpreted in two ways,
which he calls Bell locality and Einstein locale. Bell locality concerns the presence or
absence of causal influences (or at least influences that would be recognized under any
reasonable causal model) between two distant physical systerns, while Einstein locality
refers to:

a space-like separation between the space-time locations where the element of
reality pertaining to one system exists and the measurement on the other system
takes place (Redhead (l98W5)) .6
In addition to the sufficient condition R described above, EPR also define a
necessary condition for the completeness of a theory, which holds that "every e l e m
of the physical reality must have a counterpan in the physical theory" (in Wheeler and
Zurek (1983: 138)). The strategy EPR adopt is to attempt to establish that there are
"elements of reality" not represented by QM, and to conclude that QM is therefore
incomplete.

EPR consider the operators corresponding to the non-commuting observables
position and momentum. They point out that it follows from the principle that there

correspond to three general approaches to the problem of interpreting QM. These general
approaches concern what one can say about the values of observables when the states of
physical systems are not eigenstates of such observables. The approaches corresponding
to LOC,, LOC, and LOC,respectively are as follows:
View B: Such observables have unsharp or "fuzzy" values.
Viav C:The values of such observables are undefined or "meaningless."
View A: Such observables have sharp but unknown values (Redhead (1987:45)).
The importance of the distinctions between different forms of the Locality Principle will
emerge later in this section.
The significance of the distinction between Bell locality and Einstein locality will
emerge later in this chapter.
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are no dispersion-free s t c z ~in~QM (that is, no states with simultaneously sharp values
for pairs of observables associated with non-commuting operators); that either:
(1) the quantum-mechanicd description of reality given by the wave fknction is
not complete or (2) when the operutors corresponding to two physical quantities
do not commute the rwo quantities cannot have simultaneous r e a m (in Wheeler
and Zurek (1983:239), italics in original).

EPR next turn to a consideration of an experiment involving a physical system made up
of a pair of correlated subsystems I and I1 that interact during a time interval t = 0 to t
= T and then separate. Let such a joint system be represented by a wavefunction T.

Since I and II are correlated, it follows that for measurements performed on certain
observables on I at any time t' > T,predictions may be made about the values of
correlated observables on II at time r" > t' with probability 1 . According to the EPR
criterion of reality outlined above, we are assured that the relevant observables of the
second particle definitely have the status of elements of reality at t".

EPR point out that we can choose to perform a measurement on, say I, of one
of a pair of physical quantities, A and B, which are represented by non-commuting
operators (in Wheeler and Zurek (1983: 140)). Suppose we measure A on I, and that A
denotes momentum. This has the effect of collapsing the wavefunction of the
composite system I and 11. But now suppose we had measured B (or position) on I
instead. This would also have collapsed the wavefunction for I and II,but performing a
position measurement instead would have resulted in I and 11 being thrown into a state
represented by a differenrwavefunction. However, EPR stress that since at time t '
when the measurement on I is performed I and II are no longer interacting, 'no real
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change can take place in the second sysem in consequence of anything that may be
done to the first system" (Wheeler and Zwek (1983:MI), italics added). EPR conclude
from this that two physical quantities with noncommuting operators may be
simultaneously real after all (Wheeler and Zurek (1983: 140-41)). If they are right,
then the disjunct labelled (2) in the passage quoted on the previous page would be
refuted, from which it would follow that the description of reality given by QM is
incomplete.
Most contemporary discussions of the EPR paradox follow Bohm's
reformulation of the original EPR thought experiment in terms of correlated spin states
of pairs of certain (spin-%) particles.' In Bohm's modification, we assume that
subsystems I and I1 are two spin-% particles in the singlet state of total spin, such that
the conditional probability of recording a result of, say, spin-up (+1 in UILits of W 2 ) on

II in an arbitrariiy chosen direction, given a prior measurement of spin-down on I (in
the same direction), is 1, and vice versa (Redhead (1987:74)). This perfect anti-

' See Bohm (1951), reprinted in Wheeler and Zurek (1983:356-68), and Bohm and
Aharanov (1957).
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correlationgof subsystems I and I1 with respect to spin is expressed by the following
four equations, which give the conditional probabilities of finding values of the zcomponent of spin for I and II, given the values of respective antecedent measurements
on the other system:
( 3-0)

P(aE = +l(ob= -1) = 1,

( 3 1)

P(o, = -qo, = f l ) = 1,

(3.2)

P(O=

= -1I ok =

+ 1) = 1

and
(3.3)

P(ok = tllo,

= -1) = 1,

where o denotes spin (Redhead 1987:74). The formalism of QM allows us to infer
from this that measuring the spin component in a given direction on exactly one of I or

11at time t' allows us to predict with certainty the value of the spin component in the

same direction of the second subsystem for any time t " after t' . So, for example, if we

measure o
, at t' and find it to be

+1, we know that the value of ,a

at any later time

r" is -1 (Redhead 1987:74). Assuming Redhead's condition R above, we may condude
that the value of the spin component in the relevant direction of the second subsystem

exists (that is, is an element of reality) for any time i" > t'. In particular, i f we
suppose a measurement of oz is made on I at t' and the value f 1 is obtained, then the
resulting joint state of I and II is now an eigenstate of ,a with value -1 (Redhead

The "perfect anti-correlation" referred to here is an artifact of the formalism of QM,
and presupposes that experimental conditions are ideal. Ideal experimental conditions,
however, never obtain in practice (see Mermin (1989:38-9).

(I987:X)).
Recall that according to the Lucaliv Principle L,a measurement made on one

system should not affect elements of reality associated with another system "at a
distancen from it, where we construe "at a distance" for now in the Einsteinian sense
as meaning space-like separated. The burden of the EPR argument is, in effect, to
establish that if we accept L,we should be able to infer that the element of reality
associated with the eigenvalue -1 of ,o existed at a time Tbefore t ' , since b y L,
measuring oLon I should not have any effect on I1 at t'. But at Tthe joint system I and

II is in the state IYsing3,
which is an eigemtate of neither o, nor ,a according to QM
(Redhead 1987:75). But if EPR are right in arguing that there exists both a state and

an "element of reality" associated with an observable (in this case

l'fsi,dand om

respectively), and if one interprets QM in a minimal, instrumentalist way, lo then QM is
incomplete. Following Redhead's (1987:75) exegesis with sone minor alterations, we

may express the original EPR argument schematically as follows:
(3.4)

(QM& L) -,INC,

where QM denotes a minimal, instrumentalist approach to QM (similar in spirit to the
no-HV approach I adopt in this study) and INC denotes the incompleteness of QM.
Naturally, EPR do not reject L; it forms a premise of their argument. Rejecting L

lo By "minimal instnunentalist interpretation," Redhead refers specifically to the way
the formal apparatus of QM yields ''the possible results of measurement and the statistical
fkequencies" of such measurements when they are performed repeatedly-in principle
infinitely many times-on systems prepared in identical QM states, as given by the
quantization and the statistical algorithms (1987:U).

effectively allows that an experimenter could bring into being certain states pertaining
to physical systems "at a distance, " which would violate the spirit, if not the lener, of
the law of Special Relativity.

the joint system I

QM stipulates that there are nonfacton'zable states l2 of

+ 11. Since descriptions of reality in QM are given in terms of

wavefunctions, EPR conclude that QM is incomplete.
This state of affairs constitutes what is often referred to in the literature as the

"EPR paradox," although what it is about this situation that is "paradoxicai" is not
entirely clear." In any event, the EPR argument suggests that we are forced either to
reject QM or L on the one hand, or else reject the assumption that QM is complete (in
the EPR sense of "complete"). In 53.3, I argue in favour of rejecting the latter.

Suppose we assume that a hidden variables interpretation of QM is available.
Recall that this is the position implied by Redhead's View A above (that is, the view
that all observables have sharp values in all states). Then EPR's argument for the

"

For more on this, see 93.3.

l2 The state of a composite q-system I + I1 is nonfactorizable if it is not equal to the
tensor product of the states of (the individual q-systems) I and II.

Redhead, for example, argues that the EPR argument does not amount to a paradox
"in any strict logical sense" (1987:76), but he does not elaborate on this. However, if one
accepts Quine's (1 968:200-4) rather broad definition of "paradox7' as:"any plausible
argument fiom plausible premises to an implausible conclusion," then a stronger case can
be made for classifying the EPR argument as a paradox. Jammer (l974:186)observes
that EPR themselves never thought of their argument as constituting a paradox, and
conjectures that it was Schriidinger (1935556) who first referred to the EPR argument as
a paradox. For Schriidinger, the EPR situation is paradoxical because it implies that a
distant system's state can be determined by the actions of an experimenter who has no
access to that system.
l3
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incompleteness of QM automatically goes through, because in this case the value of ,a

is, ex hypothesi, already present at T in the state I'P,ng),
and it is precisely this
information, inter alia, that EPR think is supplied by a complete theory.
Schematicaily,
(3 -5)

( A & L) -,INC.

However, the implications of accepting the EPR argument are somewhat different with
respect to Redhead's Views B and C. Suppose one accepts B. This, together with the
EPR argument, implies that LOCIis violated in the Einstein sense (Redhead 1987:77).
Expressed schematically,
(3 -6)

(B & EPR)

-+

-.LOCI.

Alternatively,
(3 -7)

LOCI-+ -(B & EPR).

Similarly, acceptance of C together with the EPR argument leads to a violation of LOG
in the Einsteinian sense. In terms of Redhead's schema, we have:
(3 -8)

(C & EPR)

-+

TLO~,

or
(3 -9)

LOG

-t

l ( C & EPR).

The important point about (3-6) and (3-8)is that if either of the locality principles

LOCIor LOG fails, then the EPR argument does not go through, since to reject either
is to reject the Locality Principle L (in one form or another), which is a premise of the

EPR argument.
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Immediately following the publication of the EPR paper, Bohr published a
rebuttal of the EPR argument, which in terms of the presentation of the argument here
amounts to affirming C and denying the version of L corresponding to it-LOC,.

l4

Of

more relevance to the present discussion, however, are results of subsequent work
inspired by the EPR argument, including Bell's Theorem and experimental tests of
Einstein locality.

3.2 Bell's Theorem and the EPR Argument
With the publication of von Neumann's axiomatization of QM, l5 the viability of hidden
variables interpretations of QM was thought for some time to have been ruled out,
owing to a "proof by von Neumann that QM is an irreducibly statistical theory. Had
his proof been sound, the existence of "hidden parameters" in addition to von
Neumann's wavefunction formalism (l932:3 13-28) would have been ruled out.

IJ See Bohr (1935:696-702), reprinted in Wheeler and Zurek (1983: 145-5 1). Note
that denying LOC, does not, strictly speaking, entail a violation of S R The numerous
debates between Einstein and Bohr over the EPR argument and other aspects of QM are
too familiar and well-documented to warrant fUI.ther comment here- For details about the
debates, the best source is that provided by Einstein and Bohr themselves in Schilpp
(1949), but see also Jammer (1974: 109-25 1) and Fine (1986:26-63)for additional
discussion. It is worth pointing out that despite opposition by Bohr and others to the
soundness of the EPR argument, the authors of the paper, most especially Einstein,
remained adamant that their argument had never been decisively refuted (see Schilpp
(1849:68 1-83) and Jammer (1974: 187) for M e r discussion).

IS

See vonNeumann (1932).
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However, in a paper published in 1964, J.S. Be11l6 showed that von Neumann's
"proof" is defective on the grounds that von Neumann arbitrarily restricts the class of
conceivable ensembles of q-systems to those conforming to a certain additivity
conditiod7 Bell showed that while this additivity condition does indeed hold for
certain quantum states, von Neumann incorrectly extended the condition to hypothetical
dispersion-free states. Bell was able to show that von Neumann's "proof" fails for

such quantum states, and that therefore hidden variables theories are not ruled out in
general by QM. l8
In the course of this work on HV theories, Bell also proved the theorem now
referred to as Bell's Theorem, which in effect states that no hidden variables theory
which satisfies certain conditions-locality

and determinism-is consistent with the

predictions of QM.19 Conversely, Bell's Theorem means that any interpretation of QM

See Bell (1966:447-52), reprinted in Wheeler and Zurek (1983:397-402) and Bell
(1987: 1-21). Bell's analysis and refutation of von Neumann's "impossibility proof' also
extends to another version of the "proof' due to Jauch and Piron (1963:827-37).
l6

This postulate states that if R, S, . .. are arbitrary quantities and a, b, . . .,are real
numbers, then (aR + bS + . . . ) = a(R) + b ( 9 + .. . ,where (X) denotes the expectation
value of X. Von Neumann thought that the additivity of expectation values applied to
quantum states as well as to hypothetical dispersion-fiee states, but it is really only valid
for quantum states because of the coincidental feature of QM that (R) is expressible as
JJ~RI@Lc.If the additivity of expectation values is waived, von Neurnann's "proof' fails
(see BeMante 1973:25).
l7

l8 For detailed discussions of the von Neumann "proof," see BeIl(1964, 1966), and
for other issues related to HV theories, see Chapter Seven of Jammer (1974).

l9 For the purposes of notational consistency, my exposition deviates slightly &om
Bell's original paper (see Bell (1964:195-2OO), r e p ~ t e d
in Wheeler and Zurek
(1983 :403-7)and Bell (1987: 14-21)). A more thorough statement of Bell's Theorem,

must be either indeterministic or nonlocal. Bell's Theorem is important for at least the
following two reasons. First, it puts the EPR version of the locality principle to the
test in a way that is neutral with respect to EPR's claim that joint probabilities exist for
noncommuting o b s e ~ a b l e s .Bell
~ does this by proving that combining any hidden
variables theory with the version of the locality principle appropriate to the hidden
variables view (LOC, in $3.I ) , Leads to a certain inequality involving correlation
coefficients of the spin observable of two panicles in the singlet state (Redhead

I987:82). Secondly, Bell turns the tables on EPR by exposing the set of assumptions
upon which the EPR argument is based, in effect proving that at least one of these
assumptions must be inconsistent with QM. The crucial insight Bell depends upon to
establish his result is that, while inconsistency between the predictions of QM and
those of local HV theories cannot be demonstrated for two pairs of observables, it can
be for three pairs.21

The proof of Bell's theorem proceeds from Bohm's version of the EPR

which is proved Irkr in this section, is provided by Sudbery:
[sluppose two separated particles can each be subjected to one of three two-valued
experiments, and that when the same experiment is performed on both particles it
always gives opposite results. Ifthe particles are described by a local theory, and
if the probabilities of their properties are not affected by what experiments are
going to be performed on them, the probabilities of the results of the experiment
satisfy Fell's] inequality . . .this inequality is violated in quantum mechanics by
the system of two spin-%particles having total spin 0 (1986:200).

Recall that in their original paper, EPR conclude that joint probabilities exist for
incompatible observables.
20

Van Fraassen (1991:344)makes the same point.
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argument, involving two spin-% particles (I and II)in the singlet state of total spin

(ITsing,,))
and moving in opposite directions. As in Bohm's version, measurements of
4 and o, spin are conducted on I and 11 (by Stern-Gerlach magnets placed in their

paths). For argument's sake, Bell grants EPR their locality condition (in essence
LOC,), which in this case pertains specifically to the assumption that the orientation of
the magnet used to measure either one of I or 11should have no influence on a

measurement performed on the other. Still following EPR, Bell supposes that since we

can predict with certainty the value of a, if a measurement is performed on ,
o and
vice versa,= the result of a measurement on the second observable must be
predetermined, which "implies the possibility of a more complete specification of the

state" (in Wheeler and Zurek (1983~403)).
Let us consider a hypothetical situation involving pairs of unspecified systems
which can be subjected to any one of three experiments: A, B and C. Suppose that for
each experiment there are only two possible results-yes and no-and that these results
take the values

+1 and -1 respectively.

Suppose a deterministic, local theory is able to

explain ail results obtained from these experiments such that the values

1 obtained

from a measurement on one member of a pair of systems in any one of the
experiments-experiment A, for example-are determined by (some property or
properties of) the pairs measured in A. Let a, denote the property in question of system

I, for example, and Let the variables representing the relevant properties of the rest of

The same of course also applies to spin components in all directions other than z.

the systems in experiments A, B and C be denoted similarly by a,, b,, b,, c, and c,.

Suppose further that for any pair of systems, anti-correlation holds with respect to the
values of these respective variables, so that a, = -a,, b, = -b, and c, = -c, (Sudbery

1986: 199). Finally, assume that the pairs of systems have fixed probabilities for
having particular sets of values for a, b and c, and let P(a =
probability of either I or IT of the correlated system I

+ 1, b = +1) denote the

+ II having the value +1 for the

variables a and b. It foliows that:

(3.10)

P(b = t l , c = -1) = P(b = + 1 , c = -1,a = +I)

a = -1)

5

P(a = + l , b = +1)

+ P(b = +1, c =

-1,

+ P(a = -1,c = -1).

Recall that ex hypothesi, a feature of the paired systems is that they have opposite
values for each of a, b and c. This enables Bell to generate a set of inequalities, one of
which is the following:
(3.11)

P(b, = +1, c n = +1) r P(a, = +1, b, = -1)

+ P(a, = -1, c,

= tl).

(3.1 1) is one of a family of inequalities known collectively as Bell's Inequality. Bell's

T7zeorem holds that any theory which is deterministic and local (in the sense described
above), and describes a physical situation similar to the one outlined above should
satisfy the inequality (3.1 1).U
There are now many versions of Bell's Theorem and Bell's Inequality now
available in the literature' pitched at varying levels of rigour and technical sophistication.
Two noteworthy proofs are Wigner's (1970) approach based on classical probabilities and
Penrose's (1994) elegant, geometrical proof, which exploits properties of dodecahedra
For a space-time approach to Bell's Theorem, see Buttefield (1989). (3.1 1) is sometimes
called the 'Bell-Wiper Inequality" (Hughes 1989:l7O), and the family of results Bell's
work has spawned (such as the Clauser, Holt, Shimony, Home Inequality (Clauser et al.
1969)) are collectively referred to as 'Bell-type Inequlalities" (Hughes 1989:245). For

Note that although the experiments A, B and Ccannot be performed
simultaneo.clsly on only one of the correlated objects I

+ 11,the inequality is

constructed in such a way that each of the three component terns in (3.18) are
composed of measurement results on both of the systems I and I1 (Sudbery 1986:199).

So, for example, although we cannot detennine P(b, =
determine P(b, =

+ 1, c,

=

+ 1, c, = + I), we can

+1).

Returning to actual q-systems, we find that QM predicts that in certain cases
(specifically experiments consisting of correlated, spin-% particles I t IT in the singlet
state of total spin and moving in opposite directions), the statistics generated by

experiments violate (3.18). In one such actual experiment, A, B and C represent angles
at which Stern-Gerlach devices may be set.
This completes the sketch of a proof of Bell's Theorem. Next, we review some
of the key assumptions underlying the theorem.

3.2.0 Assumptions Underlying Bell's Theorem

The most important assumption underlying Bell's argument is Einstein's locality

assurnp~ion,as given by LOC,, which states that the setting of a piece of experimental
equipment at one location cannot alter the value of an observable at a distant, space-like
separated location. In the context of Bell-type experiments, this means, for example,
that rotating a Stern-Gerlach device on one wing of the experiment prior to performing
more detailed discussions, also see d'Espagnat (1976:106-19and 1979), Redhead
(1987:82-117) and Pagels (1983:142-65).
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a spin measurement on one of a pair of correlated systems should not affect the value
of the measurement obtained at the other wing. This assumption is embodied in (3.11)
and in the LHS of (3.10). Recall that the LHS of (3.10) states that:

(3.12)

P(b = tl,C

=

-1) = P(b = tl,c = -1, u = +1)

+ P(b = +I, c = - 1 ,

a = -1).

Recall that the q-system pairs are strictly anti-correlated (fiom (3.0), (3.1). (3-2) and
(3.3)). Locality enters Bell's argument as a hidden assumption in that he assumes that,

for example, P(b, =

+1, c,

= -1) is

the same as P(b, =

+ 1, c,

=

+ 1). Assuming

that the HV Vierr A is correct-which in this context means that the systems I and II
possess sharp, albeit perhaps w h o w n , values at all times for all spin components-the
system on one wing of a Bell-type experiment possesses sharp values for all of its spin
components just prior to a spin measurement on the system at the other wing. But if I
and II really were independent, separate systems, no action by an experimenter, such
as a last-minute change of mind with respect to which experiment to perform at one

wing, should have any effect on the values of observables on the system at the other
wing.
A plausible assumption regarding I and 11, although it is not one to which Bell

is necessarily committed in formulating his argument, is that the values of the spin
components of I and II at time t , just prior to measurement on one wing are the same
as the values of the respective spin components of I and II at t o when they leave the

source, and that those values remain fixed during the interval to + t ,. This assumption
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is inconsistent with the violations of Bell's Inequaiity, but it is only one version of
determinism. A weaker version, which Redhead (1987:90)calls ontological
determinism, stipulates merely that a given state of a system issues in a unique state at
some later time. (Note that it is specifically the former sense of determinism I have in
mind where I suggest that determinism is ruled out by Bell's Inequality.)

Also relevant is a distinction between two forms of HV theories, which can be

divided into those which are contextual and those which are noncontextual. Bell
characterizes contextual HV theories as those in which "[tlhe result of an observation
may reasonably depend not only on the state of the system (including hidden variables)
but also on the disposition of the apparatus" (1966:45l). In other words, the outcomes
of measurements on particular variables may depend upon the specification of relevant
measurement contens, where these contexts include the state of relevant measuring
devices. Part of the burden of Bell's theorem is that no noncontextual, Einstein local
HV theories are compatible with the statistical predictions of QM for Bell-type
experiments.
A second assumption which relates cIosely to the HV View A, locality and

determinacy is what we may call the Principle of Cou~erfactualDefiniteness, or CD.

CD stipulates that for any observable Q of a q-system S and for any time r, Q would

have a definite value were it measured at t.24 In the present context, this corresponds
Redhead calls this assumption the Principle of Local Counteg5actual Defiiteness
and defines it as follows:
[tlhe result of an experiment which could be performed on a microsopic system
has a definite value which does not depend on the setting of a remote piece of
"
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to the assumption that were an A experiment performed at t on the spin component
corresponding to property a of, say. I on one wing of a Bell-type experiment, there is
also a determinate. counterfactually-possessed value belonging to the spin component
corresponding to propem b of I, which would have been revealed were a B experiment
to have been performed on I at t instead.

CD can be thought of as underpinning W m A in the following sense. To hold
that for any observable Q and q-system S not in an eigenstate of Q, Q nevertheless has
a sharp value (View A), may be interpreted in terms of CD as the counterfactual claim
that were a Q measurement performed on S, the (sharp) value of Q would be revealed.

CD can also be seen to function as a link between determinism and locality, and, as
Redhead (1987:88) notes, it is unproblematic on the basis of the assumption of
determinism. To appreciate the close relationship between CD and determinism in

QM, consider the following thought experiment?
apparatus (1987:92,italics in original).
The definition I use here is adapted fiom Krips, who refers to this assumption as the
Measured Values (MV) Principle, and defines it as follows:
[qor every [observable] Q, [q-system] S, [and time] t, there is a (counterfactual)
measured value mv(Q, S,t),the value which Q would be measured to have were
measured in S at t (1987:24!?).
This thought experiment is a variation of one proposed by Redhead (1987:92-3). It
might be objected that since counterfactual claims are ordinarily made about macroscale
objects and events, CD ought not be seen as relevant to quantum phenomena However,
Bell's proof has been reconstructed so as to rely only on macroscale phenomena. This
reconstruction, in which all reference to to possessed values of the spin components of qsystems is replaced by reference to the pointer readings of instruments attached to StemGerlach devices in a Bell-type experiment, has been undertaken by Stapp (1971) and
Eberhard (1977), although see van Fraassen (1991:124-S), who argues that such
derivations rely on a principle of Conditional Excluded Middle, which has been rejected
25

Suppose I hold a dry match poised against a dry matchbox at time t , but that
rather than striking the match against the matchbox, I throw both the match and
matchbox into a glass of water. Now consider the tensed counterfactual claim:

M: If I had struck the match against the matchbox at time t, the match would
have lit.
Under the assumption of determinism, whereby future states of physical systems are
specifiable on the basis of their present states, M might arguably be taken to be true. 26
This example should suffice to make the point that the plausibility of CD is cIoseIy
related to the assumption of determinism. If determinism holds, CD would be
unproblernatic, but conversely, if the world is indeterministic, CD could not be taken
for granted.

by some modal logicians, such as David Lewis. Redhead (1987:90-1) defines a locality
assumption (LOC,) appropriate to such reconstructions as follows:
LOC,:A macroscopic object cannot have its classical state changed by altering
the setting of a remote piece of apparatus.
He goes on to show that LOC, is inconsistent with the arguments of Stapp and Eberhard.
26 One approach to rendering M true is the semantics for modal logic provided by
Lewis (1973), which provides truth conditions for counterfactual conditionals. On this
account, a counterfactual conditional such as M is cashed out as an ordinary material
conditional and making use of possible worlds. For a critique of Lewis' theory, see
Putnam (1983a:58-62, l983b:2 16-8),who notes that the truth of counterfactual
conditionals such as M relies on the implicit assumption that ceterisparibus holds. As
Putnam points out, however, "infinitely many. ..things couldn't have been 'as they
actually were at the time' if the match had been struck" (1983b:217). Interestingly
enough, Pufnam suggests that one of the things that ''couldn't have been as it actually
was" in this situation is the "quantum mechanical state" (which in this case would be the
compound physical system consisting of the match, matchbox and striker) (1983b:217).
Putnam, then, thinks that problems concerning determinism arise for Lewis' account of
counterfactuals even for macroscopic objects such as matches and matchboxes,
difficulties which are due, in part, to QM.
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A third assumption, one which Redhead (1987:89) claims underlies Bell's

Inequality, relates to the interpretation of the experimental data in Bell-type
experiments. This assumption is randomness, by which Redhead means that,
considered independently of each other, the results generated at each wing when large

numbers of correlated systems are subjected to Bell-type experiments are random.
Lengthy experimental runs are required to provide conclusive tests of Bell's Inequality,
and the randomness assumption holds that the outcomes of the individual experiments

in any run have no effect on the results of my of the other individual experiments, just
as we assume that in a series of coin-tosses the results of individual tosses have no

effect on the results of any other tosses.
Still another assumption underlying the Bell experiment is what Redhead
(1987:89) calls the Principle of Faithful Measurement (or FM), according to which

"the result of measurement is numerically equal to the value possessed by an
observable immediately prior ot measurement. "27 As Redhead notes (1987: 89), even if

FM holds, it might be that the decision to perform a measurement somehow changes
the underlying frequency distribution of possessed values from what it would have been
had the measurement not been performed. In other words, it is conceivable that the

decision to perform a measurement might yield a set of measured values different from

" Healey's (1979) term for FM is the Faithjiil Measurement Principle (FMP). FM is
also closely related to what is known in the Literature as the Nondisturbance Principle
(ND),which Krips formulates as follows: "[tlhe value possessed by the measured
quantity just after measurement = the value registered by the measurement, i.e. the
measured value" (1987:247).
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the frequency distribution of (unselected) possessed values. But Redhead notes that this
possibility would involve the acceptance of "a remarkable conspiracy on the part of
nature," as it is "inconsistent with the experimenter's freedom to choose which
possessed values to subject to measurement" (1987:89). Redhead is right to point out
that these consequences are allowed under F M , but on the other hand, this
interpretation of the violation of Bell's Inequality cannot be definitely ruled out. As we
shall see in 53.4, this possibility essentially amounts to an interpretation of the Bell

results known as superdmennini~m.~~
Taken together, the assumptions underlying Bell's Theorem considered above
can, following Redhead (1987:89) with minor alterations, be schematically represented
as follows:
(3.13) (View A & LOC, & Determinism & Randomness & FM)

-+

Bell's Inequality.

I say more about the first of these assumptions in $53.3 and 3.4.

28 For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that d'Espagnat (1979) identifies
another assumption in Bell's Theorem, which is the reliability of induction. It is
conceivable that the results of experiments designed to test Bell's Inequality are simply
too unreliable to warrant reaching any firm conclusions about the nature of the world.
However, since there is no particular reason to take this possibility seriously in the case of
Bell-type experiments, denying the reliability of induction in this way is simply a form of
general skepticism about experimental methods in science, and as such has no specific
relevance to Bell-type experiments.

3.2.1 Bell's Theorem and Common Cause Explanarions
Bell's Theorem appears to rule out causal, or at least locally causal, theories. 29 The aim
of this subsection is to examine causal explanations of the behaviour of q-systems in
Bell experiments, specifically whether common causes could be responsible for the

EPR c o r r e l a t i ~ o s .Reichenbach
~~
had foreseen the need to provide an account of
causality able to deal with possible indeterminism in physical theories. He proposed
that rather than associating causal explanations with individual events, they instead be
used to account for correlations between events (see Reichenbach (1956: 149-67)). In
this subsection, we shall investigate whether Reichenbach's program is workable in the

context of Bell-type experiments.
Consider first the way causal explanations typically apply to states of affairs in
the world, where for the purposes of illustration I identify the following as sets of
relevant events:

F: The occurrence of sunburns among Australians, and

29 See Pagels (1983 :l39-52), however, who defines a principle of local causality in
terms of changes that can take place in a physical system S resulting either fiom a change
of state of S itself, or from the transmission of energy through an imaginary surface
surrounding S. He correctly points out that the violations of Bell's Inequality reside in
the statistical nature of the correlations between the subsystems in Bell-type experiments,
but he equivocates on what the implications are of this for local causalityyfor he denies
that these correlations apply to local objects. This is to implicitly deny that the systems
at each wing of Bell-type experiments constitute separate systems, in which case no
threat issues for either Bell locality or Einstein locality. For more on moves of this sort,
see 53.4.

Much of the material in this subsection is based on van Fraassen (1989:97-113 and
199 1:79-lO5), with minor notational changes.
'O

G: The occurrence of melanomas among Australians.
Suppose a definite statistical correlation holds between F and G. Such a correlation
can be expressed as follows: P(G IF) +P(G),which is a symmetrical relation provided

the probabilities of F and G are non-zero (see van Fraassen (1991:83)). A history of
exposure to the sun's rays is causally relevant when it comes to accounting for the
occurrence of sunburns in the Australian population as well as the occurrence of
melanomas among Australians. The correlation between F and G, then, is a typical
example of a situation explained in terms of a common cause, in this case a history of
excessive exposure to the sun (H), since a history of exposure to the sun explains both
the incidence of sunburns and melanomas among Australians. The important points to

note here are that Ef precedes F and G, and that relative to H, F and G are independent

of each other. More formally, following van Fraassen (1991:83),a factor H is said to
be a common cause of events F and G just in case:

(1)

H precedes F and G,

Taken together, (1)-(3) will be regarded here as conditions any common causal model
of physical phenomena needs to satisfy.31 Note, however, that a common causal model

' Nancy Cartwright (1 989:23 1-50) rejects (3), thefactorizabilily condition, as an
appropriate constraint on a common cause model in the context of Bell-type experiments.
She argues that factorizability assumes that ?he joint cause acts independently in
producing its separate effects" (1989:236),but since the common cause of the EPR
correlations (if indeed there is any such cause) does not act independently at the two
wings of the experiment, she sees this as grounds for rejecting (3). Camyright maintains

satisfying all three conditions is compatible with indeterminism.
Suppose, as in the previous subsection, that I and II represent particle pairs
produced from a common source and moving in opposite directions, and that each
particle may be subjected to measurements by experimental devices with a range of
three settings: A, B and C. Once again, there are only two possible results for any

experiment,

+l and -1, and measurement outcomes on I and II are anticorrelated.

For greater generality, let the indices i, j and k range over {A, B, C} and a, b range
over { + 1,-I). We are now in a position to give a description at what van Fraassen
(1991:87) calls the "surface level* of the two experiments at the wings of the

experiment. This is given in terms of the following field of propositions:
(3.14)

PRSdnCC= {Iia & IIjb : i, j = A, B , Cand a, b = f l , -1).

Thus, for example, the results of experiments when the setting at I1 is B is expressed as
follows:
Setting B at II = IIB = the disjunction of propositions:
IIBa & Ijb for a, b in {+l,-1) and j in {A, B, C}.
A common cause account of the EPR correlations should explain how the correlations

come about in terms of a cause which is present at the source of the particles. Let V

instead that the common cause is just the quantum state of the joint system I + II,but the
sense in which explanation is recognizable as causal is unclear; even Cartwright admits
that hers is a "peculiar kind of causality" (1989:249). She concedes that causality in Belltype contexts must be of a nunpropagating sort, but I fail to see how her account leads to
any deeper understanding of the EPR correlations as caused (as opposed, say, to simply
thinking of the correlations in resulting from spooky "connections7'or "in.£luences"
between the two wings of the experiments).
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denote the causal factor (or collection of factors) postulated to be responsible for the
correlations and let the value of V b e denoted by q. The totaI state can be represented
by the set of propositions:

PR,,

(3.15)

= {Iia & IIjb & Vq : i,j = A,

B, C; a, b = +l,-1; q~ 0 ,

,

where I is the set of possible values for q (van Fraassen 1991539). Let q be of type (a ,
b2, c3) when it predicts outcomes a,,b,, c, for the settings IA, IB, IC respectively, and
let the symbol CaIb2c3
express the idea that the value of q is of this type (van Fraassen
(1991:92)). So Ca,b,c, consists of the disjunction of all propositions Vq such that:
(3.16)

P(Ua,IIA & Vq) = P(Wa,lIB%lIB

& Vq) = P(ICa,lIC& Vq) = 1

(van Fraassen 1991:92). Assume Vq exists, and suppose we want to know the soa of

+

value q must take, given the outcomes IB 1 and IIC-1. From what has been given, it

+ +

must be (x, 1, 1) for some value of x. In other words, Ca ,b2c3must be either

C+ 1+ 1 + l or C-1 i-1+ 1, which has its own probability, and allows us to formulate
the following equation:

(3.17)

p(B;C) = P(IB+l & IIC-1IIB & IIC),

where p(B; C) is equal to c{P(Vq)P(IB + 1 & IIC-1IIB & IIC & Vq) :q

E

I) (van

Fraassen 1991:93). The summands of the conditional probability are all 0 except
where q is of type (+1,+1,+1) or (-l,+l,+l).
(3.18)

So:

p(B;C) = x{P(Vq) : q is of type (+1,+1,+1) or (-l,+l,+l))
= P ( C + l + l + l or C - l + l + l )
= P(C+l+l+l)

+ P(C-l+l+l),

and similarly
(3.19)

p(A;B) = P(C+l+L+l)

+ P(C+l+l-I),

(3.20)

p(A;B) = P ( C + l + l + l )

+ P(Cf1-t-1-1).

Adding together the RHS of (3.19) and the last line of (3.20) yields the sum of four
probabilities, of which exactly two summands are the same as one of the two
surnrnands on the RHS of (3-20)-that is, P(C+ 1+I + +and
(3-21)

p(A;B)

so:

+ p(B;C) 2 p(A;C),

which is Wigner's form of the Bell Inequality (Wigner 1970), and which QM predicts

is violated in certain circumstances.
Wigner's form of Bell's Theorem demonstrates in an elegant way that if hidden
parameters are responsible for the violations of Bell's Inequality, they do not do act

causally, or at least not in a manner that is recognizably causal in terms of our
traditional conceptions of causality. More specifically, Wigner's result appears to rule

out explanations of the Bell results which are both mathematically consistent and appeal
to common causes. To sum up this subsection, there are certain quantum mechanical
phenomena for which no plausible causal theory can account, at least where "causaln is
construed traditionally in terms of a consistent, common cause model.

3.2.2 Bell's Theorem and the Aspect Experiment
The purpose of this subsection is to discuss perhaps the most definitive of the Bell-type

experiments conducted to date-the

1982 experiment of Aspect, DaIibard and Roger."

One feature common to earlier Bell-type experiments was that choosing the
orientations of the

relative to each other at the two wings of the experiments

had always been done before the q-systems were emitted from the source. This
represents a potential shortcoming in the experimental design, insofar as this allowed a
loophole in terms of the implications of the results of these experiments with respect to
locality. The loophole was that it was in principle possible for some sort of subluminal
(if as yet unaccounted for) signaling to take place between the analyzers on the two

wings of Bell-type experiments. Any such signaling might somehow coordinate the
analyzers in a way that just happens to bring about the right statistical violations of

Bell's Inequality, without violating Bell locality. A more definitive test of whether the
observed violations of Bell's Inequality bear specifically on Einstein locality, then,
requires an experiment in which the settings of one or the other of the analyzers is

I hereafter refer to the 1982 experiment by Aspect, Dalibard and Roger simply as
the "Aspect experiment." This experiment made use of optical switches in the paths of
the subsystems I and 11, which were photons emitted as the result of an excited calcium
atom reverting to its ground state. For details of the experiment itself, see Aspect,
Dalibard and Roger (1982). For a concise summary of the results of Bell-type
experiments that have actually been performed, see Redhead (1987: 107-13). For a
detailed survey of Bell-type experiments and their results prior to the Aspect experiment,
see Clauser and Shimony (1978). For a more popular account, see d'Espagnat (1979).
-"

I use the term "analyzers" generically to refer to the measuring devices used in
Bell-type experiments. This term covers Stem-Gerlach devices, which are used in
experiments designed to measure spin, as well as linear polarizers (sometimes simply
referred to as "filters"), which are used to measure the directions of polarization of
photons. In addition to analyzers, detectors (such as photomultipliers in the case of
experiments using photons) located "downstream" of the analyzers are required to
produce the actual correlation statistics.
33
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changed afrer the q-systems have left the source but before they reach the analyzers.
Such an experiment was proposed by Aspect in 1975 and 1976, and eventually
conducted in the Aspect experiment of 1982.

In this experiment, low energy, correlated photons are emitted in a calcium
cascade transition as an excited atom returns to its ground state. Lo the path of each
photon is an optical switch consisting of a water-filled cell in which an ultrasonic
standing wave is induced by two transducers connnected to a 25 MHZ generator. The
time required to change positions of the two settings of this switch is only Ions and the
distance between the two switches is 12 metres, so the distance between each switch
and the source is six metres. This represents a space-time distance of about 20m,

which is more than enough time to guarantee that the switch settings can be changed
while the particles are in mid-flight. The important point here is that if one such
switch change takes place at space-time point t, t is outside the light-cone which has its
vertex at the space-time event s, where the photon pair is emitted from the source.
Consequently, no form of signaling or information transfer can occur between the place
and time of a switch change event t and a photon heading towards the opposite analyzer

wirhout violating Einstein locality. This situation is, of course, symmetrical with

respect to the two wings of the experiment. Note that there is an additional small
margin of error in the experiment due to the emission of photons in the intermediate

stage of the cascade transition, which has a half-life of 511s(van Fraassen 1991:98).
This effectively means that the location of the source s is "smeared outn over a region
determined by the equivalent space-time distance (Redhead 1987:111). However, this
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margin of error is relatively small compared with the 4011sdistance between the

switches, and so does not significantly affect the results of the experiment.
The calculations used to analyze results of the Aspect experiment of 1982 made

use of a form of Bell's Inequality due to Clauser, Home, Shimony and Holt. 34 The
results confirmed the violation of Bell's Inequality and were in very good agreement
with the predictions of QM.

The Aspect result is a very significant test of Einstein locality, but there is a
reason to be cautious about the implications of the result. As Redhead (1987: 109)
observes, the statistical correlations from which the results are derived are based on
only a sample of photon pairs due to the inefficiency of the photomultipliers used to
detect the photons. Thus, a degree of idealization enters into the interpretation of the
Aspect results, and this leaves room for the possibility-admittedly remote-that

some

sort of connection exists between the photons. If this is so, then it is possible that the

EPR correlations are local in nature after all, and are due to inefficiencies in the
detection process. However, Redhead (1987: 113) notes that it is in principle possible
to modify the experimental arrangement in such a way as to achieve much greater
efficiencies in detection rates, and that one such proposal has already been made by Lo
and Shimony (L981).
Assuming that the results of more efficient experiments continue to violate
Bell's Inequality, there remains one other problem of a more conceptual nature.

" For further technical details of the Clauser, Home, Shimony and Holt form of the
Bell Inequality, see van Fraassen (1991:98).
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Irrespective of what steps are taken to ensure that a switching process p on one wing of
an A spect-type experiment is completely random (or at least as close to random as can
be achieved), an inherent feature of the experimental arrangement is that there is at

least one event, E, sufficiently far enough in the past that both p and the emission event

s lie in the forward light-cone of E. That is to say, E is defined to be an event
somewhere in the overlapping part of the backward light-cones of p and s. Given this,
it is possibie that a connection exists between p and s that is propagated at E and that
somehow coordinates them in such a way as to produce the statistical correlations in
such a way that Einstein locality is not violated. Van Fraassen (1991:97),
appropriating a concept from Leibniz and Malebranche, refers to this possibility as
"pre-established harmony. " Redhead, however, is less than sanguine about such a
possibility, describing it as "bizarre" and adding that "Duhernian 'good sense' m a y
dictate that we shouId accept the demonstration in the Aspect experiment of a violation
of Einstein locality" (1987: 113).

I will say more about this issue in $3.4, but for now it is sufficient to note that
even if due allowance is made for this possibility, the philosophical implications of the
Aspect results are profound. At the very least, the Aspect experiment appears to rule
out the possibility that the EPR correlations result from some sort of signaling between
the experimental apparatuses at the two wings of Bell-type experiments prior to, or at
the time of, the emission of the particle pairs. To have tested Einstein locality to this

extent is in itself a remarkable experimental achievement.
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3.3 Deterministic and Stochasfic Einstein Local meories

The purpose of this section is to discuss the difference between deterministic and
stochastic (or statistical) Einstein local theories. I argue that the former are ruled out
by the Bell results but that the latter are not, and that this is because QM itself is a
stochastic theory. 35
Hellman ( 1982) considers deterministic, Einstein local theories which feature
strict anti-correlation for distinct observables a and b at the two wings of Bell-type
experiments and proves that the CIauser, Home, Shimony and Holt version of Bell's
Inequality can be derived from any such theory (Hughes 1989:242). Given the
experimentally confirmed violations of Bell's Inequality, Bellman's result effectively
rules out deterministic,but not stochastic, Einstein local theories, where the latter
theories allow that the probability of the measurement result on one subsystem, say I,
is unaffected by whether a measurement is performed on the subsystem II. Let us call
this result Statisrical Locality. Statistical Locality is also called Hidden Locality (by

van Fraassen (199 1:29)), Locality (by Jarrett (1989:69)) and Parameter Independence
(by Shirnony (1989:29)). Redhead (1987: 113) formulates Statistical Locality as LOC,:
LOC,: The statistics (relative frequencies) of measurement results of a quantummechanical observable cannot be altered by performing measurements at a
distance.
How is it that Statistical Locality is allowed by the Bell results and why are stochastic
Einstein local theories not ruled out by it?
The two primary sources for the discussicn in this section are Hughes (1989:23858) and Redhead (1987:113-7).
35
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Perhaps the best way to understand what it means to say that the Bell results
allow for Statistical Locality (and therefore allow stochastic, Einstein local theories) is
to reflect on the way in which indeterminism applies to the actual results of Bell-type
experiments. Suppose we perform a series of measurements at one wing of a Bell-type
experiment on the spin component of I in the z-direction (that is,

03,and record the

results. We may even suppose that we perform measurements on the same component
of spin on I1 (that is, a& sim~ituneorrsly(where the simultaneity is with respect to the
frame of reference of the source). We h o w that a measurement on a subsystem at one
wing of the experiment brings about an instant change of states in the anti-correlated

subsystems at the other wing. Moreover, since the subsystems are strictly anticorrelated with respect to measurements of spin in the z-direction, we even know the
exact nature of these changes of state. But-and this is the crucial point-although we
know exactly what changes of state are brought about at the distant wing when we
perform such measurements at one wing, we cannot erploit rhese measurement results
to tranfer i n f o m i o n in any controiiuble way. Were such transfers of information

possible, we would be able to bring about changes in the relative frequencies of the
results of measurements at, say, I by performing measurements at II. Notwithstanding
the fact that strict anti-correlation holds in the case we are considering, however, the

strings of measurement results at both wings are always random. That is, although the
results at each wing are, given ideal experimental circumstance, perfectly anticorrelated, the results at each wing, considered in isolationfrom each other, always
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form a random string of

+ 1s and

Note that at this point we are not taking about

experimental results of the sort that violate Bell's Inequality. Such experiments involve
comparisons of results of experiments at the two wings involving three distinct
observables (as opposed to just one). But in both cases, Statistical Locality holds.
Statistical Locality may be contrasted with the Cauroliry Condition, also
referred to as Completeness (by Jarrett (1989:69), although note that the sense of
completeness here is different from that in EC) and Outcome Independence (by
Shirnony (1989:29)). The Causality Condition is a statistical independence condition
which any reasonable common cause model should obey. It stipulates that, for distinct
parameter settings i and j at the left (L) and right (R) wings of a Bell-type experiment
respectively (where i, j = 1,2,3), distinct measurement outcomes a and b at L and R
respectively (where a,b = 0, l), and a common, possibly hidden causal factor A with
value q responsible for the outcomes at L and R, the following equality should hold:

P(Lia & Rjb ILi & Rj & Aq) = P(Lia ILi & Rj & Aq) P(Rjb ILi & Rj & Aq)

(van Fraassen 1991:89). The Causality Condition, combined with Statistical Locality
and the assumption of anti-correlation (where anti-correlation refers to the "opposite"

results of experiments on subsystems with respect to any one observable), yields Bell's
Inequality (Jarrett 1989:72). As we know, Bell's Inequality is violated, but since both
Statistical Locality and anti-correlation hold, it follows that the BeU results violate the

Incidentally, some commentators (including van Fraassen (199 1:368) and Redhead
(1987: 115)) have characterized this result as meaning that there is no such thing as a Bell
telephone!
36
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Causality Condition. Were Statistical Locality and the Causality Condition violated,
QM would be a radically nonlocal theory. In other words, if the Bell results were

compatible with both stochastic Einstein local theories and the Causality Condition,
then Statistical Locality (that is, LOC,) would be violated, stochastic Einstein local

theories would be ruled out and nonlocdity would be a built-in feature of QM. But as
we have seen, this is not the case.

In the case of the correlated, space-like separated q-systems I

+ 11we have

been considering, QM assigns a joint state to the system as a whole, which is different
from the sum of the states of I and II considered separately. It does not follow from
this that QM violates Statistical Locality, however, since QM predicts that the
probabilities of measurement outcomes on I depend not on the choice of observable (or
parameter) to be measured on 11,but only on the actual outcomes of measurements

performed on IT (and vice-versa). This is because performing a measurement on II
alters the joint state of the combined system I

+ II, whereas merely changing the

apparatus setting on the wing where I1 is located does not. The important point to note
here is that I and II cannot be regarded as separable from each other. I

+ II forms a

1s i n g , ) .

This state is

composite system which has a joint state, sometimes written as

represented mathematically in the tensor product Hilbert space % a 9& and cannot be
uniquely decomposed into individual states of the subsystems I and II. In other words,
I and II are entangled. The entanglement of the states of I and II is why QM violates
the Causality Condition (or Outcome Independence), but not Statistical Locality (or
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Parameter Independence). I claim that the fact that the state of I

+ II has no unique

decomposition, is a formal expression of the problem of nonseparabilif~,which I
discuss at greater length in the final section and in Chapter Five.
The results described in this section are significant in a number of respects.

First, they help define the sense in which QM is a local theory. That is to say, QM is
local in the sense that it does not violate Statistical Locality. 37 This means that W
theories are not, strictly speaking, ruled out by QM, although so far we have shown
that the class of such theories is restricted to stochastic rather than deterministic ones.

Finally,the sense in which locality holds for QM effectively means that violations of
Bell's Inequality cannot, as we have seen, be exploited for the purposes of
communicating information at superluminal speeds. Any such superluminal transfer of
information would constitute a flagrant violation of Special Relativity, but as matters
stand, no such superluminal signaling can take place on the basis of QM. In this
respect, a peaceful, if uneasy, coexistence holds between QM and Special Relativity.

3.4 independence, Separability and Nonlocality

In this section, I discuss some of the philosophical implications of the Bell results,
paying special attention to Howard's views about what the EPR correlations imply with
respect to the separability of q-systems and Einstein's position that the independent

Stapp (1989:154:74) constructs a proof purporting to show that QM does indeed
entail the existence of superluminal influences, but his argument is based on a conception
of locality different fkom the one used here.
37
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existence of physical systems is necessary for physics to be intelligible.
Let us begin, following Hughes (1989:240)with some minor modifications, by
distinguishing between two broad explanatory approaches that can be taken to the EPR
correlations: interaction accounts and preparation accounts. The former, which Hughes
calls 1' accounts, postulate some sort of connection or interaction between the systems I
and 11after they have left the source, and the latter, type I, accounts, seek to explain
the correlations in terms of the original preparation of I and 11. Type I, accounts, in

turn, consist in approaches which identify the correlations as arising fiorn either
something to do with the nature of the composite system-type P , accounts-or some
feature of the experimental arrangement-type

P, accounts (Hughes l%9:24O). The

discussion of the Aspect experiment in 53.2.2 appears to rule out type P, accounts, and
on the basis of 53.2.I, both types of P accounts are ruled out, where such accounts
appeal to common causes. Moreover, any attempt to cash out a type I approach in
causal terms would seem to have to accept that causal signals propagate superfuminally.

I take this result to be disastrous for any ostensit>Iycausal model, however, as such
models would seem to represent manifestions of causal anomalies rather than causal
explanations. Furthermore, the Aspect result rules out any interaction account which

satisfies Einstein locality, whether the putative interactions are between the component
systems I and I . or between the measuring devices (types I, and 1' respectively).
Recall that the discussion in 53.3 established the sense in which any theory
capable of accounting for the Bell results is a Iocal theory. Any such theory obeys the
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Statistical Locality condition but violates the Causality Condition. Recall also that the
Causality Condition requires that, for distinct observables a and b, the probability of a
given outcome for a measurement of an observable on, say, I, must be independent of
the outcome of a measurement of the other observable on subsystem II, given that a

measzirement on 11 is actuaZZy pefonned.

Let us call a theory which obeys the

Causality Condition a noncontentual theory. A contexlzuzl theory, in contrast, is one
according to which the state of a q-system I or II which f o m part of a correlated
system I

+ II (where I + I1 is specified by a joint state) is definite only relative to the

state of a measuring device which pevorms a measurement on I or II. Turning now to
HV theories, we can conclude that noncontextz&zZ HV theories are ruled out by the Bell
results, and that the only kinds of local HV theories which survive the Bell results,
then, are stochastic, Einstein local, contextual HV theories.
Assuming that the correlations exhibited in Bell-type experiments do, indeed,
call for some sort of philosophical explanation, let us briefly consider some of the
approaches that have been adopted historically to explain correlations in general. Van
Fraassen (1% 1:349) identifies six such approaches: chance, coincidence, common
cause, co-ordination, logical identity and pre-established harmony.

The first option, chance, amounts to accepting indeterminism as an intrinsic
feature of the world. In this case, further explanation would be neither expected nor
called for, but while this option does bring the need for further analysis of the EPR
correlations to an abrupt end, it is hardly satisfactory as constituting a constructive

explanation of the correlations.
Coincidence differs fiom chance in that underlying causal mechanisms are
allowed for on the basis of the former but not the latter. For example, it might be a
coincidence that I meet a long-lost friend in a bar, but there may well be causal
explanations underlying the fact that both of us are at the same bar. In cases such as
this, underlying causal factors may be available to provide explanations of
coincidences. However, unlike the case of the coincidental meeting in a bar of old
friends, the q-systems in Bell-type experiments are correlated and originate from a
single source. As we saw in $3.2.I, any reasonable common cause model is ruled out

as explanations of the EPR correlations, so common causes cannot be appealed to as
underpinning coincidences in the case of the EPR correlations. The problem that arises
here is that in the absence of a common cause, it is difficult to see how, in the context
of the EPR correlations, coincidence does not simply degenerate into chance.

Van Fraassen takes co-ordination to mean "a correspondence effected by
signals" (199 1:35O), where the signalling in question may be indeterministic, but where
the signals travel from one location to another. While co-ordination may be effected

by a common cause, I take a common cause to be a sufficient, but not necessary,

condition for co-ordination to take place. We must be careful as a how we apply this
concept in the case of the Bell results, for if coordination is taken to apply to a
relationship holding between two aspects or components of a single system, then the

EPR correlations might q u a l a as a case of co-ordination. But on the other hand, if the
subsystems I and 11are taken to be separate, co-ordination is more problematic, since
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this suggests that some form of informa~iontranfer takes place between I and II in
order for co-ordination to occur. But any such transfer of information would violate
both Special Relativity and Statistical Locality, and this is not what the Bell results

indicate. As for the former, I shall argue later in this chapter and in Chapter Five that
there are deep philosophical as well as physical problems associated with affirming the
nomeparability of subsystems, including problems of the sort alluded to by Einstein in
the quotation at the beginning of this chapter.
A familiar example of an explanation in terms of logical identity is the

temperature of a physical system, which is identified with the mean kinetic energy of
the molecules of that system (van Fraassen 1991:352). That is to say, an observable

phenomenon, in this case temperature, is strictly identified with a particular theoretical
definition. In the present context, one might argue that the EPR correlations just are
what QM predicts for Bell-type situations. That is, one might argue that since for two

observables A and B pertaining to systems I and IT respectively the measured
observables for the joint system I

+ II are A @ I and I B B (where 1 is the identity

operator), which in turn are functions of the single observable A e B, the EPR
correIations are no more or less than what we should expect to observe in Bell-type
experiments. This viewpoint cannot be faulted fiom a strictly formal perspective, but
the appeal to logical identity in this context is unsatisfactory because it leaves out of
account the fact that the EPR correlations are deeply puzzling from an interpretive
perspective in a way that the identification of temperature with mean kinetic energy is
not. In any case, accepting logical identity in the EPR case implies that we can accept
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the predictions of QM at face value, which is perhaps unwise given the historical fate
of fundamental scientific theories. Further discussion of these matters would involve
exploring the relationship between understanding and theory acceptance to an extent
which is beyond the scope of this study.
The final option, pre-established harmony, first appeared as a response by postCartesian philosophers such as Leibniz and Malebranche to the mind-body interaction
problems created by Descartes' dualism. In that context, pre-established harmony was
postulated to explain how mental events such as desires, intentions and so on could be
correlated with physical events without invoking the existence of causal connections
between the mind and body. Mind and body, it was supposed by Malebranche and
Leibniz, are perfectly harmonized, or synchronized. In cosmological terms, this would

mean, however, that pre-established harmony is either:
(a) pre-determined by a "harmonizern (such as God, for example), or
@) simply a brute fact about the world that does not avail itself of fkther

explanation.
Moreover, in the context of the Bell resuIts, preestablished harmony, which we
may call superdmerminism, would mean that a l l of the choices of obsewables (and their
outcomes as well, for that matter) measured on the wings of Bell-type experiments are
predetermined. I alluded to superdeterminism indirectly in discussing the Aspect

experiment, where I noted that, strictly speaking, the Aspect experiment does not rule
out the remote possibility that the correlations are explicable in terms of the
propagation of causal signals from some event in the common part of the overlapping
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backward light-cones of both the source and the measuring devices at the wings of the
experiment. Interestingly, the apparent indeterminism of QM turns out not to rule out
this extreme form of metaphysical determinism. Pre-established harmony, or
superdefenninism,is consistent with absolute fatalism, but while this option is

empirically adequate, it is highly unappealing in another way, especially given the

QUP and EC, in the sense that it means accepting that an experimenter's actions are a l l
predetermined. On this view, we, and everything else in the world, are mere cogs in a
perfectly co-ordinated system whose workings are completely beyond our ability to
influence. Worse still in terms of its utility as an explanation, however, is the fact that
superdeterminism is little more than a "just so" story, more in keeping with cosmic
conspiracy theories that with any sort of meaningful explanation. For this reason, van
Fraassen (199 1:373) justifiably refers to this option as the determinist's name for
despair.
All of the above strategies for interpreting the EPR correlations are
unsatisfactory in one way or another. But exactly why are these correlations so
philosophically puzzling? In my view, the strangeness of the EPR correlations is
symptomatic of the problems arising from trying to provide an account of the ontology
of the individual, correlated subsystems in QM, where the combined systems are in
entangled states. While the formalism of QM forbids us from ascribing distinct states

to I and 11, and hence proscribes us from taking I and 11 to be separate systems, it is
nevertheless extraordinarily counter-intuitive not to think of I and II as independent
systems, and our intuition that they really are separate is built into the very language

with which we describe the phenomena in Bell-type experiments.
Redhead argues that the nonlocality problems posed by the Bell results only
arise if we impute states to individual q-systems, and that the nonlocality demonstrated
in the Bell results is unproblematic from the point of view of an ensemble or statistical

interpretation of QM (1987: 115), but this argument is dubious. While it is true that on

an ensemble interpretation of QM, quantum mechanical states are attributed not to
individual q-systems, but rather to ensembles of q-systems, this arguably does Little, if

anything, to render the violation of Bell's Inequality any less bizarre, even if, as
Redhead argues, the statistics of measurement results are not altered by performing
measurements at a distance. In any case, whiIe the conclusion that the q-system pairs
at the wings of Bell-type experiments have no autonomous existence is perfectly
consistent with the formalism of QM, the problem is that this does justice neither to

our intuitions about the physical nature of the situation, nor to Einstein's objection,
which I discuss next, that accepting such a view implicitly undermines the basis for an
intelligible physical theory. Einstein's insistence on the individuation (that is,
independent existence) of physical systems goes to what is so problematic about both
the formalism of QM and the empirical results of Bell-type experiments. To help

unpack this problem, let us kame further discussion in the context of Howard's
illuminating treatment of these issues.38
Howard recognizes that the EPR correlations pose a challenge at the level of

38

See Howard (1985 and 1989).
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fundamental ontology, and he recognizes the need for us to come up with new
metaphysical insights into the situation. He formulates an ontological principle he calls
the (spatio-temporal) separability principle, which is designed to express the
requirement that physical systems (and their associated states) can be individuated. He
defines this principle, which I refer to as the Howard Separability Principle (hereafter

HSP),as follows:
ESP: [Vhe contents of any two regions of space-time separated by a
nonvanishing spatio-temporal interval constitute separable physical systems, in
the sense that (1) each possesses its own, distinct physical state, and (2) the joint
state of the two systems is wholly determined by these separate states
(1989:225-6).
In addition, Howard defines a iocaliv principle, which states that "the state of a system

is unaffected by events in regions of the universe so removed from the given system
that no signal could affect them" (1989:227). (Howard's locality principle is similar
to, but not necessarily the same as, either Bell's locality condition or Statistical
Locality.) Howard argues that QM does not vioIate locality in this sense, since the
separate states assumed by the locaiity principle, unlike those required by the
separability principle, "need not be such as to determine completely the joint state of
every composite system to which the systems they characterize may belong as parts*
(l989:227). QM may therefore be interpreted as a local nonseparable theory, but not
as a local separable theory (such as traditional field theories like General Relativity).

Howard claims that the two types of theories are fundamentally incompatible, precisely
because the latter-local,

separable theories-individuate systems and their states in a

separable manner (1989:227-8).

Einstein takes what he calls the 'principle of Local action, " which essentially
captures the idea embodied by Howard's locality principle, to be necessary for the
formulation of empirically testable physical theories. Einstein writes:
[fjor the relative independence of spatially distant things (A and B), this idea is
characteristic: an external influence on A has no immediate effect on B; this is
known as the "principle of local action," which is applied consistently only in
field theory. The complete suspension of this basic principle would make
impossible the idea of the existence of (quasi-) closed systems and, thereby, the
establishment of empirically testable laws in the sense familiar to us (1948:3212, italics in original).
The principle of local action, as Einstein emphasizes, enables us to formulate testable

theories. Nodocality does not, in my view, present difficulties of a purely

philosophical sort so much as it does with respect to the formulation of adequate,
empirically testable physical theories of the world. This is because, notwithstanding
whatever forces or influences we might postulate as being responsible for any
particular localized event, we could never be sure that "distant" influences are not
responsible for bringing about the event as well (or instead). For this reason, as
Howard observes, Einstein saesses the importance of the principle of local action both

for the postulation of closed systems and for the possibility of reliably testing theories

(l989:246). Howard writes:
[w]hat Einstein's argument requires is that current physical theory establish
some upper bound on signal velocities in order to secure the possibility of its
own testing, recognizing full well that one possible-and not at alI
unreasonable-response to results inconsistent with the theory is to raise this
upper bound. Testing becomes impossible only if the theory in question
establishes no upper bound, for then one cannot define the concept of a "closed
systemn (1989: M 6 ,italics in original).

As Howard points out, the Aspect experiment provides a lower bound on the speed of
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any superlullzinal signals that might be present if the locality principle is violated, a
lower bound which in principle can be arbitrarily raised by either increasing the rate at
which the settings of the analyzers are changed, or increasing the distance between the
analyzers on the wings of the experiment (1989:247). So one must allow that there is a
possibility that superluminal influences with a finite velocity are responsible for the

EPR correlations, and that they may act in such a way as to ensure that the observed
experimental results closely accord with the predictions of QM. Furthermore, the
presence of such superlumind influences could, in principle, be revealed, either by
arbitrarily increasing the rate at which the settings on the analyzers are changed or by
increasing the distance between the analyzers, as noted above. If there are such finite
superluminal influences at work, we would then expect that the appropriate
experiments would reveal the Bell Inequalities to be satisfied, which in turn would
contradict QM.39 This would be a profound development, but at this stage there are no
theoretical reasons to suppose that this will happen, and so I disregard this possibility
for the purposes of the present discussion.
The localiry principle enjoys a privileged status with respect to Special

Relativity, inasmuch as giving up on this principle would have dire implications for
Special Relativity. Given these theoretical and methodological considerations, Howard
argues that there are strong arguments for not abandoning the locality principle
(1989:247). However, if the locality principle is retained, then we have no choice but

39

I thank Kevin Sauve for reminding me of this possibility.
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to reject the ASP in the light of the Bell result^.^ Compare this with our rejection of
the Causality Condition in 83.3. This brings us to the question of what the HSP means

in terms of the individuatability of q-systems.

I claim that physical systems need to be not only epistemically individuatable,
but also ontologicaZLy individuated, for physics to make sense, although only the latter
condition needs to be satisfied for realism to hold. As Howard observes, we do
physics by dividing the world into parts (where those parts include physical systems),
assigning states to the systems, proposing laws that govern the evolution of states,
describing the functional relationships bemeen these states, and so on (L989:245). As
he puts it:

[slome method for individuating systems is necessary, for if one did not
[individuate systems] . . . then the reference of any claims we might make about
the world would be indefinite, or rather, the reference would comprehend the
whole universe. One might make measurements, but to what would one ascribe
the properties thought to be revealed by those measurements? (1989:245, italics
in original).
Now as the quotation at the beginning of this chapter indicates, Einstein is
acutely aware of the requirement that physical systems be individuatable, and in fact he
regards physics to be unintelligible if this requirement is not satisfied. Furthermore,
Howard argues that Einstein takes the idea of a spatio-temporal interval (that is, a
separability principle) as providing the only imaginable or conceivable objective

" It is worth stressing once more that QM is a local theory only relative to a certain
definition of "local." Both Redhead (1987:82-118)and Stapp (1989) show that there are
senses in which QM is nonlocal (relative to certain other conceptions of locality).

criterion upon which to base this individuation (1989:245).4' 1 also share the position
that separability is the only imaginable objective criterion for individuating physical
systems. Howard (1989:248) notes that the EPR correlations are so pervasive that the
very coherence of QM as a fundamental physical theory would be thrown into doubt if
a fundamental theory were taken to require the individuation of systems as a necessary
condition, He writes:
[sltrictly speaking the quantum theory of interactions implies that we should
write down one grand nonfactorizable state function for the whole of the
forward light cone of any event. Of course we do not do this, but we have no
fundamental principle that justifies our ignoring this radical nonseparability of
quantum states . . . Another reason why quantum mechanics itself cannot serve
as a model for a satisfactory fundamental theory is that while it individuates
states in a nonseparable fashion, it nevertheless implicitly individuates system
according to the criterion assumed in the spatio-temporal separability principle
(1989:248, italics in original).
I think that Howard is quite right to identify the nonseparability of quantum states and

q-systems as constituting problems in the philosophy of QM, and for similar reasons:
nonseparability brings with it deep ontological problems with respect to the

individuation of q-systems. Howard thinks that this problem ultimateiy counts against
QM in its present form as a fundamental theory of physics, but on the other hand he

The reason Einstein emphasizes spatio-temporal intervals is an interesting issue in
itself. Howard (1989:243) argues that in this respect Einstein is part of a tradition
stretching back to the Greek atomists (by way of Descartes and Newton), according to
which the spatial property ofposition is the paradigm criterion for the individuation of
systems. But the matter is not quite so simple, because Einstein also subscribes to
elements of the relational view of space most famously espoused by Leibniz. The
apparent problem of reconciling the two would seem to be even more acute given
Einstein's challenge to the distinction between matter and geometry. Howard argues that
Einstein, unlike Leibniz, nevertheless thinks that there are objective grounds for
individuation, which consist in the invariant nature of the mehical interval (1989:244).
i1

also sees the phenomenon of nonseparability as presenting challenges to any physical
theories (including field theories such as General Relativity) which attempt to retain the
principle of spatio-temporal separability (1989:248-53).
Howard advances two proposals for constructing the nomeparable ontology
demanded by this situation (1989:250-3). One suggestion is what he calls contextual
separability,by which he means the postulation of a contextual criterion of
individuation. According to this proposal, two systems individuated in terms of one
kind of interaction, such as a gravitational one, may be thought of as one system with

respect to another kind of interaction. The other account is what he calls cant(pXtua1

fcaon'zability , which he explains as follows:
quantum mechanics assigns to previously interacting systems a single,
nonfactorizable joint state, Dut] once one specifies a "measurement context,"
that is to say a set of co-measurable observables for both systems, one can then
always construct a factorizablejoint state (strictly speaking, a mixture over
factorizable joint states) that will give the same predictions for measurements of
those observables that would otherwise be given by the nonfactorizable joint
state. Of course, this factorizablejoint state will always give the wrong
predictions for at least one observable not belonging to the set that defines the
original context, but this circumstance, which is but a symptom of the
underlying nonseparability, does not detract from the fact that, for the
observables associated with the specified context, the factorizable state gives aLl
of the right predictions. And one may even pretend, if one wishes, that the
separate factors of this joint state are associated with physically separate
systems, as Long as one remembers that this is really not the case (1989:252-3).

The key sentence in this passage is the last one, and the key word in that sentence is
"pretend." The problem with both of these proposals, contextual separability and
contextmlfactorizabili~,is that they merely relativize the notions of separability and

factorizability respectively, without adding.anything by way of the insight required to
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help us understand the problem of quantum holism. To this extent, both suggestions
merely disguise the existing problems they are designed to address, rather than
eliminate the problem of nonseparability. So while Howard may well be correct in
pointing out that Einstein could not conceive of an alternative criterion to the
separability principIe for the individuation of physical systems, I do not take this to
signify any sort of mistake or shortcoming on Einstein's part.
I agree with Howard that the Bell results pose a problem at the level of basic
ontology, and that in philosophical terms these results call for some sort of response to
the metaphysical problem of nonseparability. Whether an adequate response is
achievable, however, is another question. Howard's efforts to provide positive and
original proposals for dealing with the ontological problem of nonseparability presented
by the EPR correlations are commendable, but solving the problem is clearly far more
difficult than identifying it, as is apparent from the inadequacy of Howard's own
proposals. As it stands, what we can say with confidence is that two classes of theories
are not ruled out by the Bell results: contextual, Einstein nonlocal HV theories and
contextual, stochastic, Einstein local HV theories. But since the Bell results violate the

HSP,both classes of theories are in any case committed to a holistic, nomeparable
ontology, where the notion that q-systems exist independently of each other breaks
down.
I go on in Chapter Five to link the notion of the separability of q-systems as
embodied in the HSP with their independent existence (on the basis of reasons similar
to those adduced by Einstein in the passage quoted at the beginning of this chapter).

The introduction of nonseparability into our fundamental physical theory entails
denying that q-systems can be thought of as existing independently of each other, which
in turn means that, given the QW and EC, we are forced to accept that a form of
ontological holism holds for physical systems.

I take nonseparability, rather than nonlocality, to be what is philosophically
problematic about the Bell results.42 While nonlocal interpretations of the Bell results
present a prima facie tension between QM and Special Relativity, the idea that there are
nonlocal connections between space-like separated, correlated q-systems which
propagate at superluminal speeds is nevertheless perfectly consistent with realism. Nor
is the idea of nonlocal connections in nature even unique to QM. For example,
consider the nature of gravitational attraction in Newtonian mechanics. Newton's
inverse square law of gravitation is purported to hold between all physical system
instantaneously, and he gives no account of how gravitational attraction propagates. In
short, gravitational attraction in Newtonian physics in nonlocal. As puzzling a feature

of Newtonian physics as this might be, Newton's system is nevertheless perfectly
consistent with an objective, realist picture of the world. After all, it might just be a
brute fact about the world that there are all sorts of nonlocal connections at work in

nature. We cannot, however, be so sanguine about nonseparability.

But if nonlocality in the context of discussions of the Bell results and realism is
a red herring, as I claim, why can the same not be said of nonseparability? A full
I also take contextuality to be problematic in terms of realism, but I do not pursue
the argument for this here.
42
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answer to this question must wait for Chapter Five, but in brief, I argue that if human
observers are taken to be q-systems (as dictated by the QUP), and if nonseparability is
characteristic of q-systems in general, then no q-system is, strictly speaking, separable
from any human. But if so, given the identification of physical systems with q-systems
mandated by the QUP, the physical world is nonseparable from humans. This result,

however, in conjunction with some other results obtained in Chapters Four and Five
concerning the role of subjectivity in measurement in QM, as well as the QUP and EC,
conflicts with realism. The source of this conflict, as I go on to argue in Chapter Five,
relates partly to the HSP and a condition I argue is demanded by realism, called the
Independence Principle.

More needs to be said in defence of the argument I have sketched in the
preceding paragraph, especially with respect to the nature of nonseparability and how it
relates to both q-systems and realism. Making explicit the nature of these concepts and
relationships forms part of the burden of Chapter Five.

CHAPTER FOUR: ASPECTS OF SUBJECTIVITY AND ISOLABILITY IN
QUANTUM THEORY AND INTERPRIETATION

So long as these [quanta entanglements persist, one cannot, strictly speaking,
consider any object in the universe as something on its own.
- Roger Penrose (1994:300)

4.0 Introduction

In this chapter I discuss some ways in which subjectivity and isolability enter into the
formalism and interpretation of orthodox QM. My main aims are to show that
subjectivity enters into state ascriptions in QM owing to the relativity inherent in the
state assignment process in QM, and that, strictly speaking, q-systems cannot be
isolated from one another. I also argue that these results infect two interpretations of
QM, the Many Worlds Interpretation and solipsism, which are of special relevance to
this study because these interpretations are predicated upon both the QUP and EC. In

addition, I relate these arguments concerning subjectivity and isolability to hvo
paradoxes of QM: the Wigner Friend Paradox and the Schrodinger Cat Thought
Experiment. I argue that there is a ready solution to the Wigner Friend Paradox, but
that the solution involves accepting solipsism, and I also develop an argument that q-

systems are nonisolable based on an analysis of the Schrodinger Cat Thought
Experiment which employs the quantum mechanical phenomenon of barrier

penetration.
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In $4.1 I describe what is involved in assigning states in classical mechanics.
This material provides a context for the discussion of quantum state ascriptions that
follows in 54.2. After this comes a discussion of subjectivity in q-state ascriptions in
54.3. 34.4 is devoted to the Many Worlds Interpretation, while 554.5 and 4.6 deal
with subjectivity and isolability as they pertain to the Wigner Friend Paradox and the
Schr6dinger Cat Thought Experiment respectively. In Chapter Five, I build on the
arguments developed in this and previous chapters to suggest, inter alia, that the
nomeparability (in the sense discussed in Chapter Three) and nonisolability of q-

systems are special cases of the quantum holism which pervades QM. In Chapter Five
I finally evaluate the implications of these and other results in this study for the

prospects of a realist interpretation of QM in the light of the QUP and EC.
Contemporary debates about the interpretation of QM in the literature
commonly revolve around the measurement problem, but this is not my primary focus
in this chapter.' Where I do discuss the measurement problem, I concentrate more on

the notion of q-states than on measurement per se. That is because I take the view that
problems in the interpretation of QM already begin with the way q-states are defined
and ascribed. In any case, the measurement problem is closely tied to the nature of q-

states,

For a more comprehensive discussion of the measurement problem and of
interpretations of QM, see Jammer (1974).
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The fundamental object defined in the formalism of QM is the quantum state (q-state).
It is difficult to provide a comprehensive account of the notion of a q-state without
straying into questions of interpretation, but the account of q-states I limn in $84.2 and
4.3 is designed to be as neutral as possible with respect to matters of interpretation. I

begin with an outline of states in classical mechanics, which forms a backdrop for the
discussion of q-states and other interpretive issues in later sections.

4.1 States in Classical Mechanic9

In classical mechanics, one may safely assume that physical systems exist independently
of each otfier. Moreover, I argue in this section that the notion of the state of a
classical system (hereafter c-system) is relatively unproblematic from a philosophical
perspective.
A classical system (c-system) S may be regarded as having a set of p r ~ p e ~ e s .
Some of those properties, such as mass and electric charge, remain constant over time;

other properties, such as position, vary with time. The stme of S is specifiable in
terms of two variable properties: position and momenhm. In three-dimensional
physical space, three co-ordinates are required to specify the position components of S.
Similarly, three co-ordinates are required to specify momentum. Let these co-ordinates
be denoted by q,, q,, and qzand p,, p, and pz respectively. Since there are a total of six

The concept of state is usually taken to be primitive in axiomatic formulations of
QM, and also in, for example, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (1935:778).
The discussion in this section is loosely based on Chapter Two of Hughes (1989).
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position and momentum co-ordinates for every constituent particle in a c-system, in
general the state of a c-system at some time t is specified by a total of 6n coordinates.
where n is the number of particles comprising the system. The state o of a c-system S
is represented by a point in a 6n-dimensional real space called phase space. The path
described by a point in phase space over time corresponds to the evoIution of S, which
is determined by the forces that act on S, the forces exerted by S and the relevant laws
of motion governing S. For all but the smallest values of n, the state of actual csystems-not to mention their evolution over time-becomes extremely difficult to
calculate in practice. For this reason, we have to resort to statistical methods to
describe the behaviour of all but the simplest and idealized of c-systems.

In classical mechanics, ail of the variables which bear upon the evolution of
S-the changeable properties which determine o at time r and the relevant forces and
the equations of motion pertaining to S-are specifiable simultaneously. We may sum
up the main characteristics of the state w of a c-system S as follows:
(i) o is represented by a point in phase space,
(ii) o consists of the specification of two of S's changeable properties-position

(q) and momentum @), where S consists of n particles, o is definite at all times
and is defined by the 6n values of q and p, and
(iii) o is, in principle, objectively specijiable.
Ascribing states to c-systems is predicated on certain assumptions which, while
they do not create any particular difficulties in the context of classical mechanics, are
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deeply problematic in the case of QM. For example, c-systems are assigned states as if
it is safe to assume, in general, that those systems exist in isolation from their
environments. Also, c-systems may be regarded as having certain (changeable and
unchangeable) propenies, the values of which a c-system may all possess
simultaneously. As it turns out, neither of these assumptions about c-systems hold in
the case of orthodox QM.

An alternative way to conceive of states of c-systems, which is also relevant to

the case of q-systems, is in terms offunctions. State functions treat states in terms of
functions of observables and experimental contexts, rather than as properties of
physical systems. The idea here is to regard states as functions on sets of experimental
questions, where the values of the functions represent answers to certain experimental
questions. Let the experimental question: Does observable A have value in the interval

A?, where A represents some subset of the reds, be denoted by (A,A), and let w denote
a classical state.4 In the case of a c-system S, the state of S may be regarded as a twovalued function of o on the set of experimental questions which assigns to each
question in the set the value 1 (for yes) and 0 (for no), such that @(A,A) = 1 if and
only if f,(o)E A? In other words, the b c t i o n s generated by considering states of csystems as yielding answers to experimental questions are strictly twu-valued. I sketch

Hughes (1989:60-61).
bid.

the corresponding function for q-systems in the next section, in the context of
providing an account of q-states.

4.2 States in Quantum Mech~nics

As we saw in the previous section, the specification of the state of a c-system S
furnishes a description of S in terms of two of its changeable properties: position and
momentum. Moreover, ascribing properties to S-including individual physical
quantities and combinations of quantities such as the ones which determine the state of
S-typically presents difficulties of a practical, rather than philosophical, nature.
h-actical difficulties may arise, for example, because the amount of information
required to specify the state of a given c-system rapidly becomes unmanageable as the
number of its constituent particles increases.
The situation in the case of q-systems, however, is quite different. While the
description of physical systems in QM involves the ascription of states, just as in
classical mechanics, differences between the nature of q-systems and c-systems mean

that state ascriptions in QM differ from the classical case. This section details some of
the more important ways in which q-state ascriptions differ from c-state ascriptions. In
classical mechanics the primary objects of study can be assumed to be independently
existing c-systems, but in QM q-states themelves are objects of study in their own
right, because the ontological nature of the systems to which q-states attach, and even
whether there are any such systems, are unresolved issues. A q-state supplies maximal
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information about a set of compatible observables, but the nature of this information is
quite different from the classical case. Moreover, we shall see that the nature of the
relationship between q-states and q-systems, and whether q-states are p r ~ p e ~ of
e sqsystems, are issues lying at the heart of problems of interpretation in QM.
Whereas the state space utilized in classical mechanics is a 6n-dimensionaI
phase space, orthodox formulations of QM make use of a complex, separable vector
space with an inner product, called Hilbert space. The dimensionality of the Hilbert
space in which the vector representing a q-state is written may be finite or infinite,
depending upon the operator with which the vector in question is a~sociated.~
A pure q-state is represented by a vector in Hilbea space. A state vector in QM

is usually nonnalked (that is, expressed as a vector with absolute value of unit length),
and is denoted in Dirac's notation as I~r).' A peculiarity of the formalism is that all

vectors in the state space of a q-system Q represent possible pure states of Q. The
vector spaces in QM are closed under scalar multiplication and linearity. Scalar
multiplication refers to the fact that for any state vector [+)and for any complex

Further details about the Hilbert space formulation of q-states can be found in most
standard textbooks on QM. See also Jammer (1974:2-9).
The identification of pure q-states with vectors is actually slightly misleading;
strictly speaking, a pure state is represented by a one-dimensional subspace of Hilbert
space. Let Libe a one-dimensional subspace of Hilbert space and let 1 qi)be a normalized
vector such that 1 qi)
E L,. Then for any complex number c, cl qi)is also a normalized
vector in Li if 1 cl = 1. See Hughes (1989:91)for more on this and other aspects of the
non-uniqueness of q-state ascriptions.

number c, there is another state vector c 19) which is a scalar multiple of 1 I#).

.

Linearity refers to the fact that, for a state vector 1 q ) and complex numbers c, , . . . cn,

I9 ) can be expressed as the linear superposition:
I*) = CLI'I'I)

~2192)

--

*

cn[qn) = ~ j c i l ~ J -

Moreover, the choice of (orthonormal) basis in which a state vector 1 q ) is represented
is arbitrary, in the sense that

I$)

can be constructed out of any set of basis vectors.

We are now in a position to state the principle of superposition, which is expressed by

PI :
PI: If

1 g,)and 1 qJ are possible pure states of a q-system, then any vector / $,)

= c,lq,)

+ c&),

where (q3[llr,) = 1, is also a possible pure state of that

systemW8

In contrast to classical mechanics, where state assignments to c-systems are unique,
owing to phase factor differences the state vectors used to represent pure q-states are
not specified uniquely.
Next, we need to distinguish betweenpure and mixed states. Roughly speaking,

a mixed state (or mixture) of a physical system is a weighted sum of pure states. In
classical mechanics, mixed states are assigned to a physical system when our
knowledge of the state of the system in question is insufficient to allow the ascription of

a pure state. In such cases, mixed states can be interpreted as an expression of our
This formulation of PI is adapted fkom Hughes (1989:92). The expression (q,1 q3)
denotes the inner product of 1 llr,) and 1 llr,), and (q31q3)= 1 just means that 1 q3)is
normalized For a definition and description of properties of inner products, see, for
example, Sudbery (1986:45-6).

ignorance of the actual state of the system. Thus, if v, and v, are two possible classical

states of a classical system S, the mixed state

tells us that S is in either one of v, or v,, and that S is twice as likely to be in v, as in
v,. However, an interpretation of this sort-what Hughes (1989:97) among others calls

an "ignorance interpretationm-cannot be extended to mixed states in QM. Quantum

mechanical mixed states are weighted sums of projecton operators (alternatively,
weighted sums of probability functions onto which projection operators project). In
general, the decomposition of mixed states for both individual and composite q-systems
is nun-unique, and so quantum mechanical mixtures are irreducible to weighted sums of
pure states. As Heathcote says,
[the] connection between pure and mixed states turns out to be surprisingly
complex . . . particularly when composite systems are involved. There are two
particularly salient cases. Suppose S is a composite system with two
components labelled S, and S,; then if S, and SBare in mixed states the state of
S is not uniquely determined. Thus the state of the whole system does not
supervene on the parts. If S, and SBare pure states then S is uniquely
determined-supervenience then holds. Secondly, a given state of the
composite S uniquely determines the states of S, and S,. These two properties
of composite systems express what is often referred to as quc~mrnholism.
Wholes are more than just the sum of the separate parts, though they factor
uniquely into parts. Supewenience does not hold at the micro-level
(l994:283)
Be1trametti and CassineIli add that, in QM,
mixtures have no unique decomposability into pure states: to each nonpure state
there correspond infinitely many decompositions. Accordingly, the ignorance
My only quibble with Heathcote is that I would say that quantum mechanical wholes
are other than the sum of their parts, rather than more than the sum of their parts.

interpretation of mixtures becomes untenable. Given a mixture, we can never
say that the system actually is in some pure state with some probability; indeed,
this pure state, though present in some decomposition, might not be present in
other decompositions of the same mixture . . . the nonunique decomposability
of quantum mixtures, and the related untenability of the ignorance interpretation
of mixtures, constitute a spectacular departure of quantum phenomena from
classical ones; indeed, most of the so-called "paradoxesn of quantum mechanics
have their root in this nonunique decomposability of mixtures (1981:11-2).
State ascriptions in QM are further complicated by the relationship between qstates and observables. States are definable in terms of observables in both classical
mechanics and QM, but whereas in classical mechanics observables are represented by
real-valued functions on phase space, in QM observables are represented by Hermitian

)
operators. lo An operator A is Hemitian if, for any vectors I~ rand

I a), the inner

eigenvalues are real. And whereas the ranges of the values of observables in classical
mechanics (such as position and momentum) are often continuous, the ranges of values
of observables in QM (such as spin, which is represented in a two-dimensional Hilbert
space), are often discrete (although position, momentum and energy, for example, are
notable exceptions).
In general, operators in QM transform vectors into different vectors (except the
identity operator I: I 1 q) = I q)). An operator A is linear if, for vectors 1 $) and

1 a)

a linear operator A where A I@) = a 1 q), Iq) is said to be an eigenvector of A (except
where 1 I#)is the zero vector), and the scalar a is an eigenvalue of A. A Hermitian

lo

See below for more on Hermitian operators
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operator A with a discrete spectrum admits eigenvectors Iq,),I@?), . . - , such that
A 1 qi)= ail qi) for each a,, and where each eigenvalue aiis a possible, real value of the

observable represented by A. Some q-system observables, notably position and
momentum, are represented by operators with continuous spectra, in which case their
operators, although they are still Hermitian, admit no eigenvectors. As in the classical
case, the ranges of possible values for such obsewables are continuous.
The state of a q-system expressed in terms of position or momentum may be
represented in terms of a wave-function. The wave-hction of a q-system is a complex
function of either position, written as Jr (x), or momentum, written as @ @). In other
words, $ (x) represents the state of a q-system considered as a function of position.
Another important difference between observables in classical mechanics and
QM is that in the former all observables, and in particular position and momentum, are
compatible. That is to say, measuring an arbitrary observable A on a classical system

does not necessarily affect the outcome of a simultaneous measurement of any other
observable B. We may define the compatibility of two observables A and B as follows:
COMP: If a measurement of A is performed on a physical system S, followed

by a measurement of B, followed by a final measurement of A, the value of the
final measurement of A should be the same as the value of the first

measurement; and vice-versa. l 1

''

Sudbery (198657).
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COMP holds in classical mechanics, but fails in QM. In order to see why, we need to
say more about the nature of measurement in QM.
If a measurement of an observable A is performed on q-system Q, Q is left in an

eigenrtare I&) of A, where a denotes the eigenvalue of the observable A that was
obtained upon measurement. Now consider two observables A and B represented by
Hermitian operators A and B respectively. Operators A and B are said to cornmule if,
when 1 @) is an eigenstate of A with value a,so is B I$).
only if A and B commute.

A and B are compatible if and

A precise expression of the compatibility of observables is

provided by the commutator between their operators A and B. The commutator of A
and B is a (Hermitian) operator [A,B] such that [A,B] = AB - BA. The

noncomrnutativity of operators is the formal device by which the incompatibility of
certain (conjugate) observable pairs of q-systems is expressed, and is given by the
equation [A,B] + 0. The commutator [A,B] can be taken to represent an observable
i[A,B], which serves as a measure of the incompatibility of A and B. This

incompatibility can be expressed in terms of the following generalized uncertainty

relation :I
PII: MAE?2 '/2 1 (i[A,B])I,

l2

See Sudbery (198657-8) for a proof.

l3

This formulation of the generalized uncertainty relation follows Sudbery (198659).

where AA-AB denotes the product of the uncertainties of a joint measurement of A and
B, and (i[A,B]) is the expectmion valw of [[A,B].l4 The uncertainty relations apply to

all noncommuting operators, irrespective of whether the spectra of their values are
continuous or discrete. An example of the former is the uncertainty relation for
position and momentum, which for an arbitrary direction x simplifies to: k A p Xr W2,
where h = M2x. Another important relation, which is derived quite differently, is the
energy and time uncertainty relation: AEAr

2

W2.

Assigning states to q-systems in QM consequent to measurements is not a case
of assigning observables particular values, but rather a probability distn'bution o f
values. The answer to the experimental question: "Will a measurement of observable

A yield result in the interval A? " is the probabilistic answer p ,,,(A, A) = ($1 Pi@},
where P i is the projection operator which projects the state vector onto the subspace of
the vector space representing the outcome A of the observable A, and where Pk belongs

to the spectral decomposition o f A (Hughes 1989:67-9).

Hughes describes expectation values as follows:
[clonsider an ensemble of systems, all in the same state. Unless this state is an
eigenstate of the observable A, measurements of A will not yield the same value
for each member of the ensemble, but a series of different values, each occurring
with a certain frequency. These values scatter around a mean, the expectation
value (A)o f observable A. In the case where A admits eigenvectors we obtain (A)
.. . by weighing each of the different eigenvalues [ai]by the probability of its
occurrence. Thus, in this case, (A) = pi a,( 1989:260-1,italics in original).
In the case of an operator with a continuous spectrum, and writing T(x) for the state of an
ensemble of q-systems, we have
l4

xi

where T* denotes the complex conjugate of 'P (Hughes 1989:261).
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Another way to regard q-states is in terms of probability functions, which map
experimental questions into measurable subsets of the closed interval [O,q. This is
what is known as the dispersion principle, which I shall denote P a . PIII is made up
of two parts: PIIIa and PIIXb. PIIIa relates to incompatible observables A and B
which are both represented by non-commuting operators with continuous spectra, and

is expressed by Hughes (1989:260)as follows:

PIIIa: If, for some state 1 q),plq)(A,A)= 1, where A is a bounded subset of the
reals, then p,,,(B,r) < 1, for every bounded subset I' of the reals.

Pma expresses a general fact about any q-system Q which is regarded as being an
object that possesses properties (as opposed to being a constituent of an event of some

sort). This is that Q possesses properties A and B (where A and B are represented by
noncommuting operators) for which Q does not jointly possess definite values. PIIIb
is formulated in terms of the Zogico-algebraic approach to QM. That approach does
admit quantum events-or propositions, to use the terminology of logicians-where a
quantum event is construed as a yesho answer to a specific experimental question, and

where a one-to-one correspondence can be constructed between events and subspaces of
the state space. (In QM, any measurement outcome can be thought of as an event in
this sense, although the nature of the correspondence bemeen events and subspaces of

the state space in the case of quantities with a continuous spectrum of values is more
involved than in the case of quantities with a discrete spectrum.) Assigning to these

yesho answers the values 1 and 0 of a Boolean algebra respectively, Hughes
(1989:260)expresses PIIIb as follows:
Pmb: There is no quantum state which maps the totality of quantum events
into {l,O}.
PIIIb says, in effect, that the structure of the algebra of the space of quantum events is
not that of a (two-valued) Boolean algebra. In terms of logic, this means that the
structure of the logic of the set of quantum propositions is nonclassical. Is PIIIb also
highlights another of the problematic aspects of state ascription in QM. The problem is

that a q-state ascription does not provide a complete set of definite yesfno answers to
all possible experimental questions that can be posed about the properties of some
system Q.
The widespread impression that QM is an irreducibly probabilistic theory stems
from the rule by which outcomes of measurements in QM are predicted: Born's Rule. l6
This rule, which I denote PIV, has three parts: PIVa, PNb and PIVc. In general, if a
q-system Q is known to be in an eigenstate of some observable A, then the result of a
measurement of A on Q can be predicted with certainty, but the eigenstate is said to be
non-degenerate if and only if the correspondence between the eigenstates of A and the
P m b follows @omtwo important results in QM: Gleason's theorem and Kochen
and Specker's theorem. For a simplified proof of Gleason's theorem, see Hughes
(1989:321-46). PKUb derives &om quantum logic, and thus is most readily understood in
those terms, but as I said in Chapter Zero, I do not think that the quantum Logical
approach contributes significantly to solving problems of interpretation in QM.
IS

l6 Born's rule first appeared as a footnote Born added to Born (1926) in the context of
an analysis of the results of a collision between an electron and an atom.
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eigenvalues ai of A is one-one. That is to say, for an n-dimensional Hilbert space there
are two cases: (i) A has n different eigenvalues, and (ii) A has m different eigenvalues,
where 0 c rn < n (Hughes 1989:50). Then, following Sudbery (1986:49):

PIVa: If a is a non-degenerate result of an experiment E on a q-system Q, and

I&)

is a normalized state vector describing the eigenstate associated with a ,

then when Q is in a state 1 q),the probability that the outcome of the experiment
will be a is

in the case where the eigenvalues a,, . . . ,a, are non-degenerate. In the case where
degeneracy among eigenvalues occurs: l7

PTVb: If a is a degenerate result of an experiment E on a q-system Q,then the
state vectors of the eigenstates of E associated with a form a vector subspace S,
of state space. The probability of the result a when the system is in the state
described by the state vector

I$) is

where Pa is the orthogonal projection operator onto $. Non-degenerate observables
are said to be maniml (van Fraassen 1991:143). Finally, an extension of PIM is

l7

The object (91in PWa, PIVb and PIVc is a bra vector, the complex conjugate of

IJI), the Ret vector. The inner product (q1 llr) of (+I and 1 @} is a real number, and when
I@) is normalized, (Jr 1 q)= I. Bra vectors as eigenvalues of operators associated with
continuous values are called eigenbras.
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required to cover cases of observables whose operators have continuous values. That
extension is PIVc:

PNc: Let a be a non-degenerate continuous eigenvdue of an observable A,
and let

($,I

represent the corresponding eigenbra, normalized relative to A.

Then when the system is in the state 1 q),the probability that a measurement of
A will give a result between a and a t d a is p,(a 1 @)da,where

(Sudbery (1986:62-3).
Note that the left-hand sides of the equations in P N a , PIVb and PWc are
conditional probabilities. Born's rule does not reveal what the value of an observable

pertaining to q-systems is, nor does it specify the probability that a q-system possesses

a particular value of an observable. Rather, it provides an algorithm for predicting the
value of an observable qua outcome of an experiment, given [hat the relevant

experimenf is performed. l8 This intimate connection between states and the outcomes
Overlooking the conditional nature of q-states has created confusion in the writings
of some commentators. For example, Popper writes:
Bohr's link of the "principle of complementarity" with the "dualism of particle
and wave" broke down when Born's interpretation of the square of the wave
amplitude as a probability for finding the particle was accepted. For this meant,
indeed, the acceptance of the particle interpretation as basic (1982: LO).
Popper is correct in pointing out that according to Born's Rule (PIV), the square of the
wave amplitude yields a probability for finding a particle, but it does not follow fiom this
that the particle interpretation is therefore c%asic." Born's Rule only allows that ifand
when a measurement (of a certain kind) is performed, particle-like aspects of q-systems
may manifest themselves. This is consistent with Bohr's view, but is quite different &om
what Popper claims above.
l8
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of experiments does not apply to the specification of c-states, but is fundamental to q-

state ascriptions. But what exacdy is the nature of this connection?
Quantum mechanical predictions made on the basis of the conditional
probabilities given by P N clearly depend on the specification of a q-state, but does the
converse hold? In other words, are q-state ascriptions dependent upon measurements?
This question brings into play the philosophical question of the compatibility of realism
with QM. If QM were nothing but a means by which we calculate probabilistic
measurement outcomes in precisely defined experimental contexts-contexts in which
q-systems exist in definire stares all along-there would be no reason to question the
reality of q-systems, and the formalism of QM could be viewed as providing precise
descriptions of the limits of our howledge of q-systems. It is this outlook that
motivates the realist's search for hidden variables interpretations of the theory.
Alternatively, one might be tempted to accept the epistemological limits implied
by the account of measurement provided by QM, and reject metaphysics instead. That

is, one might argue on this view that q-state ascriptions simply have no meaning in the
absence of the specification of experimental contexts. The idea here would be that
there is no underlying quantum reality to which q-state ascriptions attach, and that such
ascriptions acquire meaning only with respect to the specification of measurement
contexts. This is the position of Bohr and the Copenhagen School. For Bohr and his
followers, questions about the ontological nature of q-systems are eschewed in favour
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of settling epistemological problems such as determining the precise role of human
observers in creating, or ~ a ~ c i p a r i n
in,g reality.
On the other hand, if QM is assumed to provide the foundations of a general

description of the nature of reality (as EC and the QUP imply), then a problem arises
for realism if q-states are dependent on the outcomes of measurements on q-systems.

The problem is that what is required of a realist interpretation of QM is an account of
measurement that is independent of hwnan observation, but, as we shall see, the basic
rules of QM without hidden variables do not yield an account of q-states ascriptions
which are ultimately separable from human observations.

Before discussing this topic in more detail let us briefly state two more
important principles concerning states of q-systems. The first of these, which has to do
with the description of the q-state of a q-system Q immediately after an experiment, is
known as the projectz-on postulate, and may be defined as follows:
PV: If the result of a measurement on Q is a,then immediately after the

experiment Q will be in the state represented by the state vector P ,I $) , where

Pais the projection operator onto the subspace 9, associated with the value a
(Sudbery 1986:s1).

In cases where the measurement of an observable yields a value a which Q 'had" prior
to the measurement-a

%on-disturbing" measurement, as it is sometimes known-PV

reduces to the assertion that Q is left in an eigenstate associated with a after the
experiment. lg
We also need to define q-state ascriptions in cases where individual q-systems

combine to form composite systems, which is given by PVI:

PVI: When two q-systems Q and M combine to form a composite system Q

+

M,the composite system is represented in the state space % e G,a tensor
product of the state spaces

and

of Q and M respecti~eiy.~

The significmce of PVI will become apparent when we turn to an investigation of the

isolability in the later sections.
In classical mechanics, changes of position of c-systems are described by
classical equations of motion. The changes of position (that is, motion), of a collection

K of c-systems are given by the Hamiltonian function: H (q ,, . . . ,
where q,, . . . , q, are position co-ordinates and p,,

. . . ,p,

;p,, . . . ,p,J,

are momentum co-

ordinates of each of the individual c-systerns k , , . . . , k, comprising K. The value of

H is the total energy of the system K,and is calculated by solving the Hamilton
equations. In classical mechanics as well as in QM, H represents the total energy of a
system (although it is customary in QM to speak of the corresponding operaor H
rather than the observable H (or the Eunction H)).

l9

There is also a form of PV to cover the case of continuous-valued obse~ables.

20

This formulation of PVI is adapted fiom Sudbery (1986:72).
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For isolated q-systems, the evolution of states is linear. That is, if at time t

,,

I ~ r ( 0 )=
) c, 1 q,) + c21q),and if at time r the states 1 tp,) and 1 q2)would evolve to
IJr,mand IJrmrespectively, t k n 1 W))evolves to 1qm)= c, 1 Jr,(t))+ c, 1 llr,(t))
(Sudbery 1986:78-9). As for the evolution of q-systems, we define a linear operator
U(t) such that ( f ( t ) )= U(t)1 q(0)). It turns out that U(t) is a function of H, expressed

as: U(t) = e-:mh. We are now in a position to state the principle governing the
evolution of states in QM as follows:

P W : Let IJr(t))represent the state of a q-system Q at time t. Then, as long as
Q is not "disturbed" by any measurements-that is, as Long as Q remains
isolated- I@(t))satisfies

where H is the operator describing the total energy of the system.21
This equation is the time-dependent Schrodinger epation of motion and the process it
describes is deterministic and continuous. The rules of QM stipulate that the state of

an isolated q-system Q evolves in accordance with the Schrlidinger equation given in
P W until it is measured, whereupon Q undergoes an ilzstantaneorcs and discontinuous
change of state. This change is the so-called collapse of the wave packet (or state
vector reduction), a process which is essentially probabilistic in nature according to

This formulation closely follows Sudbery (1986:79).
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orthodox QM? I refer to the former, continuous process as an E process and the
latter, discontinuous change as an R event?

But can an R event be explained in tenns

of an E process or must it be regarded as an ad hoc postulate? And when exactly do R
events occur and what brings them about? These are some of the unresolved
difficulties raised by the orthodox account of measurement in QM. What we can safely
say, however, is that PV is perfectly consistent with the results we obtain when we
perform quantum mechanical measurements, and that PV describes the state of a qsystem Q immediately after a measurement on Q is performed. To s u m up, two
different kinds of processes are involved in the evolution and measurement of qsystems: a continuous process E (described by PVII) and a discontinuous process R
(described by PV).

4.3 Relativity in Q-State Ascriptions

Conferring states upon c-systems in classical mechanics presents no particular problems

of a philosophical nature, but for a number of reasons the same does not apply in QM.
First, although conferring a state upon a q-system X provides maximal information
about X,the kind of information yielded by doing so is quite different in the two cases.

22

Recall that I take ccorthodoxQM" to refer to QMwithout hidden variables.

What I refer to as E processes and R events were introduced by von Neumann
(lgS5:35 I), who referred to them asprocesses. Following von Neumann, it has become
common practice in the literature to refer to both E and R asprocesses, but I describe E
as a process and R as an event because the former takes place over time, whereas the
latter is meant to be instantaneous.
2,
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In the case of QM, that information cannot, in principle, amount to arbitrarily precise

information about a complere set of observables, as is reflected in the constraints
imposed by the Heisenberg Uncertainty Relations. Moreover, from an ontological
perspective it is not at all clear whar it is upon which q-states are conferred. Whereas

in classical mechanics, the assumption that the entities to which states attach are
particle-like systems (or ensembles of systems) which exist independently of
observation, this assumption is highly questionable in QM. The aim of this section is
to explore these difficulties in more detail. I argue that the root of the problem Lies in
the fact that there appears to be an aspect of relativity to q-state ascriptions.
Let us begin by considering two conceptions of state ascriptions. The first is
this:
(1) Ascribing a q-state to some q-system X takes place in an experimental

contm and involves specifying certain relevant information about X.

Two points need to be made about (1). First, (1) is neutral with respect to the nature
of the q-system to which its corresponding q-state attaches. In particular, (1) is neutral
as to whether the subject of an experiment is some objective q-system which exists
independently of the measuring apparatus used in the experiment, or whether every qstate ascription makes reference to a measuring apparatus. What (1)does, however, is
stipulate that a q-state ascription involves the specification of some experimental
situation. Secondly, (1) has an implicitly epistemic flavour. It says, in effect, that a qstate specification represents all the information of a certain kind that is available to us.
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In classical mechanics we may safely assume that a c-system S is in some state
at all times, irrespective of whether an experiment is performed on S. I claim that the
same cannot safely be said in QM, and that a q-system does not possess a q-state
uniquely and independently ofsome specifled measurement context. Here I echo Bohr's
insistence that states in QM are definable only relative to the specification of some
experimental context." Suppose, on the contrary, that q-systems are real objects and
that they possess definite states at a I l times. Suppose, furthermore, that we perform a
position measurement on a q-system X at time to, after which time X is left undisturbed
untiI t,, so that the wave-function associated with X evolves in accordance with the

Schrcidinger equation during the interval to + t,. Subject to the assumptions that X is
real, as well as the QUf and EC, QM seems to leave us no choice but to conclude that

X is indeterminate during to-+ t , . I argue in Chapter Five, however, that real objects
cannot be indeterminate, and if so, then we must reject one or more of the premises of
the above argument.

Moreover, as the Wigner Friend Paradox shows,= the element of choice which
appears to enter into q-state ascriptions is always ultimately traceable back to a human
(as opposed to n o n - h m n ) observer. And finally, the rules of QM allow that q-states
are ascribable in terms of highly artificial, uniquely quantum mechanical observables of
the kind postulated in the Schrodinger Cat Thought Experiment, where two relevant

24

See Chapter One.
See 64.5.
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states are 1 cat,,)

and 1 catdead).Observables such as these are treated in the literature

as physically legitimate, but such observables are highly subjective and would seem to
be contingent, at least in part, upon ways of carving up the world relative to what some
observer deems to be important, noteworthy, or relevant aspects of the environment.
To repeat a point made earlier, q-state ascriptions always require the
specification of a particular measurement context, a context which includes the
specification of some observable. And as the discussion in Chapters Two and Three of
the ontological status of q-systems forces us to conclude, we cannot, unfortunately,
measure q-systems qua entities of the sort we take c-systems to be. QM reduces us to
measuring observables, denies us direct knowledge of whatever entities might possess
these observables and, according to Wheeler at least, forces us to parlay talk of qsystems into talk of quantum events. Of course, we continue to express ourselves in
terms such as the following: "A q-system Q with momentum x, " "The q-system Q in
polarization state I T )," but if I am right, such expressions must be regarded merely as

facons de purler.
Given the QUP and EC, and owing to the nature of measurement in QM and
the fact that conjugate observables in QM are incompatible, the assignment of states in

QM as described by the projection postdate rules out, not merely the assignment to,

but also the possession of, simultaneous definite values with respect to all observables
of a q-system. This crucial difference between QM and the classical case warrants
further emphasis. In classical mechanics, both the position and momentum of a c-
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system C are said to inhere in C simultaneously and entirely independently of whether
C is observed, whereas in QM, the simultaneous values of, for example, position and

momentum, are not both arbitrarily definite. And since every observable 0 in QM has
a conjugate pair (that is, another observable which is represented by an operator that
does not commute with O),it follows that q-state ascriptions depend upon a choice of
observable. Once an observable is selected, the state assignment process itself, as
described by the formalism of QM, is perfectly objective, but I take the above result to
show that there nevertheless appears to be an irreducible element of subjectivity in
orthodox Q M .
One might object to this conclusion and insist that even if q-state ascriptions as
described in orthodox formulations of QM have an epistemic flavour, the job of a
fundamental physical theory is to describe the (objective) physical systems which are
revealed to us by experiments, systems which surely exist independently of us. This
objection implies that the orthodox formulation of QM yields only incomplete
information about individual q-systems, a view shared by apologists for hidden
variables interpretations such as the mature Einstein. Objections along the above lines,
however, presuppose that states of physical systems are objective propenies of those
systems, and while this assumption is perfectly i ~ o c u o u sin the classical case, it is

problematic in quantum physics, where we must take into account the incompatibility
of conjugate observables. To repeat, the reason this incompatibility is problematic is
that it means that the observable(s) in terms of which q-states are ascribed must be

selected, or chosen. This, together with the fact that conjugate observables are
incompatible (as described by the Heisenberg uncertainty relations), introduces an
apparent element of subjeaivi~into q-state ascriptions.
Another manifestation of the problem of subjectivity emerges from the analysis
of Bell-type experiments undeaaken in Chapter Three. As I argued there, those results
force us to accept conrextuaiiiry as a feature of the measurement interactions in those
experiments. Contextuaiity ties the outcomes of measurements on correlated
subsystems in Bell-type experiments to measurement c o n t a s , specifically to the states
of the measuring devices with which the subsystems in question interact (hence the
reference to the contatzulity of measurement). Now if an objective account of
measurement interactions in QM were available, the contextuality of measurement
interactions would pose no particular philosophical problems, but in the absence of
such an account, the Bell results also exemplify the apparent problem of subjectivity in

quannun mechanical measurements and q-state ascriptions discussed above.

Finally, we need to distinguish between two ways in which choice enters into qstate assignments, one of which is benign from the standpoint of realism. The vector
space theory within which the formulation of QM in this chapter is couched requires
that quantum state vectors be defined with respect to a set of basis vectors, or simply

basis, but an arbitrary state vector is independent of the choice of basis in the sense
that an arbitrary vector can be constructed out of any set of basis vectors, in much the

same way as it is possible to define the location of an arbitrary point in space in any
number of ways, depending upon one's choice of coordinate system. This choice-the
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choice of basis vectors with respect to which a state vector in QM is defined-is
innocuous in and of itself, but, as I have argued, the problem for realism arises at the
level of the particular set of observables with respect to which a q-state is assigned,
because there are different sets of observables which yield maximal information
available about the particular q-system under consideration, and these different sets of
observables do not yield the same information. Again, choosing an observable (or
observables) is the key to ascribing states in QM, and this choice is ultimately a
subjective matter. Similar considerations apply, mutatis mtandis, to the specification

of joint states of correlated q-systems (as discussed in Chapter Three), and, as we shall
see in the sections to follow, to the joint states assigned to entangled, observerobserved q-systems .
The situation I have described in this section concerning the nature of q-states
is, as I shall argue at more length in the final chapter, inimical to realism, which
requires the existence of entities to be essentially objective in nature. The discussion of
q-states and q-state ascriptions in this section highlights some of the deep philosophical
difficulties associated with the interpretatioc of QM. Foremost among these difficulties

are the following unresolved issues:

(a') What exactly are q-states?
(b') How are q-states assigned?26and
(c') Are q-states (or alternatively, q-state ascriptions) objecrive in nature?

26

This is what I call the state assignment problem.

18f
These problems are closely related. For example, the resolution of @ ') depends (in

part) on what one takes q-states to be, and is thus not independent of (a'). Since I take
the question of the objectivity of q-states to require that they be independent of how, or
even whether, they are assigned, I argue that the answer to (c') is not independent of
the answer to (b'). In the absence of HV interpretations of QM, prospects for an

affirmative answer to (c') appear bleak at this point, but before reaching any
conclusions on this score, let us first consider an interpretation of QM which gives the
prima facie appearance of restoring objectivity to q-state ascriptions.

4.4 The Many Worlds Tnfe~pretation
of QM

As we have seen in Chapters One and Two, there are powerfiil reasons to think that,

relative to the interpretive constraints operating in this study, determinacy in one form
or another fails for q-systems or q-events. Moreover, the discussion of Born's Rule
and R events in the previous section strongly suggests that QM is an indeterministic
theory as well (although note that superdeterminism was shown in Chapter Three to be
allowed by the Bell results). But before concluding that orthodox QM leads to either
indeterminacy or indeterminism, let us consider an interpretation which appears to
restore determinacy and determinism to QM: the Many Worlds Interpretation (hereafter

MWI).27 The MWI is especially relevant to this study because it is predicated upon EC
Everett's original presentation of the MWI appeared in his paper: '"Relative State'
Formulation of Quantum Mechanics" (1957,1983). For a fuller exposition as well as
detailed commentaries on the MWI, see de Witt and Graham (1973). The expression
'Many Worlds" has drawn criticism fiom several commentators, including Gibbins
27

and the QUP. In this section I discuss various features of this interpretation, as well as
some of its weaknesse~.~~
Consider some object q-system S comprising two subsystems represented by the
states

1

and

that I@,)and

1 h)-

14,)

Let I+,) and

1 43 represent states of the rest of the universe such

include states of some measurement apparatus M, and let rn, and m,

represent different eigenvalues of an arbitrary operator which are correlated with the
states

1 q,)and 1 q2)respectively.

Furthermore, we assume the QUP and EC.

According to the MWI, we can now write down the state of the universe in the form of
the following linear superposition:
(4.0)

IT) =

I

+

lfJ1W-

The essence of what Everett originally called the relmive state interpretation is as
follows. The state

If,) of the (object) subsystem S is treated as a component of the

(I 987: 112), Tipler (1994) (who recommends that the expression 'Many Histories" be
used instead) and Bell (1987: 135). Bell argues that properly understood, the structure of
the '%vorlds" or 'kopy universes" of the MWI is similar to Feynman's "sum over
histories"). And Aibert writes:
[i]t is probably too bad that this very simple thesis has come to be called the
many-worlds interpretation at all, because that name has sometimes given rise to
the false impression that there are supposed to be more physical universes around
after a measurement than there were before it. It might have been better to call
what Everett came up with a "many-points-of-view" interpretation of quantum
mechanics, or something like that, because it is surely true of Everett's picture (as
it is in dl other pictures of quantum theory that I know about) that there is always
exactly one physical universe (1984:499).
The analysis in the next two sections supports Albert's assessment in general terms, but
for reasons which will emerge later, care must also be taken with respect to how Albert's
"points of view" are to be interpreted.
2s This discussion of the MWI is loosely based on Sudbery (1986:220-1)and Everett
(1983:3 15-323). (Everett uses von Neumann' s terminology and notation.)
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correlared state I@,)

1

where

14,) is the state of the rest of the universe relative to

I q,)(and where 14,) includes a measuring apparatus registering eigenvalue m ,), and
mufatis mutandis for 1 q2). According to the MWI, ascribing a state to an object
system S has meaning only relative to the state of some other system which inckdes a

measuring apparatus. In the above case, these systems are represented respectively by

14%) a d 102)).
In other words, Everett's idea is to treat the systems S and M as szdjsystems Cs

-

and C, respectively, which interact in the time interval to t , to form a composite
system Cs+,,represented by the associated (superposed) state I C,+,)

.29

ICS+M) is a

superposition of the correlated states of the object system and measurement apparatus at
the end of the time interval to

-

t, during which

C, and CMinteract. As we shall see,

Everett's interpretation is a consistent and thoroughgoing application of wave
and the superposition principle, which means that a l l of the measurement
outcomes represented as elements of the superposed state are postulated to have an
equal ontological status.
A virtue of the MWI is that it provides an elegant interpretation of the

conditional nature of state ascriptions involved in describing interactions between object

29

In Everett's original paper, I Csid is denoted by

(1983 :3 17).

Everett (1973: 114) argues, plausibly in my view, that it is easier to understand the
particle-like behaviour of q-systems within the fkamework of wave mechanics (as wave
packets) than it is to understand the wave-like behaviour (such as interference effects and
difiction) exhibited by q-systems construed as particles.
'O

systems and measuring devices. Contrasting his approach with the orthodox account of
measurement with its projection postulate, Everett writes:

[tlhe discontinuous "jump" into an eigenstate is thus only a relative proposition,
dependent upon the mode of decomposition of the total wave function into the
superposition, and relative to a particularly chosen apparatus-coordinate value
. . . the entire process is quite continuous (1957,1983:3 18),
and
consider the simple case of a single observation of a quantity A, with
eigenfunctions @i, in the system S with initial state
by a . observer 0 whose
initial state is qo[ . . . 1- The final result is, as we have seen, the superposition

v,

In each element of the superposition, @# y .. .,,
I. the object-system state is a
particular eigenstate of the observation, and furthermore the observer-system
state describes the observer as definitely perceiving that particular system state
(1957,1983:320, italics in original).

Apropos the role of the projection postulate in the relative state interpretation, Sudbery
adds that:
[tlhis incoporates the projection postulate by emphasising that it is a
then the state of
conditional statement-if the result of the experiment was
the system is 1 *,}-and
including this conditionality in the formalism
(l986:2ZO, italics added).

[a,],

On the MWI, states of measurement apparatus subsystems are assigned only relative to
eigenstates of object subsystems, and one-to-one correlations between object and
measuring subsystems result from every measurement interaction. But what about the

quantum mechanical probabilities for the various outcomes of measurements given by

Born's Rule and the usual interpretation of that rule as rendering QM indeterministic?
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On Everett's view, the putative indeterminism can be parlayed into a natural
probability distribution on state vectors by reformulating statements of the form: "The
probability of outcome a for experiment E = x" as follows: "The probability p = 0
that the relarivefi-equency of outcome a in a sequence of N experiments of kind E does
not eventually remain near x in the limit as N

-+

-. "31 Note, however, that on this

relative frequentist approach to probability, Everett has no a priori guarantee that p,
does indeed = 0 is any absolute sense. In effect, the most that Everett can maintain is
that the set of cases for which P does not hold (as N

+

-) has measure zero.

But while

such a result might satisfacty engineers or experimental physicists as sufficingfor all

practical purposes (FAPP), philosophers-at least those with rationalist
inclinations-object to FAPP-type arguments that when it comes to, say, a
mathematical equality, a miss is as good as a mile.
That is to say, Everett takes the probabilities 1 ail2given by Born's Rule in PIV

above to express the relative frequencies with which the various eigenvalues of an
observable obtain relative to the specification of some measurement context. In this
way, Everett transforms the usual way of regarding quantum mechanical probabilities

as expressions of possible-and,

with the exception of one, umctualized-measurement

outcomes of single experiments into a range of equally actual measurement outcomes,
where the range in question is determined by the appropriate weightings of the
elements of the superposed states whenever R events are said to occur on the standard

31

See Stein (1984:636).

account of measurement. Thus, the expectation values for the outcomes of
measurements remain unchanged, but what we take these expectation values to
represent does change.
The MWI is simply a way of interpreting Everett's relative state interpretation
such that the two terms on the right-hand side of (4.0) are taken to describe two
"branches" or "worlds" in the universe. 32 In the case of the above example, one of
these branches includes the subsystem represented by the state
corresponding eigenvalue m,),and the other the state

I*,)

(with its

114,)(with eigenvalue $J.33

In

contrast to the orthodox, von Neumann account of measurement, according to which an
acausal, mysterious "collapse of the wave packet" (that is, an R event) occurs upon
measurement, the MWI denies that any such collapse occurs, but rather stipulates that

aZI quantum mechanical possibilities are realized ( as specified by the Schr6dinger
equation).34
Even apparently paradigm cases of quanhlm indeterminism such as radioactive
decay processes, where measurement outcomes-as

opposed to the probabilities for

32 Exactly what it is that "splits" is a matter of debate in the literature. See Healey
(1984) for an extended discussion of this issue.

It is important to distinguish between the branches (or worlds) of the MWI and the
universe. The terms on the RHS of (4.0) are branches, while the term on the LHS is the
universal state vector IY},which represents the universe.
33

The term "realized" requires some comment. Most commentators on the MWL
simply assume that all of the MWI worlds are real. In the absence of a generally
accepted theory of existence, however, it more prudent to construe the MWI as licensing
at most the weaker claim that all the MWI 'tKorlds" are equal& real. This interpretation
leaves open the question of the ontological status of these "worlds."
34

outcomes-are indeterminable, can be recast along the above lines. Which outcome is

really actualized? Since the Hilbert space representations of the two elements on the
RHS of (4.0) are mutually orthogonal, so are the representations of the observers
corresponding to the two different measurement outcomes in the relative states of (4.0).
And since these observers occupy different "branches" of the universe, they may be
entirely unaware of each other.

The MWI has several virtues as an interpretation of QM. It calls for virtually
no tinkering with the formalism, and De Witt enthuses that it marks a "return to naive
realism and the old-fashioned idea that there can be a direct correspondence between

formalism and realityn (1973b: 168).35 But a direct correspondence between the
formalism of a theory and reality is a smcient condition for the compatibility of that

theory with realism only if the theory in question and the reality with which it
putatively corresponds are both consistent. By scrapping the projection postulate, the

MWI promises a solution to the measurement problem by obviating the need to
postulate the existence of R events.36 On the MWI, the only process governing the
change of state of a q-system is its dynamic evolution, as described by the Schrijdinger

De Witt (1973b3168) goes so far as to claim that the Everett interpretation shows
that: ? h e mathematical formalism of the quantum theory is capable of yielding its own
interpretation." But de Witt adds that Everett's account introduces at least two
assumptions. One is the postulate of mathematical content, which essentially states that
there is a direct correspondence between the mathematical machinery of QM and reality,
and the other is apostulate of complm-ty,which stipulates that "the world is
decomposable into systems and apparata" [sic](1973b: 168). For fiuther discussion of De
Witt on the MWI, see Jammer (1974517).
35

36

I question later whether the MTVI really does obviate the need to postulate R events.
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equation (or E processes). Moreover, abandoning R means that determinism can be
restored in QM in terms of E processes.
Another attractive feature of the h4WI is that it does not require human
observers to be assigned a special place in the measurement process, thereby vitiating
the sorts of problems of subjectivity alluded to in $4.3. Humans qm measuring
devices are no different from any other measuring devices (animate or otherwise). 37
Furthermore, the elimination of the distinction between the microscale and the
macroscale means that a physical system at any scale may be taken to be a q-system,
which allows us to assign a state function

I¶?)to the universe itself.

And finally, the

MWI's explicit endorsement of quantum universality is consistent with the common
practice in modem cosmology of taking Planck scales of time and distance into account
when describing the behaviour of the universe in the very earliest moments after the
Big Bang. What, then, if anything, is problematic about the MWI?

4.4.0 Some Objections to the Many Worlds Interpretation

In this subsection I consider some of the more substantial criticisms of the MWI and
replies to those criticisms.
Although the MWI diverges from von Neumann with respect to the role of
consciousness in measurement, it does satisfy von Neumann's principle of the psychophysiculpnralZeZism, which he describes as follows:
it is a hdamental requirement of the scientific viewpoint-the so-called
principle of psycho-physical parallelism-that it must be possible so to describe
the extra-physical process of the subjective perception as if it were in reality in the
physical world-i.e., to assign to its parts equivalent physical processes in the
objective environment, in ordinary space (1gSS:418-9).
37
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(i) Brct we do not experience any "sp[ittirzg." We can meet this objection by
noting that the MWI does not require that we experience any "splitting." Everett
(1957320-1) compares this objection to one raised against the heliocentric cosmology

of Copernicus, which is that it could not have been correct because we do not
experience the earth moving under our feet. And as to why we do not perceive the
existence of more than one of the worlds described by the MWI, Hofstadter (1981:47)
suggests that our ignorance of other worlds is analogous to the experience of each one
of a string of people along a beach who are watching the sun setting over the water on
the horizon. Everyone on the beach perceives the sunlight as coming across the water

in her direction only. The analogy is clearly relevant to the MWI in that even though

everyone perceives herself to be in an ontologically privileged position, we need not
assume that this holds in either case. Everett's and Hofstadter's points are well taken;
the MFIrI does not entail that we should experience any "splitting," it does not require
that we experience any more than one world and it is perfectly consistent with whatever
intuitions one may have that one's own "world" is somehow ontologically privileged.
(ii) nze M M does not do justice to our experience of the indeterministic and

probabilistic nmrtre of QM. This objection consists of two cIosely related points. The
MWI purports to restore determinism to QM, but one might object that Everett's
reinterpretation of Born's Rule does not accurately reflect our knowledge of certain

quantum phenomena, such as radioactive decay, for example, as indeterministic
processes. And on the other hand, one might also object that the MWI assigns exactly
the same ontological status to events associated with vanishingly small probabilities as

it does to other events, the occurrence of which we predict with overwhelming
confidence. Surely, the objection goes, these results are both implausible.
These objections, however, rest on a misunderstanding of probability. Consider
a lottery, for example. There is nothing probabilistic about whether a lottery is
won-it is, provided the lottery is conducted fairly and a draw is held. Probability
enters into the relationship between the number of tickets issued, their distribution and
the likelihood that any given contestant holds the winning ticket before the draw is
completed. Assuming that all tickets in a given lottery are distributed and a winning
number is drawn, the lottery must be won by someone (as lottery organizers are quick
to remind us). As the number n of tickets in a lottery increases and the number of
tickets in the Iottery held by someone S decreases from n to one, S's chances of

winning the lottery diminish, to be sure, but for any finite n, and provided that S holds
at Least one ticket, S's chances of winning the lottery remain non-zero. The same

reasoning may be used by proponents of the h4WI to argue that the remoteness of the
probability of some quantum mechanical measurement outcome has no logical bearing
on the ontological status of that outcome. The main difference between the two cases
is that in a lottery there is only one winning number, whereas according to the MWI,

everyone is a winner in some world, so to speak, because the MlVI assigns to everyone
an eigenvalue for the operator associated with, in this case, winning the lottery. The
upshot of this, from the viewpoint of the MWI, at least, is that the appearance that

quantum processes are indeterministic is just that-an appearance.
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(iii) The MWI is ontologically profigate. Whatever gloss one might want to

put on Everett's "splits," the MWI seems to constitute a gross violation of the principle
of parsimony. Earman, for example, who refers to the MWI as deoccamization
(1986:224), appears to take it as given that serious talk of "many worlds" implies a

quantization of space-time. He balks at the idea that "a measurement of the spin of an
electron causes a global bifurcation of space-time" (1986:224).38

To the charge of ontological profligacy, one may reply along the lines of David
Lewis, who has also been criticized for unparsirnoniously multiplying entities in the
context of his modal realism. Lewis counters that there is a distinction between

quuntitarive and qualitative contraventions of parsimony, drawing a distinction between
multiplying entities of one kind and entities of differem kinds. He argues that violating
the former-to which his realism about possible worlds is committed-is
unobjectionable (1973,1986:87). Likewise. the MWI merely multiplies entities of one

kind-in this case, Everett's "worldsn--rather than kinds of entities.39 Whether or not
one is sympathetic to Lewis' modal realism and his arguments on its behalf, one might
nevertheless be prepared to accept deoccamization if the potential advantages of doing
so-which

in this case would consist in the provision of a realist interpretation of

Eannan7sclaim in this regard notwithstanding, it is not obvious that the MFVI
entails the bikcation of space-time. Healey (1984), for example, distinguishes between
"many spaces" and "one world" versions of the MWI, and maintains that the bihcation
of space-time obtains only in the case of the former.
38

39 In this respect, Lewis' ontological pluralism bears a resemblance to that other great
multiplier of entities of one kind: Leibniz.

QM-outweigh the cost of ontological profligacy. Unfortunately, however, for reasons
that emerge later, the MWI does not yield a realist interpretation of QM.

(iv) The MWl is rime syrnmerrical. Bell sketches this objection, which is
relevant to the discussion in Chapter Two of the problem of the reality of the past.
That problem, as we have seen, also arises in the anaIysis of delayed-choice
experiments. Bell (1987: 135) considers the structure of the "branching* envisaged by
proponents of the MWI. He notes that Everett and de Witt take the structure of IT) to
as constantly generating new
be "tree-like," which is to say that they picture II)

"branches" over time, so to speak. This view implies there is a unique way of tracing
a branching path backwards in time, but as Ben (1987:135)points out, this picture of
IT) rests on the assumption that time is asymmetrical, and there is no warrant for this

assumption in the MWX. Indeed, the MWI is no more asymmetric in time than
classical statistical mechanics, Bell argues (1987: 135), because according to the MWI
quantum transitions take place on all levels, including the microscale, and since there is
nothing to rule out time symmetry holding on the macroscale at well, worlds may
undergo fusion as well as fission. Bell comments:

[Tlhe structure of the wave-function is not bdamentally tree-like. It does not
associate a particular branch at a particular time with any particular branch in
the past any more than with any particular branch in the future. Moreover, it
even seems reasonable to regard the coalescence of previously different
branches, and the resulting interference phenomena, as the characteristic feature
of quantum mechanics. In this respect an accurate picture, which does not have
any tree-like character, is the "sum over possible paths" of Feynman (1987:135,
itaiics in original).

These comments lead Bell to question whether the past is real on the basis of the MWI.
Bell argues that on the MWI there can be no fixed past, for:

in our interpretation of the Everett theory there is no association of the
particular present with any particular past. And the essential claim is that this
does not matter at all. For we have no access to the past. We have only our
"memories * and "records. " But these memories and records are in fact present
phenomena. These memories can be of the initial conditions in experiments,
among other things, and of the results of those experiments. The theory should
account for the present correlations between these present phenomena. And in
this respect we have seen it to agree with ordinary quantum mechanics, in so far
as the latter is unambiguous (1987: 1356, italics in original).

In my view Bell is right to point out that the MWI is consistent with orthodox QM to
the extent that the latter does not license us to infer that the past is red (as I urged in
Chapter Two).
(v) The precise specification of Everen worZa3 is neither clear norfree of ad

hoc assumptions. This is a serious objection to the MW?, and one which has several
aspects. As Bell points out, assigning the 1 ail2of Born's Rule to the various branches
of I'P) is ad hoc. Bell writes :
Everett has to attach weights to the different branches of his multiple universe,
and in the same way does so in proportion to the norms of the relevant parts of
the wave function. Everett and de Win seem to regard this choice as inevitable.
I am unable to see why, although of course it is a perfectly reasonable choice
with several nice properties (1987: 135).

I do not see a satisfactory response to this difficulty on behalf of the MWI.
Even more serious difficulties arise when the nature of the "splits" or
"branches" is subjected to closer scmtiny." Consider (4.0) once again. On the one

Various aspects of this general problem concerning the MWI are raised and
discussed by Ballentine (1973), Healey (1 984) and Jammer (1974:51 %8), and especially
40

hand, IY?) is meant to represent the state of rhe universe, but on the other hand
the linear superposition expressed by: 1 )

I¶?) is

1 ) + 1 &) 1 @J,which is a pair of

universe, or do they represent different, "copy" universes?
RecaIl that a q-system evolving in accordance with the E process undergoes no
discontinuous state function collapse, so if the q-system in question is the universe,
then the universe is a single, continuously evolving q-system. In this case, the
superposed elements on the RHS of (4.0) are pairs of correlated, observer-observed qsystems. These correlated subsystems, however, do not exist independently of each
other, as they are entangled elements in a tensor product space. Indeed, on this view,
all of the correlated subsystems comprising the universe are observationally

interconnected, and are all part of the one system represented by IT). On the other
hand, we do no better attempting to interpret the subsystems on the RHS of (4.0) as

copy "worlds," because these "worldsn are stiU correlated, and as such are not discrete
entities existing independently of each other.
How many worlds are there? Bell(1987:94) writes:
Let A be the recording part, or "memory," of [a measuring] device, or of a
collection of such devices, and Iet B be the rest of the world. Let the coordinates of A be denoted by a, and of B by b. Let &(a) be a complete set of
states for A. Then, one can expand the world wave function @(a,&?)at some
time t in terms of the 4,:

by Bell (1976, 1981and 1986).

Call the above expansion (E). Bell goes on to point out that:
there are infinitely many different expansions of type (E), corresponding to the
infinitely many complete sets
Is there then an additional multiplicity of
universes corresponding to the infinitely many terms in each expansion? I think
(I am not sure) that the answer is no, and that Everett confines his interpretation
to a particular expansion. To see why, suppose for a moment that A is just an
instrument with two readings 1 and 2, the corresponding states being @, and
Instead of expanding in and 41, we could, as a mathematical possibility,
instead expand in

an.

a2.

+,

In each of these states the instrument reading takes no definite value, and I do
not think Everett wishes to have branches of this kind in his universe (I987:96).
Bell points out that for Everett worlds in which A takes on sharp values, the expansion
(E) relative to the choice of one basis for the

Gnis the h e a r sum of correlated states

given by (El, and so the cardinality of the set of discrete Everett worlds is No. In
addition, each term in the expansion (E) itself yields infinitely many terms
(corresponding to the infinitely many choices of bases for the

an)-In these states, as

Bell notes, A does not take on definite values, and so in this case, the set of Everett
worlds forms a continuum, but the catch is that these worlds are indeterminate with
respect to values of A! Thus, in principle there is no such thing as the set of objective
Everett worlds, inasmuch as no specification of the set of Everett worlds is both:

(a) perspective-free (that is, independent of a choice of basis), and
(b) such that measurement outcomes take on definite values.

The set of Everett worlds satisfies either, but not both (a) and (b). And so there is no
unambiguous answer to the question: How many Everett worlds are there?41
One might argue that the difference between the two readings of the MWI
sketched above is merely terminologi~al.~
This seems to be the position of Everett
himself, who writes:
[a]t this point we encounter a language difficulty. Whereas before the
observation we had a single observer state afterwards there were a number of
different states for the observer, all occurring in a superposition. Each of these
separate states is a state for an observer, so that we can speak of the different
observers described by the uifferent states. On the other hand, the same
physical system is involved, and from this viewpoint it is the same observer,
which is in different states for different elements of the superposition (i-e., has
had different experiences in the separate elements of the superposition). In this
situation we shall use the singular when we wish to emphasize that a single
physical system is involved, and the plural when we wish to emphasize the
different experiences for the separate elements of the superposition. (e.g., "The
observer performs an observation of the quantity A, after which each of the

4' If this analysis is correct, then Popper's claim that the number of Everett worlds is
"'the power of the continuum" (1982:93n) is not quite right. My comments about the
perspectival nature of Everett worlds is also consistent with Hughes' claim that:
the set of possible worlds reachable fkom the perspective of one participant in an
interaction will not mesh with the set reachable f b m the perspective o f the other.
There is thus no specifiable set of worlds into which the preinteraction world
divides (1989:29l).

" It might seem odd at first that the set of universes (or alternatively, correlated
subsystem pairs) generated by the MWI is countable, given that QM incorporates
continuous-valued observables and that it allows for all possible quantum transitions in
all hydrogen atoms, for example. Although in the canonical formulation of the MWI the
measuring apparatus is associated with a continuous-valued observable, (4.0) is a
(countable) linear sum of correlated states. Note, however, that this situation is no more
puzzling than the (downward version of the) Lowenheim-Skolem theorem. But note also
that to say that the elements of the kind generated by (4.0)are countable is not the same
as to say that all the Everett worlds form a coherent set in the sense of satisfying
mereological composition.

observers of the resulting superposition has perceived an eigenvalue. ")
(1973 :68n).

The trouble with these remarks is that they do not so much resolve the original
ambiguity as restate it, albeit in a candid and lucid way. Moreover, Everett himself
complicates matters by introducing the question of the identity of observers into the
discussion.
The ontological status of the "splitn entities is now shaky, but matters are made
worse when we ask how long these copy "worlds" endure. Recall that on the MWI,
all quantum possibilities (quaelements of the linear expansion of the system

represented by I'P)) are meant to obtain. These quantum possibilities, however, may
be viewed as either a collection of E processes or as a (countable) coilection of pseudo-

R events (pseudo because, according to the MWI, IT) supposedly remains
uncollapsed). So there turns out to be no empirical difference between MWI pseudoa
events and E processes.

To sum up, the strategy of the MWI is to solve the measurement problem by
replacing R events with "splits, " but the difficulty lies in understanding how the
"splits" themselves are to be conceived other than as ordinary, familiar R events.
Thus, the MWI gives us a suggestive and picturesque account of what it might mean to
say the universe evolves according to E, but if I am right, the MWI does not mark an

advance in solving the measurement problem; it merely reformulates the problem. And
so, although the MWI appears to lay the projection postulate to rest, the account of
measurement it offers merely reformulates the projection postulate in terms of a
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particular interpretation of E processes-a

reinterpretation which effectively reduces E

process to a collection of instantaneous, pseudo-R events (otherwise known as
"splits ") . In other words, an Everett "worldn is just an alternative description of a
possible, definite outcome of a quantum measurement interaction. The problem is that
there is no meaningful choice between conceiving of

Iy)as a wave-function which

never collapses or as a collection of what I have called pseudo-R events.
So I'f)simply reduces to a symbol which denotes the outcomes of all possible

quantum mechanical measurement interactions, but introducing this symbol does
nothing, in and of itself, to solve the measurement problem in QM. Yet another
problem with the postulation of I'P), as I go on to argue in the next subsection,

concerns the consistency of the collection of its component terms.

4.4.1 Perspecrivdism and Determinacy: More Problems for the MWT

In this section I further the case against the MWI as a realist interpretation of QM. I
argue that the perspectivalism inherent in state ascriptions in the MWI means that the
interpretation is subjective in nature. I also argue that the identi9 of a physical system
presupposes the determinacy of the entity to which identity is assigned, and that this
requirement is not satisfied on the MWI.

First, Hughes (1989:291) points out that the set of all states accessible from one
perspective is incommensurate with that accessible fiom another perspective. 43 And in
his critique of the MWI, Healey adds that:

[elach quantum system has its own perspective(s), but the state of a system need
not be the same fiom the perspective of aIl quantum systems; and there is no
such thing as the state of a system, independent of any perspective. Thus on
this approach there is not even a single perspective-independent world, in so far
as there is no single perspective-independent totality of facts about the states of
quantum systems. Moreover, among the state ascriptions which lack
perspective-independent truth-values may be ascriptions of "observable" states
to ordinary macroscopic objects: to use an example of Einstein's, it may indeed
be theoretically possible to devise circumstances in which whether or not my
bed is in a definite location in the room has no perspective-independent answer
(l984:606, italics in original).
Moreover, as Albert notes, there is no fixed basis in which to write down the universal

wave knction, because:
what worlds there are, at any particular instant, on [the MnrI] way of talking,
will depend on what separate terms there are in the universal state vector at that
instant; and what separate terms there are in that state vector at that particular
instant will depend on what basis we choose to write that vector down in; and of
course there isn't anything in the quantum mechanical formalism itself which
will pick any particular such basis out as the (somehow) right one to write
things down in (1992:113-4, italics in original).
The problem of perspectivalism, as Healey, Hughes and Albert make clear, is that
there is no such thing as the state of a quantum system independent of any perspective
(or in other words, independent of a choice of basis). The MWI simply transfers this

43 Hughes draws on the contents of a paper by Cartwright (1974) in which she refutes
the original version of van Fraassen's modal interpretation of QM. The
incommensurability of the set of states of the MWI Hughes alludes to is consistent with
the theorems of Gleason and Kochen and Specker, both of which expose forms of
incommensurability arising fiom state ascription in QM.
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problem to

1 Y)itself, which is what Healey means in claiming that on the MWI there

is no perspective-independent world because there is no unique perspective-independent
totality of facts, and is what prompts Albert to question whether there is such a thing as
the right basis to write

1¶?) down in.

For example, the MWI dictates that from the

perspective of an observer of the combined "experimenter-pIus-cat" system in the
Schrcidinger Cat Thought Experiment, the universe branches into "experimenter-pluslive-cat" and "experimenter-plus-dead-catn when the experimenter opens the box, but
there is nothing in QM which makes any given observer's perspective objective. In
fact, there is no good reason at all to think that this perspective is objective from the
point of view of the (live or dead) cat in the box when the box is opened.
Furthermore, as Hughes and Healey also stress, the collection of perspectives yielded
by the MWI are not commensurable. If nothing else, this problem deals a fatal blow to

the MWI. To sum up this objection, the MWI postulates the existence of the composite
q-system

I¶?), but IT) does not supervene on the sum of the states accessiblefrom the

perspective of any one of the individual observer or observed subsystem components of

1take the problem of perspectivalism in the MWI to be another aspect of the

problem of subjectivity in quantum mechanical state ascriptions. In the case of the

MWI, the subjectivity results from the availabiLity of various points of view when it
comes to state ascriptions in the MWI, which in turns exposes an incommensurability
with respect to the components of IY). Albert advocates the expression "many-points-

of-view" as more appropriate than MWI "worlds," but the real problem is not one of

semantics, but rather that state ascriptions in the MWI turn out to be relativized to a
cuZZectian of incommensurable points of view.
This incommensurability in turn calls into question the determinacy of the

identities of the observer/observed subsystem components of the superposition (4.0).
Identity goes hand in hand with determinacy, as is implicit in the response to Heraclitus
legend attributes to Cratylus. In the case of the MWI, the determinacy of q-systems
does not obtain if the components of

I¶?)turn out to be observer-observed q-systems

denotes
}
a
relativized to perspective-dependent measurement contexts. Recall that I!I!
superposition. Moreover, recall that I'P) supposedly remains uncollapsed; the usual
mechanism whereby definite values for observables are bestowed in QM-the
of the wavefunction-is

unavaiIable on the MWI. I take the individdon

collapse

and

identifiation of entities qua participants of entangled quantum states to be both aspects
of the problem of ontological determinacy raised by the MWI (and in QM in general
on the assumption of the QUP and EC)."
For his part, Everett does taJk of the "'trajectories'" (1957,1983:321) of
observers in his interpretation, but what he means here is that the averages of functions
over memory sequences for an arbitrary (humanor non-human) observer-subsystem X
can be shown to be such that X will always find them to be consistent with the
statistical assertions of Born's Rule (1957,1983:321-2). The trajectories Everett talks

" I take this situation to be another manifestion of the problem Penrose d u d e s to in
the quotation at the beginning of this chapter, in which he notes that as long as
entangled quantum states persist, one cannot regard any object in the world as existing
on its own.
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of are nor the trajectories of classical systems in a classical phase space-something
Everett knows full well-so he is right to put scare quotes around the word
"trajectory," but that is precisely the problem. If the "trajectoriesn of q-systems are
not classical trajectories, what are they? It is not clear how the model of measurement
provided by the MWI can be reconciled with the notion that there are independent,
continuously existing q-systems .
I have argued in this subsection that indeterminacy and the failure of the identity

of entities across MWI "worids" are horns of a single dilemma associated with the
MWI. Due to the entanglement of states that results when object-q-systems couple

with measurement apparatuses, there cannot be any strict individuation of the
component subsystems. But the problem of indeterminacy which plagues the MWI is
just an alternative formulation of the problem of the indeterminacy of q-systems that is
already enshrined in the formalism of QM. The MWI merely gives these pre-existing

difficulties a different guise. This result is consistent with the remarks of Hughes,
Healey and Albert to the effect that the MWI only admits of subjective perspectives
within IY?).

This completes the critique of the W as a realist interpretation of QM. In the

next two sections I move on to still more problems concerning the isolability and
individuation of q-systems .

4.5 The isuZubiZity of @Systems and the Wigner Friend Paradox
Suppose that an experimenter M in a sealed room performs a measurement of a
(discrete-valued) observable 0 on a q-system Q,and that M records the result at the
conclusion of the experi~nent."~
In effect, we assign to M the role of a measuring
apparatus. Suppose, further, that the experimenter knows that the initial state vector

I*)

of Q is not an eigenstate of 0,so that the probabilities for the various outcomes of

the measurement (as specified by PIV) are non-extremal. To further simplify matters,

let 0 be two-valued, and let YES and NO represent the two values. On the orthodox
account of measurement, Q evolves according to the E process prior to the
measurement, at which point an R event takes place. More formally, the initial state

IJr) of Q is a linear superposition c, ($a + c, 1 *,),with associated probabilities Ico1
and I c, 1 for the outcomes YES and NO respectively (as given by PIVa) . Let

represent the initial state of M, and let

I4)

I 4& and I4,) represent two states of M

corresponding to the results YES and NO respectively. In order for M to obtain a
result, an interaction must occur between Q and M,which results in the formation of a
composite system Q

+ M.

By the linearity of the quantum mechanical equation of

motion, the state of the system Q

linear superposition c, 1 %)1 &)

4s

+ M at the conclusion of the experiment will be the

+ cl1el)1 4,)

,46

and the probabilities associated with the

My outline of the Wigner Friend Paradox in this section is loosely based on Wigner

(r 962).

A still more rigorous account is given by Sudbery (1986:186-7). He notes that
the correlated state of Q + M after the experiment will be:
46

experimenter recording a YES or a NO are 1 co1 and [ c, l2 respectively. Suppose that
at the conclusion of such an experiment the experimenter writes down either YES or

NO (exclusively), in accordance with the state of the combined system Q
is either / qo)1

or

1

1 4,) (exclusively).

+ M, which

(Note that we are assuming that an R

event occurs at some stage of the measurement process, resulting in the collapsed state

Illro)I4,) or I 44 1 43 of e + M
c, I*,)

141)

(as opposed to the s ~ p e ~ i t i co
o 1nqo)14,~
+

yielded by the M W . )

Now consider this same experiment again, but this time fkom the point of view
of an observer N outside the sealed room. From the point of view of N,the entire

contents of the sealed room can be regarded as an otherwise isolated q-system R Q+M.
R

~ may
+ in~ tum be represented by a state vector 1 qQ+J,
which evolves in accordance

with the equation of motion in P W ;that is, it evolves as an E process. For N, then,
the state of Q

+ M at the time at which M concludes the experiment is the

superposition c, 1 qo)I @o)

+ c, 1 q,)1 a,), contrary to what M might have to say about the

matter! N reasons that as long as Q+M remains an isolated system, its state

IJT~+~)

evolves as an E process, and that no sudden change of state associated with an R event
occurs within the room. My of course, is entitled to protest that the correct

where r is the length of time of the measurement interaction, and 8, and 0 , are phases
that may be introduced by the experiment (1986:186-7). This formulation of the
correlated state of Q + M is a formal expression ofphase entanghent.
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representation of the system he forms in combination with Q at the conclusion of the
experiment is one or the other of 1 qO)
1

or 1 ql)14,) aclusively, as the case may be.

Moreover, N is in no position to feel smug about the determinacy of his own existence,
since K s reasoning can also be applied to N himself, which is to say that N and RQ,+
may be an isolated q-system TwR(Q+w
with respect to some other observer W, and so
on. Thus, lV's perfectly consistent application of the principles of QM leads to an
infinite regress. This is the Wigner Friend Paradox,
One way to avert the paradox is to arbitrarily insert an R event "by hand" at
some point in the ever-expanding series of superposed, composite q-systems. But this
move is completely ad hoc, as it requires us to ascribe to an arbitrary observer the
special property of being some sort of "absolute observer." All this suggests that
something has gone wrong with the orthodox account of measurement in QM and its

postulation that the E processes governing the dynamic evolution of q-systems are
occasionally and instantaneously interrupted by R events.
Note that the Wigner Friend Paradox requires at least two assumptions to get

off the ground. They are:
(a) the assumption that there exist q-systems which may be regarded as isolated

from their environments, where those environments include other human
observers, and
(b) the assumption of the universali~of QM (in other words the QUP).
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Note that although (a) states that q-systems may be regarded as isolated from their
environments, the isolation of q-systems is relative to each of the human observers in
the Wigner Friend paradox. Moreover, this relativity also generates what the Wigner
Friend paradox implies is a relativity with respect to state ascription in QM, in the
sense that a superposed state from one observer's point of view-that
c, 19,)It$,)-is

is: colqJ

[ao}+

a definite state from another observer's point of view-that is, one state

only of 1 qo)1 @o) and 1 q,)I@I). The two assumptions (a) and @) generate the infinite
regress. The Wigner Friend Paradox succinctly exhibits some of the problems that
arise in the interpretation of QM, specifically problems of the relativity of isolability,
state ascription and measurement associated with q-systems.
Wigner realized that his paradox can be resolved by inserting an R event into
the chain of superposed observer-observed systems (as discussed above), but he also
realized that this amounts to solipsism, although he did not imply that solipsism is a

sarisfacrory interpretation of Q M (1967: 178-81). Short of solipsism, there appears to
me to be no ready resolution to the Wigner Friend Paradox (given the QW and EC),
but in any case, as I argue in Chapter Five, solipsism, at least in one form, is not
consistent with realism.
Another problem concerning the nonisolability of q-systems arises from a
consideration of the Schrodinger Cat Thought Experiment (SCTE) and barrier
penetration in QM, the topic to which we turn next.

4.6 Isolability and the Schriidnger Cat Thought Experiment

In this section I make use of the SCTE to illustrate how the quantum mechanical
phenomenon of bamer penetration (or quantum tunnelling) bears upon the issue of
nonisolability I raised earlier in this chapter, and also to further illustrate problems
surrounding the issue of the relativity of state assignment in QM. I argue that the
SCTE represents an idealized scenario-one which cannot, strictly speaking,

correspond to a real world situation-and I describe this result mathematically. The
purpose of this discussion is to demonstrate a general argument against the idea that qsystems can be isolaled from their environments. This result, as I go on to argue in
rl

Chapter Five, presents a problem for the prospects of a realist interpretation of QM.
I shall assume a basic familiarity with the SCTE as originally described by
Schr~dinger." In the SCTE, it is assumed that the eigenvalue of the measurement:
(4-1)

I

($ain b x $cat in bx}

is 1 when the box is opened at the conciusion of the experiment. Of course, our
confidence in this assumption derives from our (perfectly reasonable) expectation that
the cat remains confined within the box for the duration of the experiment.
This assumption requires that the box be barrier-proof (in the quantum
mechanical sense of the term), but according to QM, a q-system can, in principle,

Schrodinger's original paper on the subject was entitled: 'mie gegenwmge
Situation in der Quantenmechanik," and published in Natuwissenschafen in 1935. A
reprint of a translated version of the paper is found in Wheeler and Zurek (1983: 152-67).
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quantum tunnel out of any potential barrier that is permeable to q - s y ~ t e m s . Assuming
~~
that the cat is a q-system (as it is on the assumptions of the QUP and EC), the walls of
the box would need to be constitute an infinite square well in order to confine the cat!
The probability for the cat to tunnel out of the box during the experiment is zero only if

the cat is confined within an infinite square well. Of course, real world boxes made of
wood, metal and so on confine objects such as cats for all practical purposes, but the
phenomenon of barrier penetration suggests that a general problem of isolability exists
with respect to q-systems. The problem is whether, given barrier penetration, qsystems are, in principle, isolable. The significance of this from a philosophical
standpoint is that orthodox QM starts from the assumption that q-systems are isolable,
and that isolated systems evolve in accordance with the Schrcidinger equation. Barrier

penetration, however, seems to rule this assumption out as impossible! On the other
hand, although no box in the real world box is perfectly barrier-proof in the quantum
mechanical sense, this is just as well, for if such a box could be produced, it would be
physically impossible to get a cat into such a box in the first place.
Let us Look more closely at the physical description of the idealized SCTE. If
the experimental arrangement in the idealized SCTE is assumed to be that of a perfect,

48 For a discussion of barrier potentials and infinite square well potentials in QM, see,
for example, Eisberg and Resnick (l974:2 15-39).
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As I said, ordinary boxes suffice for confining objects such as cats for all practical
purposes, but in principle we must take into account the possibility of the cat quantum
tunnelling out of the box if we are to characterize the SCTE precisely in formal terms.
The probabilities associated with the state 1 q,)

at the

end of the SCTE are now:

(0 < -5cat alive and in the box,
(iz] < -5 cat dead and in the box,
(iii) > 0 the cat tunnels out of the box during the experiment,
(iv) other slop terms of negligible importance.
The (un-normalized) wavefunction representing the cat in the SCTE given (0-(iv)must
now be written instead as:

I

(4-3)

$car)

=

I

@(J

+

I@(it,)

+

I@(ivJ -

Iq ( i i t d

The values for the probabilities of the events (iio-(iv)are, of course, exceedingly small,
and of course the prospect of events of this kind occurring is usually ignored for dl
practical purposes.
But suppose we consider an ensemble of, say, 10IW SCTEs, or alternatively one

SCTE with 10'0° experimenters, except that in these alternative SCTE scenarios the
experimenters are not told in advance what it is they are supposed to observe when
they are asked to open their respective boxes at the end of the hour. In these cases, we
should not be surprised if not aU of the descriptions of the resulting states are one of (0

and (iQ. For example, q-states that some other these observers might assign to the
contents of the box when it is opened could be: Iq,

Mkg)

or

1

in dsrrrs),

and so on.
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In other words, the state of the cat just prior to the opening of the box (as given by
(4.2)) could equally well have been taken to be, for example:
(4 - 4)

1 *car)

= u J ~(1

@(car sking))

+I

no* sfiingJ)

for some arbitrary observer. That is to say, the basis in which one chooses to write
down the state of the idealized, two-state cat in the SCTE may be given by (4.2), (4.4.)
or any one of a number of other alternatives. The point here is that we find in this
example yet mother illustration of my argument that q-state ascriptions are always
made relative to the specification of measurement contexts, contexts which include
reference to observables.
The analysis of the SCTE in the light of barrier penetration is philosophically
significant in at least two respects. First, since no physical barrier in the real world is
strictly impenetrable in the quantum mechanical sense, the assumption underlying the E
process in QM that a q-system can, in principle, exist in isolation from any other qsystem, is problematic. Secondly, quite apart from pulling the rug out from the
foundations of dynamical processes E and R in orthodox QM, this nonisolability result,
in combination with the QUP, EC is not readily reconcilable with realism, an issue I

take up in the final chapter."

My argument in this section concerning the

nonisolability of q-systems based on barrier penetration add to the points I make in the

The nonisolability of q-systems also presents a paradox at the level of the
formalism of QM itself, because the distinction between E-processes and R-events rests
on the assumption that q-systems undergoing E-processes (that is, evolving in accordance
with the Schrodinger equation) do so in isolation from their environments.
49
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previous section concerning the Wigner Friend Paradox and the relativity of q-state assignments.
To summarize this section, I have argued that an analysis of the SCTE in terms
of the phenomenon of barrier penetration gives us reason to reject the assumption that
q-systems can, strictly speaking, be regarded as existing in isolation from each other,
and that an alternative presentation of the SCTE which makes use of the idea of an

ensemble of SCTEs reinforces the lesson I draw from the Wigner Friend Paradox,
which is that quantum mechanical principles themselves force us to conclude that state
assignments in QM are relative.

4.7 Conclusion

In contrasting the differences between the concept of state for c-systems and q-systems,

I first noted various ways in which q-state ascriptions differ from the classical case.

Serious problems for realism arise owing to the existence of incommensurable
observables in QM (as expressed by the Heisenberg Uncertainq Relations), and the
fact that the formalism does not specify which set of observables determines what the
state of a q-system is. This problem is not helped by the fact that an observation such
as "cat not skiingn constitutes a perfectly legitimate state in QM,given by: [catmrsEing).
This relativity with respect to state ascriptions in QM is but one aspect of the
measurement problem.
We also saw that, according to the orthodox account of measurement

interactions in QM, an interaction between an observed, object q-system and an
observer q-system (or measuring device) generally yields a composite system
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represented by an entangled state, which cannot be uniquely decomposed into states of
its component subsystems. This "entanglement," or quantum holism, as it is also
sometimes known, is characteristic of the outcomes of measurement interactions
between observer and observed subsystems in QM and is philosophically problematic
for reasons I take up in the final chapter.

Turning to the interpretation of QM, I discussed the M,challenging the
assumption that Everett's "worlds" are discrete entities which exist independently of
each other. I developed a number of arguments aimed at establishing the conclusion
that Everett "worlds" are observationally bound to one another, and that, unlike, say,
the many actual worlds of David Lewis, Everett's worlds turn out not to be discrete,
independently existing entities. A "one world" version of the MWI, I argued, neither
remedies this problem nor succeeds in rendering the MWI compatible with realism.
Furthermore, I argued that there are problems of individuating and identifying qsystems in an absolute sense in the MWI, owing to the relativity of q-state ascriptions
associated with the MWI.
The Wigner Friend Paradox illustrates both the problem of the relativity of q-

state ascriptions and the nonisolability of q-systems . The regress generated by
Wiper's argument is resolvable, but only by appeal to solipsism as an interpretation of

QM, which is, of course, a highIy subjective interpretation of the theory. And hally,
given the phenomenon of barrier penetration, or quantum tunnelling, the analysis of the

SCTE in 54.6 provides further grounds for rejecting the assumption that a q-system
can, properly speaking, be isolated from its environment. What do the results of the
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arguments in this and the earlier chapters portend for realism and for realist
interpretations of orthodox QM? I discuss answers to these questions in the next and
final chapter.

CEtAPIER F'IW: DETERMINACY, INDEPENDENCE, =ISM

AND QM

In support of realism there seem to be only those "reasons of the heart" which,
as Pascal says, reason does not know. Indeed, I have long felt that belief in
realism involves a profound leap of faith, not at all dissimilar from the faith that
animates deep religious convictions.
- Arthur Fine (1986r116n)
5.0 Introduction

In the preceding chapters, we have investigated some of the ways in which problems of
indeterminacy, nonseparability, nonisolability, relativity and perspectivalism enter into

QM, given that the theory is interpreted on the basis of the QW and EC. It remains
for me to make explicit how and why these results are problematic in terms of
(metaphysical) realism, the extent to which the QUP and EC are responsible for the
philosophical problems I identi@ and which options I think offer the most promising
ways of resolving these problems. Much of the burden of this chapter is to shed light
on precisely these issues.

I argue in this chapter that, given the QUP and EC, the results obtained in the
preceding chapters suggest that there is a prim facie incompatibility between QM and
rea1isrn.I Note that I do not argue that this incompatibility amounts to a fonnal

inconsistency between QM and realism. I take such a result to be extremely difficult to

I stress that the incompatibility to which I refer is strictly relrrtive to the QUP
and EC.
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establish for a number of reasons. Realism itself is a very robust metaphysical
doctrine, one that is capable of accommodating an enormous range of possibiIities with
respect to the multifarious ways the world might be. Moreover, shoa of exposing a
contradiction somewhere in the formal structure of QM, a result which would render
QM internally inconsistent, a proof that a formal inconsistency holds between a highly

mathematical theory such as QM and an informal, robust metaphysical doctrine such as
realism, is extremely difficult to produce.
Most of the sections in this chapter, specifically $55.2 to 5.4 inclusive, are
devoted to revisiting problems in the interpretation of QM raised in the preceding
chapters, but this time in the light of the conception of realism I develop in 55.1. In
55.2 I return to the problem of indeterminacy as it manifests itself in the behaviour of

q-systems in the double-slit experiment, the indeterminacy of the past Wheeler claims

is revealed by DCEs and other aspects of Wheeler's interpretation of QM. I argue that
Wheeler's interpretation satisfies the QUP and the EC,but does not qualify as a realist
interpretation of QM on the basis on the requirements of realism I outline in 85.1. The
problem of the nonseparability of q-systems raised in Chapter Three is the subject of

55.3, where I relate the issue of nonseparability to realism in the light of a principle I
defined in that section called the Independence Principle. In $5.4I r e h m to the issues
of subjectivity of q-state assignments and the nonisolability of q-systems discussed in
Chapter Four. I argue that the nonisolability of q-systems is embodied in the
formalism of QM and review the discussion of the Schr6dinger Cat Thought
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Experiment and barrier penetration undertaken in $4.6. Nonisolability is also reflected
in the entangled states which result, in general, from measurement interactions between

q-systems, and which also characterize the joint state descriptions of correlated
subsystems in Bell-type experiments. I argue that the norseparability manifested in

Bell-type experiments, entangled states and quantum nonisolability are aU aspects of the
general problem of quantum holism. I also consider the extent to which these aspects
of QM are problematic in terms of realism. In the penultimate section, I review the
role of the assumptions underlying this study in contributing to the prima facie
incompatibility between redism and QM. I argue that the current state of play in the
interpretation of QM neither can, nor should, force us to reject realism, especially
given the significance of the role played by the QUP and EC in contributing to the
incompatibility between QM and realism. In $5.5 I make some tentative suggestions
about ways in which the incompatibility problems I identify might best be overcome.

In the concluding section, I characterize the current state of the relationship between
QM and realism on the basis of this study as an uneasy coexistence, and that the most

we can conclude from the appearance of inconsistency between them is that while QM
apparently violates the spirit of the law of realism, it does not, and in all 1ikeLihood
cannot, violate the letter of the law.
Before revisiting these issues and making any claims about why they are
philosophically problematic, however, we need to articulate more clearly what realism
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is. In 55.1, I spell out the conception of realism against which I assess the interpretive
problems in QM identified in the earlier chapters.

5.I The Nuture of Realism

Realism takes on a variety of forms in the literature, including metaphysical realism,
direct realism, nafve realism, common-sense realism, scientific realism, moral realism,
semantic realism and even-although

dubious-Putnam's
times i j sih-iS

Moreover, realism has been taken at various
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-i.-erent doctrines, including idealism,

nominalism and anti-1-ea2i.m.~Rather than attempting to son through all of these
distinctions, my aim in this section is to make clearer what these different forms of
realism have in common. Since all forms of realism are concerned, at least in part,
with what is real, my aim is to identify the basic ontological concepts and commitments
shared by all forms of realism. I take this core conception of realism to be what is
meant by "metaphysical realism, " which is why I use the terms "realism" and
"metaphysical realism" interchangeably in this study.4

Whether the internal realism Putnam (1983:xvii-xviii) advocated at one time
constitutes a genuine form of realism is not a debate I wish to enter into here.
Depending on the details of these doctrines, not all of them are necessarily
forms of anti-realism according to the conception of realism developed in this chapter.
Berkeley's idealism, for example, is not, strictly speaking, a form of anti-realism.
Note, again, that since realism is a metaphysical doctrine, the "metaphysical"
in "metaphysical realism" is redundant. This redundancy, however, does not
necessarily extend to other species of realism, such as, say, mfhemmical realism,

5.1.0 Two Conventional Accounts of Realism

Let us begin with a standard, dictionary account of metaphysical realism. The
following definition, which is typical of many to be found in dictionaries and
encyclopiedias of philosophy, holds metaphysical realism to be the view that:
(a) there are real objects (usually the view is concerned with spatioternporal
objects), @) they exist independently of our experience or our knowledge of
them, and (c) they have properties and enter into relations independently of the
concepts with which we understand them or of the Language with which we
describe them (Butchvarov (l995:488), italics added).
Much more needs to be said about the nature of realism than is contained in this
thumbnail definition, particularly with respect to the necessary and sufficient conditions
a theory needs to satisfy in order to qualify as an adequate conception of realism, but I
take the above sketch to be correct in its essentials. Those essentials include the notion
that realism is committed to the view that there are real objects and that these real
objects exist independently of us, which is to say that realism holds that the existence of

not all objects is dependent upon human minds. The above definition allows for the
view, advocated by some realists, that there also exist real, human-independent
properties and relations. What this definition does not make explicit, however, are

precisely what h u m n mind-independence consists in and what it is for an object's
existence to be real. I spell out some of the conditions I take to be involved in these
concepts in §§5.I.I and 5 1 . 2 .

where the modifiers usually refer to what kinds of entities the doctrine in question
posits to be real. In the case of mathematical realism, what is taken to be real is either
the existence of mathematical objects or the objectivity of mathematical truths.

Before turning to these issues, we should first acknowledge the existence of an
alternative, semantic conception of realism, one that has been highly influential in
contemporary analytic philosophy. On Michael Dummett's view, realism is:
the belief that statements [about the physical world, statements about mentals
events, processes or states, mathematical statements, statements in the past
tense, statements in the future tense, etc.] possess an objective truth-value,
independently of our means of knowing it; they are true or false in virtue of a
reality existing independently of us. The anti-realist opposes to this the view
that statements . . . are to be understood only by reference to the sort of thing
which we count as evidence for a statement of [the above] class. That is, the
realist holds that the meanings of statements . . . are not directly tied to the kind
of evidence for them that we can have, but consist in the manner of their
determination of them as true or false by states of affairs whose existence is not
dependent on our possession of evidence for them (1978: 146).
Elements of Dummett's characterization of realism, specifically his allusions to a form
of objectivity and the reality of an independently existing world, intersect with
Butchvarov's conception of realism, but there is also a fundamentally different focus in
the two definitions. For Butchvarov, realism is an explicitly ontological doctrine, in
the sense that it is held to be a doctrine concerning the reality of the existence of

certain objects (or states of affairs, or properties, and so on), whereas for Dummett,
realism is essentially a belief in the objectivity of the truth-values of certain statements

and about how such statements are thought to acquire meaning. More specifically,
Dumrnett thinks that certain semantic constraints on a theory of meaning need to be
satisfied in order for statements made on behalf of realism to be meaningful, and that

conversely, the realist's statements are meaningless if those constraints are not
satisfied?
I do not deny that we use statements to express truths, nor is it wrong to suggest

that, in general, realists hold the truth-values of such statements to be (objectively)
derenninate, but I do not agree with Dummett's implicit characterization of realism as

essentiaLly linguistic and episternic in nature. To develop a My-formed argument
against Durnmett in this matter would take us well beyond the scope of this study, but
suffice to make two brief points.
First, note that Dummett omits any mention of statements of a globally
metaphysical kind in listing the class of statements he takes to be central to the dispute
between realists and anti-realists. That is to say, the statements he cites are about the
physical world, statements about mentals events, processes or states, mathematical
statements, statements in the past tense, statements in the future tense, et cetera, but

are not, for example, statements about the truth of Butchvarov's conception of realism,
the existence of God or free will, and so on. In ignoring metaphysical statements in
this way, Dummett falls, roughly speaking, in line with an empiricist tradition tracing

Mark Gardiner has suggested to me (in private correspondence) that for
Dummett, the realism-anti-realism debate essentially is about metaphysics, but that in
order to resolve this debate it is instrumentally useful to initially perform an
investigation into the philosophy of language and theories of meaning. Moreover,
Gvdiner says that Dummett proposes this investigation only as a research project.
Whether there is any point in attempting to put metaphysics on hold in this way strikes
me as doubtful, but be that as it may, Dummett's work is, for a l l intents and purposes,
a contribution to a major debate in metaphysics, and is, I venture to say, generally
recognized as such-
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back at least as far as Hume and represented most famously in the present century by
the logical positivists. Characteristic of this tradition is the view that statements which
cannot be understood in terms other than what empirical evidence we can adduce for
accepting them are rejected as meaningless, and only statements we can understand in
terms of the what could count as empirical evidence for them are admitted as
meaningful.

If we leave to one side this verificationist criterion for meaning, however, there
is a sense in which the difference between the conceptions of realism represented by
Dummett and Butchvarov is specious, at least from an epistemological perspective. To

the extent that any claims we make in philosophy-whether

they be empirically

verifiable or purely metaphysical and hence not entirely empirically verifiable-can
always be expressed in terms of statements, disputes about realism can always be cast
in terms of disputes about the truth-values of statements used to express those disputes,

and so Butchvarov's metaphysical conception of realism can always be cast in Linguistic
terms.
In another sense, however, the difference between Dummett and Butchvarov

speaks to a fundamental divergence in views between two schools of thought about
where and how to proceed when one starts philosophizing. Broadly speaking, one
school proceeds from an ontological perspective (or point of departure), while the other
takes epistemology to be its point of departure in philosophy. As I said, this study is
not the place to recapitulate the debate between these two schools of thought, but in
defence of Butchvarov's approach, I would note that it seems to make more intuitive

sense to hold, as those who opt for the ontological perspective typically do, that the
truths (or falsehoods) to which they profess belief are detenninately true (or false) not

only now and in the relatively recent past, that is, when we have translated those truths
(or falsehoods) into language, but that they also were true in the distant past as well,
before the existence of either languages or language-speakers. In other words, realists
believe-or at least should believe, on the view I am advocating-that determinate
truths and falsehoods originate not in language, but in reality itself, ti and so realists
typically also believe that the pan is real.' Moreover, the non-Dunmettian (or
ontological) realist typically rejects Dummett's view that the determination of
statements as true or false depends on our possession of evidence for their truth or
falsity, holding instead that it is the determinacy itselfof states of affairs that is at issue
vis-a-vis realism, not mere statements about states of affairs. Again, this dlows that
states of affairs in the distant past existed in a perfectly objective sense, even in the
absence o f evidence of the existence of those states of affairs, and even if claims about
those states of affairs are never formulated in any language.

ti

In urging that truth originates in the world, rather than in language alone or in

some sort of relation between language and the world, I am, admittedly, espousing a
view not shared by many philosophers. But note that in tying truth to language, even
in part, and assuming that the past is real, one is forced into accepting, for example,
the view that although the world is at least ten billion years old, tnnhs about the world
date back no fuaher than roughly 50,000years. This result, however, strikes me as
absurd, or rather should strike most realists as absurd.

The belief in the reality of the past that I am here attributing to the typical
realist is threatened by the CDCE, given the QW and EC. I discuss this issue and its
implications for realism in more detail in 05.3.
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Roughly speaking, Butchvarov's approach to the nature of realism is
representative of the school of thought I identified above as taking ontology to be the
appropriate point of d e p a m e in philosophy, whereas Dummett's approach to the
realism-anti-realism debate, and to the nature of realism itself, takes as its point of
departure semantics. My suggestion that an isomorphism of sorts holds between the
two schools of thought notwithstanding, I take the approach represented by traditional
metaphysics concerning realism, especially concerning realism about the past, to be
more intuitively plausible than Dummett's account, and so I adopt an ontological
approach to the conception of realism I develop in this study and apply to the analysis
of the problems of QM.

5.1.1 The Independence Plinciple and Realism
The notion of independence is a recurring theme in many standard definitions of
realism. For example, the word appears twice in Butchvarov's definition and once in
Dummett's. But the concept of independence in this context is usually taken for
granted and not clearly spelled out. In this section I articulate a principle which I claim
is a cornerstone of realism. I call this the Independence Principle. This principle
relates directly to many of the philosophical problems of QM discussed later in this
chapter.
Realists typically assert that some thing or things-objects,

events, states of

affairs, properties, relations, the truth-values of statements or the meanings of
statements, for example-are independent of us and our means of determining,
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knowing or experiencing them. But what exactly do these claims about independence
amount to? First, I take such claims to be

claims; that is, they have in

common claims about the independent existence (from us) of certain objects, states of
affairs, truth-values and so on. Secondly, "usn refers, of course, to human beings, but

in general, it is the subjective aspect of our existence-our mindr-that realists are
specifically at pains to stress are what objects, states of affairs, and so on exist
independently of. To sum up, claims about independence in formulations of realism
are claims about the existence of things that are human mind-independent.
Can we say more about the necessary and sufficient conditions underlying this

independence claim and express the claim more rigorously? The answer is yes to both
questions.
Nothing in what I have said so fa. implies that realism is committed to denying
that mental objects and events such as representations, intentions, fantasies, delusions,
dreams, nightmares and so on exist in some sort of objective sense. Indeed, realism

encompasses a broad range of views with respect to the ontological nature and status of
such entities, but realists reject the view that nothing exists outside of human minds.
Such a view would render all objects human mind-dependent, which no realist can
accept. In its weakest form, then, realism is simply the view that not dl objects or
states of affairs and so on are hwnan mind-dependem.
The view that nothing exists other than minds or mind-like entities is
idealism, but note that not all forms of idealism are forms of anti-realism on the basis
of this account of realism. Berkeleyan idealism is a case in point, since God is not a
mere product of human minds in Berkeley's metaphysical system.
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Next, note that although realists typically assert that there exist many mindindependent entities, if we interpret "there aren in the usual sense of the first-order
existential quantifier 3 as meaning "there is at least one," realism strictly speaking only
requires that at least one object (or relation or state of affairs and so on) exists mindindependently. In other words, claims aboiit the number or kinds of objects that are
stipulated to be human mind-independent may be quite weak and stiu fall under the
rubric of realism. Although realists commonly believe in the mind-independent
existence of medium-sized, physical objects of the sort denoted by count nouns, realism
does not even require belief in the existence of physical or materid objects. The
particular kind of entity or entities to which one is committed determines the particular
brand or brands of realism to which one owes allegiance, but the crucial point here is

the commitment itselfto the mind-independent existence of at least one object. So, for
example, whatever other ontological views he might hold, Plato's commitment to the
existence of mind-independent Forms is sufficient to qualify him as a realist.
Commitment to the mind-independent existence of familiar, medium-sized objects such

as tables and chairs, then, is only a sufficient, not necessary, condition for realism.g
Let us next turn to the word 'independent" itself. In ordinary language the
word "independent" sometimes functions, or at least sometimes appears to function, as
a monadic predicate. For example, we make claims like: Sue is single, fZnancially
stable and independent. But dependence and its opposite, independence are, properly

This means that, so far at least, realism does not rule out an event ontology
such as Wheeler's.
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speaking, two-place relations. When we use the word "independent," we imply that
some thing x is in some sense disconnected from some other thing y. So, for example,
we say that Canada is a nation state independent of Cuba, the judiciary is independent
of the executive branch of government, and so on. In this general sense, dependence
and independence may be symmetric relations. For example, the independence as
nation states of Canada and Cuba is symmetrical. But symmetry does not necessarily
hold when it comes to the independent existence of one thing from another. For
example, one might claim that the existence of an artist is independent of the creation
of (at least some of) her works, but deny that the creation of those works is
independent of the artist, although of course once those works have been created, their
existence becomes independent of the artist's existence, at least if we confine ourseIves
to the plastic arts. It is in this way, after all, that an artist's work may endure after the
artist dies. A paradigm example of this asymmetrical nature of the existence relation is
the orthodox Christian conception of the relationship between God and God's creations.

According to orthodox Christian theology, the existence of the world is dependent upon
God, whereas God's existence is independent of God's creations.

In the context of the present discussion, the sense of "independence" is that of
independent existence, which is not necessarily symmetric. That is to say, realism is
committed to the view that at least one object (or state of affairs, or propem, or
relation, and so on) exists independently of all buman minds, but it does not follow

from this, however, that the existence of human minds is independent of the rest of the
world. Realists are free to affirm the mutually independent existence of human minds
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and a world (or something in a world) external to those minds, although many realists
take the existence of human minds to depend on physical or material antedates, such as
human bodies, and some realists, such as Descartes, take the existence of both minds
and physical entities to be dependent on something else, which in his case is God.

Note also that realism requires the independent existence of something from
human minds to be absolure rather than merely relarive. In other words, it is not
enough to establish realism that some object or objects exist independently of some

human mind or minds. Rather, the requirement is that at least one object needs to exist
independently of all human minds. Satisfying the former condition yields only the

human mind-independent existence of some object in the weak sense that the object
exists mind-independently relative to some mind (or minds), whereas what realism
requires is the stronger, absolute form of human mind-independent existence.
We are now in a position to state the Independence Principle (hereafter IP),
which I define as follows:
Independence Principle (IP)

=,

A necessary and s~fficientcondition for

realism is that the existence of not all objects, events, states of affairs,
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properties, relations, truths, truth-values ,I0 or determinate tntths of statements
be human mind-dependent.
In proposing that the IP is a necessary and sufficient condition for realism, I clearly
place a heavy burden on the principle. This burden is all the heavier when one
considers that the idea of construing independence as a relation is somewhat
problematic. Intuitively, a relation is something that somehow connects the relara in
question, whereas to say of something x that it is independent of something y is in a
certain sense to deny that x is connected to y. To deny that a certain relation holds
between two entities does not present conceptual difficulties in general. For example,
in asserting that x is not y's sister, one denies that a connection of a certain sort holds

between x and y . The case of independence is more conceptually problematic,
however, for to deny of some thing x that its existence is connected to any human mind

The idea of human mind-independent truth values might seem odd at first,
but recall that this idea was famously defended by Frege, for whom the referents of
declarative sentences are objectively existing truth values. Frege writes:
By the truth value of a sentence I understand the circumstance that it is true or
false. There are no further truth values. For brevity I call the one the True,
the other the False. Every declarative sentence concerned with the reference of
its words is therefore to be regarded as a proper name, and its reference, if it
has one, is either the T N or
~ the False (in Geach and Black (1970:63)).
Frege adds that "all true sentences have the same reference and so, on the other hand,
do all false sentences" (in Geach and Black (lWO:65)),and also claims that a truth
value "cannot be a part of a thought . . . for it is not a sense but an object" (in Geach
and Black (lWO:64), italics added).
lo

is to affirm a beiief that cannot, a hypothesi, be known to be true on the basis of

human experience.

'

I am not sure if there is a more rigorous way of explicating the notion of

absolute human mind-independence of some entity, although one possibiLity, which
makes use of modal logic but also rests on the controversial assumption that existence
is a predicate, is the claim:
O(x exists & -- 3yy01 exists)),

where x is any entity and the bound variable y ranges over human minds.

The

absolute human mind-dependence of some entity x might then be expressed as:
O((x exists) 4 3y@ exists)).

Note, however, that this proposal, relies on the highly controversial assumption that
existence is a predicate.
On the other hand, the notion of absolute human mind-independence may be an
unanalysable, primitive concept; perhaps it is an aspect of what Fine has in mind in

alluding to the "profound leap of faith" involved in accepting realism.
Notwithstanding the hint of paradox attaching to the IP arising from the notion that
human mind-independence is a relation, however, I take the IP to be a core component
of realism. To broaden our understanding of the centrality of the IP to the nature of

Note that this problem is a generalization of the problem of establishing
grounds for inferring the mind-independent existence of objects in a world postulated to
be external to us, which has bedevilled philosophers from Locke to the present day.
This formulation was first suggested to me, in a slightly different form, by
Mark Gardiner.
l2
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realism, let us consider how this principle relates to some well-laown metaphysical
theories.
One attractive consequence of the IP is that it mles out at Ieast one form of
soiipsism as consistent with realism. The solipsist believes that the world comprises
nothing more than her own mind. But if so, then nothing exists independently of the
solipsist's mind, and therefore according to solipsism the world is absolutely human
mind-dependent. In denying that anything exists other than her mind, the solipsist
collapses the distinction between a subjective, inner world of experience and an
objective, external world. This move, however, is clearly inconsistent with the IP.
Suppose that the solipsist continues to insist that, for all she knows (although
not anyone else), solipsism might be true. This raises the following paradox. If
solipsism really were true, this would have to be mean solipsism is objectively true, but
then one might ask: objectively true in what sense? If a solipsist were to concede that
solipsism is true for no one but her, in that case solipsism would not be objeaively
true, but only true for the solipsist herself, which would mean that solipsism is merely

subjectively true. But if the solipsist were to maintain that solipsism is objectively true,
this could only mean that solipsism is true in tenns of some sort of objective viewpoinz,

or perspective (such as a "God's eyen point of view, for example), and any such
objective viewpoint or perspective would have to be, ex hypothesi, "outside" of the
solipsist's mind, so to speak. To concede this much, however, would be implicitly to
admit that solipsism cannot, strictly speaking, be true.
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The solipsist does, however, have one escape route from this paradox available

to her, which is to insist that the statement: "Solipsism is true" is not a truth of zeroorder logic, but is rather a truth in a higher order of logic. l3 Thus, the paradox can be
averted, but only by invoking a RusseUian or Tarskian hierarchy of orders of logic.
Note also, that this requires that the solipsist's mind is infinite,for only if truth
"outstripsn the solipsist's mind, so to speak, is the paradox averted. The availability of
this move to the solipsist shows us that the IP (and thus realism) also requires that the
world be, in at least this one sense, incomplete.
The solipsist might also object that my argument is based on a distinction
between objectiviq and sutjeecti v i v , and that solipsism rejects this dichotomy. But
what is at issue here is whether it is possible for solipsism to be true, and the point of

my argument is to show that it cannot be true, at least not in any meaningful sense,
inasmuch as a theory or statement is true in a meaningful sense only if it is objectively

true. My argument against finite-mind solipsism also rests on the assumption that
objectivity, and in particular the notion of an objective viewpoint or perspective, is
ontological in nature, but I do not see how this assumption is avoidable. Realism is,
after all, a doctrine about ontology, and it is not clear to me how the notion of
objectivity can be cashed out other than in ontological terms. Moreover, construing
realism in this way yields a reductio ad absurdurn of finite mind solipsism, which is
surely a desirable result.

l3

I thank Mark Gardiner for reminding me of this move.
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On the other hand, not all ontologies based on the existence of minds or mindlike entities are ruled out by the IP. For example, for all their many differences,
Berkeley's idealism and Leibniz' monadology have in common the view that nothing
exists other than minds or entities which are mind-like in nature, but, without entering
into the details of either Berkeley's or Leibniz' metaphysical system, clearly neither of
them is committed to the claim that everything that exists is human mind-dependent.
Berkeley and Leibniz are both theists, and in neither of their respective conceptions of
God is God solely the product of human minds (see also footnote six). That is to say,
God exists objectively according to both Berkeley and Leibniz.
A very broad range of metaphysical systems is consistent with realism as

allowed for by the IP. Plato, Descartes, Frege and even Kant, for example, all posit
the existence of real, human mind-independent entities of various kinds, although of

course those entities differ vastly from each other in their details. Kant's objective
noumenon, for example, is ontologically distinct fiom the realm of phenomena, but
Kant's noumenon, which is epistemically inaccessible and indescribable, is very
different from, say, the external world of Locke, for whom the world as it is in itself
bears significant similarities to the world as we h o w it, the world made manifest to us
via our senses. Moreover, any metaphysical picture which locates human minds within

an external world in terms of an account of how human minds fit into, or arise out of,
a preexisting world, is consistent with the IP. Generally speaking, philosophies which
fall into the tradition of Western materialistic and scientific thought stretching back

through Einstein, Locke, Newton and Aristotle exemplify this metaphysical approach
and so are. in general, compatible with the IP.

5.1.2 Determinacy and Realism
In formulating the IP,I have said little about the nature of the objects, events, states of

affairs, relations, properties, truth values or meanings of statements which I claim
cannot all be human mind-independent for realism to hold. In this section I say more
about a basic condition for "entityhood" that I claim any entity must satisfy in order for
that entity to exist at all. This condition, which I call the Determinacy Principle, is
also a necessary condition for realism, and is linked to the IP at a deep level in the
sense that they both rely on the notion of objectivity in their formulation,
In order for an entity x to be an entity at all, x must have an identify, I4 but what

is it for an entity to have identity? 1 say that in order for x to qualify as an entity it
needs to be ontologicaNy determinate. Without identity, an "entity" x is no entity at
all, whether x exists only at a time or endures over time, and this means that x must be
ontologically individuated from something other than x. l5 The matter of x's

I say that an entity must have an identity rather than must be identifiable
advisedly. For an entiq to be identifiable is an epistemic matter, whereas what is at
issue here is the ontological status of entities. That is, there may exist objects which
are beyond our abilities to identify for various reasons, but it does not follow from this
that no such entities exist.
l4

I say that x must be individmtedfrom something other than x rather than
indivt'dzutable because I take individuatability to be an epistemic matter, whereas,
again, what is at issue here is the ontological status of x.
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individuation, in turn, is a matter of x's ontological determinacy in the sense that x
must be (determinately) one thing rather than another for x to be individuated. I shall
argue that without determinate entities in this sense, realism and the IP along with it
collapse into vacuity.
Recognition, at least implicit recognition, of the link between determinacy and
identity stretches back at least as far as Cratylus in his response to Heraclitus' doctrine
of flux. Heraclitus held that in a world of ceaseless change, one cannot step into the
same river twice. The reason is that in continually changing, any river one enters and
then re-enters will have changed between the time one first enters it and the time one
re-enters it. But if one takes the doctrine of ceaseless change seriously, Cratylus is said
to have responded, then the problem is not that one cannot re-enter the same river, but
that there can be no (ontologically determinate) "river" to enter to begin with! I6 In

order for a river to exist at all, there needs to be, at least at some point in time, a fixed,
determinate entity which bears the identity of that river (although whether such an
entity is ident~jTableby us as a river is a question of our epistemological capacities and
as such a separate question). Cratylus' general challenge to Heraclitus is, in effect, to
question how there could be any fixed, determinate entities at all in a Heraclitean
world of constant flux, ' 7

l6

See for example de Crescenzo (198956).

l7 One might be tempted to shift the ground on Cratylus by asking how it is, on
the other hand, that a fixed, determinate entity could possibly change. I do not wish to
pursue this question further here other than to note that is precisely the question of how
something can change over time and still retain its identity that Aristotle addressed in
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Cratylus' point is well taken, and it serves to draw attention to the close
connection between the concepts of ontological determinacy and identity, which is
succinctly summed up in Quine's famous dictum: no entity wirholct identify. Cratylus'
objection also challenges the school of process metaphysicians or any other view which
eschews the existence of determinate, individual objects or of a determinate world in
general, in favour of the view that individual entities or the world in general is instead

in the process of being or in the process of coming into reality. l8 It is difficult to see
how realism could be reconciled with a thoroughgoing process metaphysics, given that
the whole point of systems of process metaphysics tends to be to obviate the need to
postulate the existence of determinate, individual entitities. If no entity is
individuated- in other words if identity does not apply to any entity-then the basic
self-identity relation x = x does not get off the ground. But in this scenario there could
be nothing for a realist to be a realist about.
We are now in a position to state the Determinacy Principle (hereafter DP),
which I define as follows:
Determinacy Principle @P) =, A necessary and sufficient condition for
realism is the existence of at least one real e n ~ t ywhere
,
some entity x is real if

drawing a distinction between an object's essential and accidental properties.
Whether Heraclitus himself was a thoroughgoing process metaphysician is a
matter of scholarly debate and not an issue I wish to pursue here.

and only if x is onrologiculZy determinate, and where x is ontologically
determinate if and only i f x satisfies the self-identity relation x = x.19

I take ontological determinacy to be intrinsic to the very conception of an entity.
Determinate properties and relations may also hold between entities, provided that the
entities in question are determinate. I do not, however, know what, if anything, to
make of the idea of a p r o p e q being determinately had by an "indeterminate entity, "
nor of the idea of a determinate relation holding between entities if at least one of them
is purportedly indeterminate.
Note that the DP is consistent with Evans' argument in Chapter One that no
given object named by a singular term can be vague on pain of contradiction
(assuming, which I do, that "vague" in Evans' sense of the word is synonymous with
ontological indetermina~y).~~
Note also that a corollary of the DP is the requirement
that real entities must be ontologically difleerenntimed from each other. In other words,
the DP, and so realism as well, require that there exist at least one real difference
between at least two entities. I take real differences to be equivalent to ontologically
determinate difererzces, so a real difference between something x and some other entity

l9 The issue of determinacy conveniently illustrates the difference bemeen the
ontological conception of realism I am developing and realism in Dummett's sense.
Durnmett takes the determinate truth of certain statements to be what is at issue
between realists and anti-realists, whereas a .ontological realist takes the ontological
determinacy of entities themselves to be what is at issue. Note again, however, that
any claim about the ontological determinacy of an entity is inevitably expressed in
terms of a statement, and so the Dummettian realist might insist that the difference is
moot.
20

I return to this point in the next section.
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y is a necessary and sufficient condition for the ontological determinacy of x and y. I
refer to this corollary of the DP as the Real Difference Principle (hereafter RDP) and
define it as follows:

,,A necessary and sufficient condition for

Real Difference Principle (RDP) =

the ontological determinacy of any two entities x and y is that there exist at least

one real difference between x and y. Converseiy, in the absence of any real
difference between two or more "entities, " those "entities" are not ontologically
determinate.
The RDP requires fuaher explanation and defence. In contemporary logic, identity is
definable in second-order logic in terms of the Leibnizian principle of the identig of
indiscernibles as follows: a = b

+F

VX (Xa-+Xb)."

In other words, two individuals

are identical just in case they have or lack all of the same properties. Now while the
identity of indiscernibles is consistent with the RDP, the RDP rules out what a purely
formal rendition of Leibniz' principle does not necessarily make explicit, which is that,
in ontological terms, a and b are not really distinct individuals; a and b must, strictly

speaking, be one and the same entity. More importantly, one consequence of my
intertwining the definitions of ontological determinacy, identity and real difference so
thoroughly in the RDP and the DP is that realism is inconsistent with metaphysical

monism: the doctrine that there exists only one entity. If only one entity exists, then
there cannot be any real differences at all, either between "partsn of that entity or
.

'I

-

.

See BooIos and Jeffrey (1989: 199-200).

between that one "entity" and anything else. In other words, differences for a
metaphysical monist can be nothing more than apparent, as opposed to real. But in
that case the notion of identity cannot even gain purchase. I claim that the concept of
identity-even self-identity-requires

there to exist at least one real difference between

at least two entities, and so the notion of identity cannot gain purchase on an
ontologically monistic WeItamchauung such as the one proposed by Parmenides. In
other words, I claim on the basis of the DP and RDP that for a world lacking any real
(as opposed to apparent) differences between 'entities, " not only are there no (real)

entities for a realist to be a realist abour, but that even self-identity, or x = x, fails.
A consideration of the metaphysical systems of Anaximander and Kant

illustrates the close relationship between the DP and the RDP, as well as their relation
to realism. Anaximander postulated the existence of an indeterminate Ur-element, the

apeiron, an indefinite, formless, chaos or void out of which everything that exists
arises and back to which everything returns.

" A world consisting solely of the apeiron

and in which no entities ever emerge from it would violate the RDP and the DP. Since
Anaximander's apeiron is, ex hypothesi, undifferentiated, there could be no real
difference "between" any "entities" in such a state, nor, of course, does the apeiron
allow for determinate objects to exist. There is literally nothing for a realist to be a
realist a b o in
~ such a state, and so the minimal requirement for realism as defied by
the DP and the RDP, is not met. I am not concerned here to argue that Anaximander
-- --

*

-

See De Crescenzo (1989:18-22}.

really is an anti-realist; I am merely pointing out how, considered on its own,
Anaximander's apeiron relates to the RDP, DP and realism?
Were one to hold that it is theoretically possible that a world exists which only
ever comprises the apeiron, and that this possibility could be truly asserted in the form
of a statement, an interesting paradox arises. If only the apeiron exists, then
statements are a part of the apeiron. But then the question arises: Is the statement:
"The world consists of nothing but the indetenninate apeiron* itself determinately true?
Call the statement within the quotation marks in the previous sentence X. If X belongs
to the formless, indeterminate apeiron, then to the extent that X itself is deteminare or
deteminarely true, it follows that not everything is indeterminate, contra
Anaximander's account of the original state of the world. But if X does indeed belong
to the apeiron, the question about the determinate truth of X, given that X is now
assumed to be indetenninate, could not even arise. I take this paradox to constitute a
reductio ad absurdurn of the view that nothing exists other than Anaximander's
apeiron.
Anaximander's apeiron makes for an interesting contrast with Kant's
nournenon. Kant allows for the existence of a realm of noumenal objects (things-inthemselves), as opposed to the phenomenal realm of objects, which are objects as they

As it is, Anaximander held that the earth and other bodies separate out from
the apeiron at some point, and so Anaximander's overall ontology does not consist
solely of an undifferentiated apeiron. The point here is that Anaximander needs to
postulate the real difference of at least one thing x from something else y for his
metaphysics to satisfy both the DP and the RDP with respect to x and y.
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are constituted in our experience. But he rejects all speculation about the nature of

objects as things-in-themselves as outside the scope of possible human knowledge. The

noumenal realm, then, is indeterminate only reIative to sensible beings such as
ourselves. So whereas the apeiron is apparently intended to be indeterminate in an
absolute sense, Kant's nomenal objects are at most indeterminate relative to beings
with certain cognitive capacities. For this reason, Kant's noumenal realm is not,
strictly speaking, necessarily incompatible with realism. Note that were Kant's

noumenal objects indeterminate in an absolute sense, there would be no point in
referring to the plural "nournenamor 'nournend objects," since a single,
undifferentiated nournenon would suffice.
On the basis of the DP and RDP,realism is consistent with a world which

contains only a single human mind, provided that that mind does not exhaust all that
exists." The reality of the difference between a determinate mind and something else
is sufficient to satisfy the DP and the RDP, and is thus sufficient to get realism off the
ground.
Let us approach the above argument in a slightly different way. Suppose, per

impossibile, that there is nothing but the formless, indeterminate apeiron. This would
mean that the world would have to be somehow objectively indeterminate. But what
would it mean to claim that the world is objectively indeterminate? If this claim were

Note that the scenario I describe here is different from solipsism. The world
I am describing contains a single mind, but this is different from a world which
consists in nothing but a single mind.
24
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to mean anything, it would be that there is some perspective-not

a subjedve one, but

objective-in terms of which it is the case that the world is indeterminate. But how
could there be any such perspective if everything is indeterminate or if there are no real
differences between things? Either the perspective in question (from which it is said to
be the case that the world is indeterminate) is in the world, or it is not. If one insists

that this perspective-however

one conceives of "perspectiven-is part of the world,

then this perspective cannot be objective, since the perspective itself would be

undifferentiated from the formless, indeterminate void postulated to constitute the
world.
On the other hand, if one were to suppose that this perspective is not part of an
indeterminate plenum, in other words if one supposes that this perspective is "outside"
of the apeiron, then both the DP and the RDP are satisfied. The RDP is satisfied
because in this case there would be a real difference between the world and the
objective perspective on the world, and the DP is satisfied because any real difference

would signify the real (or in other words, determinate) existence of something, which
in this case is the perspective in question. But then it would no longer be the case that

everything is indeterminate.
It follows from what I have said in this subsection that attempts to render
coherent the notion of an "indeterminate entity" are doomed. A redunio ad absurdurn
follows from the idea that the world, or any entity within it, is really indeterminate.
Suppose one attempts to extend ontological indeterminacy to the world as a whole.
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The result, global indeterminacy, would mean that everything is indeterminate, but this
view leads to the absurd conclusion that indeterminacy itself is indeterminate. Such a
world would not only be one about which nothing at all could be truly asserted, but one
which could not, strictly speaking, even conceivably exist.
The IP, DP and RPD all contribute towards spelling out the notion of
objecriviq. To claim of some thing x that it exists independently of any human mind is

to hold, in other words, that x's existence is objective. Moreover, to say of something
x that x is ontologically determinate is to also to affirm that its existence is objective.

And to say of some difference between two things that that difference is real is to imply
that the difference in question is an objenive difference. I do not, to repeat, suggest

that it folIows from this that realists are committed to ruling out the existence of
subjective or mental objects (such as mental representations, intentions, and so on),
although it should be noted that the question of the objective existence of the contents
of thought is a matter of intense and ongoing debate in metaphysics?

I have not attempted in this subsection to describe all of the features,
consequences or conditions of realism, although in the next subsection I say a little
more about some concepts traditionally associated with realism. Rather, I have simply
sketched those conditions underlying realism which are relevant to the concerns of this
study, namely determinacy and independence. Properly understood, then, anti-realism

25 A well-known example of an issue in this area is the controversy Thomas
Nagel (1974) stirred in arguing that there is something that it is objectively like to be a
bat and that the nature of a bat's experience is fundamentally alien to us.
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involves, inter alia, the rejection of either the IP or the DP (or its corollary, the RDP).

I do not wish to discuss at length here the various forms that anti-realism might take,
other than to note that the cIairn that the worId only ever consists of Anaximander's
apeiron, for example, qualifies as a form of anti-realism, as does solipsism. Note that
while solipsism violates the IP, it also violates the DP and RDP. This is because since

any "differences" between "entities" in the finite mind solipsist's world are not
objective, they can only ever be apparent rather than real, and so there do not exist,
strictly speaking, any (ontologically determinate) entities in the finite mind solipsist's
world for her to be a realist about-

5.I .3 Scienlific Realism and Metaphysical Redism
The sketch of realism presented so far in this section leaves much unsaid about several
concepts and issues traditionally associated with realism, including causation, the
mzire of truth, the nature of theories about the world and bivalence. The purpose of

this subsection is to fill in a few of these gaps and to relate the conception of realism
that I am in the process of developing to scientific realism.
The following passage by Putnam serves as a convenient starting point for
further discussion of realism and some of the issues identified above. Putnarn writes:

[wlhat makes the metaphysical realist a metaphysical realist is his belief that
there is somewhere "one true theoryn (two theories which are true and complete
descriptions of the world would be mere notational variants of each other). In
company with a correspondence theory of truth, this belief in one true theory
requires a ready-made world (an expression suggested in this c o ~ e c t i o nby
NeIson Goodman): the world itself has to have a "built-inn structure since

otherwise theories with different structures might correctly "copyn the world
(from different perspectives) and truth would lose its absolute (non-perspectival)
character (1983:211, italics in original).

Putnarn is quite right to point out that for the realist, truth in general, and truths about
the world in particular, are absolute (dthough %on-human" is better than %onperspectival"). But while many realists are correspondence theorists-that

is, believe

that a true statement somehow coresponds to some (determinate) object or state of
affairs in the world to which that statement refers-it does not follow from this that
realism is tied to a correspondence theory of trutkz6 What does follow from the
conception of truth as absolute is that realists are committed to the existence of some
sort of determinate reality external to human minds. Moreover, the essentially non-

Frege is an example of one such realist. Frege firmly believes in the
objective realicy of mathematical objects, logical truths and truth values as the referents
of sentences, but rejects the correspondence theory of truth. He writes:
[i]t would only be possible to compare an idea with a thing if the thing were an
idea too. And then, if the first did correspond perfectly with the second, they
would coincide. But this is not at d l what people intend when they define truth
as the correspondence of an idea with something real. For in this case it is
essential precisely that the reality shall be distinct fkom the idea. But then there
can be no complete correspondence, no complete truth. So nothing at alI would
be true: for what is only half-true is untrue. Truth does not admit of more or
less. But could we not maintain that there is truth when there is correspondence
in a certain respect? But which respect? For in that case what ought we to do
so as to decide whether something is m e ? We should have to inquire whether
it is tnce that an idea and a reality, say, correspond in the specified respect.
And then we should be confronted by a question of the same kind, and the game
could begin again. So the attempted explanation of auth as correspondence
breaks down. And any other attempt to define truth also breaks down. For in a
definition certain characteristics would have to be specified. And in application
to any particular case the question would always arise whether it were true that
the characteristics would have to be present. So we should be going round in a
circle (Salmon and Soames 1988:35, italics in original).
26

epistemic nature of truth to which the realist is committed means that truth may not be
definable in epistemic or linguistic terms .=
Note also that to the extent that realists believe that the world is determinateIy
one way and not another, and that truth is non-perspectival in nature, realists believe

that there is "one true theory" of the world, as Putnam suggests, but it does not follow
from this that this one true theory is now, or ever will be, known by anyone.

The one

true theory of the world so cherished by realists is typically something realists hope is
also epistemically accessible, but epistemic access to the truth is certainly not a favour
the world owes anyone. A world that is ultimately incomprehensible would dash the

hopes and aspirations of rationalist philosophers, who follow in the footsteps of Plato,
but as a matter of logic it does not follow from this either that the world is not
objectively real or that the world or its contents is indeterminate.
Putnam goes on to assert that:

[t]he materialist metaphysician often takes causal relations as an example of
built-in structure. Events have causes; objects have "causal powers. " And he
proudly proclaims his realism about these, his faith that they are "in" the world
itself, in the metaphysical realist sense (1983:211, italics in original).
Note that although many realists happen to be materialists, materialism is by no means

a necessary condition of realism. Matter is but one of a number of substances, and

27 Indeed, the indefinability of truth is actually a theorem in mathematical logic,
a result which follows fiom Gtidel's proof of the incompleteness of arithmetic.

Boyd (1989:19-20) denies that realism implies the existence of one true
theory, but his argument rests on spuriously insisting that there is a fundamental
difference between one true theory in the model theoretic sense and some other kind of
true theory.
28
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realists are perfectly free to reject materialism without thereby having their credentials

as realists impugned. Note also that while Putnam is again right to imply that realists

often take causal relations so seriously as to invoke such decidedly non-Humean
concepts as "causal powers," a non-Humean account of causation is not a necessary
condition of realism. For all the realist bows, for example, there may well exist a
capricious or fickle God Who plays dice with the world. A world governed by such a
Being could be objective, real and consistent with a Humean account of causation. Of
course, the notion of postulating the existence of God is itself non-Humean in spirit,
but what is at issue here is what a realist is committed to with respect to c~usation,and
the scenario I have painted shows that realism stands or falls neither with a robust

theory of causality nor with the postulation of causal powers, whatever other
philosophical virtues such accounts of causality might have. In short, God, pace
Einstein, might play dice with the world.
What, then, of the relationship between realism and scieniific realism? There

are at least two versions of scientific realism, versions which are closely related but
nevertheless distinguishable.
The basic commitment of the realist, as we have seen, is a belief in the
existence of determinate, human mind-independent entities of some sort, but as it
stands, this commitment leaves entirely open the nature of the entities or kinds of
entities in question. A realist's inventory of entities may include material substances,
immaterial substances, a combination of both, or elements belonging to an altogether
different ontological category or categories. A very skeptical realist might even

profess agnosticism with respect to what entities or kinds of entities exist, but
nevertheless profess allegiance to realism. In this context, a scientific realist is anyone
who accepts as real at least some of the entities postulated by science, where those
entities might include: fennions, virtual particles, forces, fields (such as
electromagnetic fields), black holes, genes, atoms, molecules, and so on. We may call
this scientific entiq reaIisrn.
Another form of realism has to do with the nature and status of scientific
theories and is given a clear and concise formulation by van Fraassen, who writes:

[slcience aims to give us, in its theories, a literally true story of what the world
is like; and acceptance of a scientific theory involves belief that it is true
(1980:8,italics in original).
Here, the emphasis is on the relationship between scientific theories and truth, and in
this context a realist is, as van Fraassen says, someone who takes science to aim at
yielding scientific theories that are "literally true." We may call this scientific theory
realism. There is no question of realists needing to choose between these two forms of
scientific realism, and indeed, from a realist point of view, acceptance of either one of
them provides motivation for acceptance of the other. After all, the entities postulated
by science are invariably embedded within scientific theories, and realists typically take

the reality of the scientific entities they believe in to constitute grounds for accepting
the truth of the theories within which those entities are postulated, and vice-versa.

Both scientific entity realism and scientific theory realism fall under the rubric
of the conception of realism developed in the previous three subsections. For the

scientific entity realist, whatever scientific entities she accepts as real are taken by her
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to exist determinately and independently of all human minds, while for the scientific
theory realist, scientific theories are, if not literally true, at least intended to be
objectively true accounts of the nature of the world; and, if we are lucky, they really

are objectively true (in a human mind-independent sense).
In the context of the interpretation of QM and this study, both scientific entity
and scientific theory realism come into play. The realist is motivated to study and

interpret QM in order to show how and that QM can yield a literally true picture of the
world, but this brings with it the need to give some sort of realist account of at Least
some of the entities referred to by QM, whether those entities be particles, waves, qsystems, measurement interactions, wave functions or entities of some other kind.
Indeed, the problem of interpreting QM qw theory in realist terms-that

is, the

problem of explaining how the world can be objectively quantum mechanical in
nature-boils

down to the problem of explaining how quantum mechanical entities can

be rendered objectively real or human mind-independent. Of course, the Janus-faced,
wave and particle-like nature of q-systems is famously symptomatic of the difficulties
involved in rendering q-systems objectively real. It is this set of problems to which the
remainder of this study is addressed. But whether the focus be on entities or theories,
the realist strictures outlined in the earlier subsections of this section must be satisfied,

which means that either the entities postulated by the interpreter of QM or the truth of

QM qua scientific theory must be objective and human mind-independent.

This brings to a close the discussion of the nature of realism and scientific
realism." Equipped with this framework, we are now in a position to delve more
systematically into the problems raised by QM in the previous chapters and relate them
to the conceptions of realism and scientific realism outlined above. We begin by
revisiting the problems of indeterminacy raised in Chapters One and Two in the light of
this conception of realism, the QUP and EC .

5.2 Aspects of Indeterminacy in QM and Realism

The primary focus of this section is a consideration of relationships between the
problems of indeterminacy identified in Chapters One and Two, and the conception of
realism outlined in $5.1. We begin with a return to Chapter One and the double-slit
experiment.
The double-slit experiment highlights some of the philosophically perplexing
features of the wave-particle duality of q-systems, in particular quantum indeterminacy

" There is one issue closely associated with realism that I have not commented
upon thusfar, which is the relationship between realism and the principle of bivalence.
I shall confine myself to some brief remarks, Dummett (1978:xix)draws a distinction
between the law of excluded middle, a law of logic that asserts the truth of every
instance of the schema: "A V A, " and the principle of bivalence, a sernantic
principle which asserts that every statement is either true or false. Dummett claims
that it is "generally acknowledged" (1978:xix)that the latter entails acceptance of the
former but that the converse does not hold. A reason for thinking that the former does
not entail the latter is that there are statements which we might lack the means to show
to be false. An example of such a statement is: "There are one hundred consecutive
sevens somewhere in the decimal expansion of pi." Whether realism is committed to
both the law of excluded middle and the principle of bivalence, and whether they entail
each other are matters of debate beyond the scope of this study.

-
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and, as I shall argue later in this section, quantum nomeparability. Much of Chapter

One was devoted to a critical evaluation of E p s ' attempts to explicate ontological
indeterminacy in realist terms. I argued there that his arguments concerning both
indeterminacy in general and with respect to the behaviour of q-systems in the doubleslit experiment in particular, are unsuccessful. In the light of the cenaal role I assign
to the DP in the formulation of realism, however, the significance of the need for a
realist interpretation of the apparent ontological indeterminacy exhibited by q-systems
should now be abundantly clear. Let us review the main problems and arguments
relating to indeterminacy that appeared in Chapter One.
Recall that the apparent indeterminacy associated with q-systems in the doubleslit experiment arises when both slits L, and L, are open and individual q-systems
traversing the diaphragm are in an eigenstate of momentum. The interference effects
which appear at the barrier B in such circumstances are explained f o d y by the state
QM assigns to the q-systems, each one of which is in a superposition of position states

as it traverses the diaphragm. Less formally, this means that the q-systems seem to be
"smeared out" in their trajectories between the source S and the barrier B. Now if we
regard, or at least fry to regard, q-systems under these circumstances as particles, one
might be tempted to conclude that the double-slit experiment shows that ontologically

indeterminate particies exist. Krips takes this line, and tries to explain how realism can
account for ostensibly indetermbate objects in general and q-systems in particular.
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Against Krips, I argued first that the putative cases of indeterminate macroscale
entities that he cites, such as the "indeterminacy" of Melbourne, do not constitute

genuine cases of ontological indeterminacy and do not require us to formulate a realist
theory of indeterminate objects. Secondly, I argued that in any case the analogy he
attempts to draw between macroscale objects and q-systems is ffawed due to the
fundamentally different ontological and physical considerations which apply to entities
such as, say, Melbourne and electrons. I hastened to add that while the point of the
QUP is precisely to rule out such physical differences, this concession only takes Krips
out of the frying pan and into the fire, so to speak, because, if anything, it is the
bizarre behaviour of quantum objects (as opposed to problems of putatively
indeterminate classical objects) that pose the most vexing difficulties for realists.
Next, I defended an argument produced by Evans designed to refute the view
that there exist vague objects and that the existence of vague objects gives rise to

identity statements lacking a determinate truth value. I concurred with Evans, and took
his argument to count heavily against the existence of vague objects in general, and
against Krips in particular. I went on to consider an objection Lowe raises to Evans'
argument, but concluded that Lowe's objection is successfully rebutted by French and
Krause, and also by Noonan. Finally, I briefly considered a proposal due to French
and Krause designed to circumvent the apparent problems of quantum indeterminacy.

Their proposal makes use of the idea of %on-individual" objects, objects which are

said by them to exist without being individuated.
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I questioned the coherency of the idea of postulating objects of this kind,
however, arguing that %on-individual" objects do not satisfy the conditions for
assigning entityhood. The discussion of identity and the DP in the previous section
should make clearer why I doubt the coherency of the French and Krause proposal.
Consider the ontologicai status of two putatively non-individual or non-individuated
"objects. " To the extent that two such "objectsn are really supposed to lack
individuality, they would be ontologically undifferentiated from each other and fiom
their surroundings. But if so-and
result-such

I do not see how French and Krause can avoid this

"objectsn would lack identity, even self-identity, and so would fail to meet

the conditions I outlined in the previous sections for either entityhood or ontological
determinacy. Unfortunately, then, French and Krause's proposal leaves us no closer to

a coherent account of indeterminate q-systems.
Given the central role I assign to ontological determinacy in providing grounds
for the very existence of objects, and given the QUP and EC, it should come as no
surprise that we should find the accounts offered by Krips and French and Krause of
ostensibly indeterminate quantum objects to be unsatisfactory. But if the notion of an
indeterminate object is, indeed, an oxymoron in terms of the account of realism I
develop, the emergence of indeterminacy problems in the double-slit experiment in
particular, but also in other areas of QM, can be seen to arise, at least in part, from our
perfectly natural-and perhaps even inevitable-predisposition to conceive of q-systems

as objects. 1 say "perfectly naturaln and "perhaps even inevitable" because although
the experimental results upon which the interpretation of the double-slit experiment is
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based are essentially statistical, the statistics emerge fkom "hits* at the barrier B, we
naturally interpret these "hits" as resulting from the behaviour of many individual
objects.
On the other hand, wave-particle duality leaves open an alternative

interpretation of q-systems as wave-like entities, an interpretation which has the virtue
of accounting quite naturally for the interference pattern observed at B when both slits
are open. But the problem with this is to explain how it is that wave-like entities are

always found to be localized, particle-like systems when subjected, either directly or
indirectly, to position measurements. How and why, in other words, do wave-like
entities collapse into particles only in certain circumstances? This simply recapitulates
the measurement problem, specifically the problem of accounting for the relationship
between E processes and R events.
The problem of the apparent indeterminacy exhibited by q-systems in the
double-slit experiment is thrown into sharp relief by the QW and EC. Taken
together, EC and the QUP rule out the presence of hidden variables over and above the
orthodox QM formalism, variables which might provide an account of q-systems as
determinate, real objects, and which also might account for why q-systems invariably
appear to us to be indererminute in certain circumstances. Recall also that the QW
states that physical systems at all scales of size and energy are q-systems. In
particular, this implies that, in principle, medium-sized entities which populate the
world around us, entities we naturally tend to think of as objects in the classical sense,
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are also subject to interference effects and wave-like behaviour characteristic of

microscale q-systems in double-slit experiments. Of course, the vastness of the scales
of time and distance required to elicit interference effects in experiments with
macroscale objects mean that performing real world double-slit experiments with
macroscopic q-systems is a practical impossibility, but the point is that on the basis of
the QUP and EC, quantum effects should even apply to macroscale objects such as
tables and chairs.

I do not think that a satisfactory realist interpretation of the apparent ontological
indeterminacy of q-systems in the double-slit experiment is currently available, given
the QUP and EC. On the one hand, the double-slit experiment appears to provide

evidence that q-systems are ontologically indeterminate, but on the other hand I argued
in the previous section that the very notion of real, indeterminate entities is absurd.
This is not to suggest that the behaviour of q-systems cannot be explicated in realist

terms, but rather that what is likely to be required for further progress to occur in this
area is either a different approach to the interpretation of QM from the one adopted in
this study so far, or eIse the emergence of some new physical phenomena or

observations which lead to the extension or replacement of QM as a theory of the
fundamental constituents of the world.
The problems of indeterminacy considered so far in this section are due, at least
in part, to attempts to conceive of q-systems as particles in the classical sense. One
might ask whether changing our ontological picture of the nature of q-systems from
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particles or dual, wave-particle systems to some other picture helps solve some of these
problems. An example of one such alternative outlook is found in Wheeler's
interpretation of QM and delayed-choice type experiments, to which we return next.

5.2.0 Wheeler's @anturn Events, the Indeterminacy of the Past and Realism

In Chapter Two we discussed a generic experiment first described in detail by John
Wheeler called the DCE, a cosmoIogical variant of the DCE called the CDCE, and
Wheeler's interpretations of delayed-choice-type experiments and QM. We noted there
that tension arises from the objective and subjective strands present in Wheeler's
analysis of quantum mechanical measurements in DCEs, and we also explored some
aspects of his ontology, which consists of elementary, observer-observed quantum
observations, or simply quantum events. The purpose of this subsection is to determine
whether Wheeler's event ontology and interpretation of measurement in QM are
compatible with the conception of realism I have developed in this chapter, and in
particular to determine whether, and if so how, the indmerminacy of the past, which is
a salient feature of his interpretation of the CDCE, presents problems for realism.
Recall that Wheeler's interpretation of QM is motivated by his analysis of DCEs
and the CDCE, and is also shaped by the fact that he builds his ontology exclusively on
quantum mechanical foundations. This makes the resulting ontology especially relevant
to this study because this means his ontology is consistent with the QUP and EC. The
two main issues we investigate in this subsection, then,are the nature of his quantum
event ontology and the implications for realism of the conclusion he reaches that the
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past is indeterminate, although, as we shall see, these issues are somewhat clouded by
Wheeler's own apparent vacillation about whether quantum measurements are objective
or subjective in nature. Let us begin with a brief review and analysis of Wheeler's
event ontology.
We saw in Chapter Two that the introduction of a delayed choice element into
split-beam-type experiments (of which the double-slit experiment is one), only
exacerbates the difficulties already revealed by double-slit experiment related to trying
to interpret q-systems as classical particles. Delaying the decision as to whether to
measure wave- or particle-like aspects of q-systems in split-beam-type experiments
extends the problem of indeterminacy in QM in the sense that DCEs, and especially
CDCEs, seem to suggest that, in principle, q-systems may have no determinate
existencefor arbitrarily long periodr of time as either wave- or particle-like systems.
Given this result, and the fact that the eventual determination of q-systems in such
experiments as deterrninately one kind of physical system or another seems to depend
critically on acts of observation, or measurements, the very assumption that q-systems
exist as individual entities at all comes into question.
Wheeler's response to this state of affairs is to interpret the DCE and CDCE as
indicating that the world is constructed not of q-systems qua individual entities, but
rather consists of large numbers of quantum events, each one of which has both an
observer and observed component. Wheeler is prepared to accept the result that the
past is indeterminate as a consequence of the CDCE and is also willing to accept the
idea that physical laws, and even spacetime itself, are merely statistical phenomena
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emerging from the random quantum events he takes to be the sole constituents of the
world. Wheeler's ontology is atomistic and, in the sense that his atoms have an
observational component, idealistic as well, but, as we noted in Chapter Two, his
metaphysics also differs significantly from that of Leibniz, with whom Wheeler's
metaphysical outlook bears some striking resemblances. This, in a nutshell, is
Wheeler's interpretation of QM. But what are we to make of his interpretation of QM,
and to what extent does it contribute to the solution of problems of indeterminacy in

QM?
In my view, Wheeler's interpretation of QM has a number of strengths. For
example, I take his interpretation of q-systems as events to be superior in many respects
to the conventional conception of q-systems either as entities with dual, wave- and
particle-like characteristics. But more importantly, the problem with this and most
other conventional approaches to the ontology of q-systems is that they fail to take
adequate account of the role of observan'on in QM, a problem which looms all the
larger in this study given the effective exclusion of HV approaches by EC and the

QUP. Moreover, the idea of an event ontology does, in my view, make much more
sense of the results of DCEs than do most other conventional interpretations of QM.
But if, as I argued in the previous section, the notion of an ontologically indeterminate
entity is incoherent, then so is the notion of an indeterminate q-system, especially one
which may, in principle, supposedly remain indeterminate for an arbitrarily long period
of time, as is the case with observed components of Wheeler's quantum measurement
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events in the CDCE. In this respect, however, Wheeler's ontology is no more tenable
than conventional, non-HV ontologies of q-systems, such as those according to which

q-systems undergo E processes. So while Wheeler's quantum events, with their
observer and observed components, vitiate t a k of indeterminacy attaching to q-systems
qua individual objects, his interpretation does still not necessarily satisfy the constraints

of a realist interpretation of QM.
Another drawback of Wheeler's interpretation of QM is that it requires us to

accept that the past is unreal, a price Wheeler himself seems willing to pay. Is this
price one that a realist can live with? In my discussion of Dummett and the nature of
realism in 55.1.0, I argued that realists typically assume that the past is real (or
determinate), and that this is one respect in which the ontological approach to realism I
endorse has more intuitive appeal than Dummett's semantic approach. Having said
this, however, I must concede that the reality of the past is not a necessary condition of
realism. Recall that realism requires that there exist real (or determinate) entities and
that not all entities be human minddependent, but none of this implies that realists are
required to be realists about the past. Indeed, realists are free to deny the reality of
much, if not all, of the world of everyday experience without thereby disavowing
realism. An example of one such realist is Plato, who relegates the world around us,
the world of our everyday experience, to the realm of mere appearances. Plato, of
course, is a realist by virtue of his realism about an abstract, transcendental realm of

Forms, but the point here is that from a realist point of view, Plato's anti-realism about
the world around us shows us that anti-realism about the world of appearances can be
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extended to the past without threatening realism per se. One might reject Plato's
account of the ontological nature and status of the familiar "objects" in the world
around us as unsatisfactory, but that is beside the point. The point here is that realism
is consistent with some quite minimal, unconventional and even extreme ontological
doctrines.
But while Wheeler's anti-realism about the past is, strictly speaking, consistent
with realism, we have seen that the same does not apply to all aspects of his thinking

about QM. Another problem with Wheeler's interpretation is the inconsistency present
in his writings concerning the nature of observation in QM-specifically concerning

whether observation is wholIy objective or has a subjective component. On the one
hand, Wheeler makes frequent reference to "observer-participancy" as a defining
feature of QM, but on the other hand he also maintains that consciousness plays no
essential role in measurement interactions, and that objective processes such as the
blackening of a photographic plate by a photon can may constitute a measurement, or,
as WheeIer puts it, bring to a close a measurement interaction.
The difference between objective and subjective accounts of measurement in
QM is all-important in determining whether Wheeler's interpretation is consistent with

realism. To see why, consider the difference that the two sorts of accounts makes to
the determinacy (or otherwise) of Wheeler's quantum events. If quantum measurement
interactions are objective, then quantum events can safely be assumed to be fixed and
determinate once those interactions are brought to a close by some objective
measurement process (such as the blackening of a photographic plate by a photon). In
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this case, the indeterminacy of quantum events originating in the past is eventually
dispelled, because according to Wheeler the world is made up of measurement
interactions, which er hypothesi are processes which are brought to a close by acts of
observation. If these acts of observation do not require human minds to be brought to
completion, but can, in principle, be performed instead by non-human measuring
apparatuses, then not only is measurement in QM not essentially human minddependent, but quantum events can be regarded as perfectly objective, determinate and
fixed once and for aIl upon completion of the relevant measurement processes.
On the other hand, if quantum events have an irreducibly subjective component,
the implications for realism are quite different. In this case it might seem, at least

prima facie, as if measurement interactions also eventually become determinate, albeit

only when human observers bring them to conclusion with conscious acts of
observation. Further consideration, however, reveals that matters are not so simple
and that inclusion of the word "seemn in the previous sentence is not misplaced. The
problem with allowing that quantum events are human mind-dependent is that in this
case quantum indeterminacy remains as pervasive as ever, due to the Wigner Friend
Paradox. The reason is that Wigner's reasoning is extendable to quantum events.
Suppose some quantum event, call it X, is brought to completion (in the past) by some
human observer Y. X (or, in Wigner's terms, the combined system X + Y) , now
appears to be determinate, at least with respect to Y, but there are no grounds for

assuming that X (or X + Y) is determinate with respect to any other human observer($).

Moreover, Wigner's reasoning actually dictates that the q-system with which Y
interacts is indeterminate with respect to all other human observers because it is a
component of the combined system X

+ Y, which is, in formal terms, a superposition

of states with respect to all other observers Z, Zf, Z", and so on. Furthermore, the
event X will become indeterminate even for Y as soon as X enters the past, for QM
gives us no reason to think that Ys' past is any more real for Y than for any other
(human) observer, and Y,recall, is a component of X

+ Y!

The implications for realism of the idea that Wheeler's quantum events contain

an irreducibly subjective component should now be apparent. If a subjective account of
measurement is given for Wheeler's quantum events, the only option we are left with in
interpreting quantum events (as usual, given the QUP and EC), is a form of
solipsism-instantaneous solipsism. Unfortunately, however, we are not at liberty
simply to reject the subjective interpretation of Wheeler's quantum events as untenable
in favour of an objective interpretation. The reason is that there are powerful reasons
for doubting that objective interpretations of measurement in QM are tenable at all,
including Wigner's argument and other problems discussed in Chapter Four, some of
which we return to below.
In summary, Wheeler's event ontology vitiates the problem of the
indeterminacy of q-systems regarded as individual particles, although as he himself
shows, a consideration of DCEs forces us to accept the indeterminacy of the past (at
least in some form). I argued that the indeterminacy of the past as it relates to
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individual quantum events are dispelled if an objective account of quantum events is
available, but that in any case, the determinacy of the past is not, strictly speaking, a
necessary condition of redism. Unfortunately, however, this does not mean that
Wheeler's interpretation of QM is consistent with realism. The reason for this is that
Wheeler's measurement interactions are not immune to problems of subjectivity in the
theory of quantum measurement such as the Wigner Friend Paradox. And as we shall
see below, subjectivity in quantum mechanical measurement processes remains the
central problem in reconciling QM with realism.

5.3 Independence and Separability in QM and Realism
As we saw in § 5 . I , the notion of independence, specifically as it finds expression in
terms of the IP,is central to the definition of realism. The main purpose of this
section is to relate the IP to the related notion of separability as they appezr in various
theoretical and experimental contexts in QM, as discussed mainly in Chapters One,
Three and Four. We begin with a review of the way independence relates to the
strange behaviour of q-systems in the double-slit experiment. The subsection after that
takes up the nature of the relationships between separability, locality and independence,
while the final subsection of this section is concerned with the issue of isolability and

its implications for the IP and realism.
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5.3.0 The &ps Independence Assumption and the Independence Principle
Recall from Chapter One that one of the puuling features of the double-slit experiment
is that it would seem, at least from a classical perspective, that in passing through one
of the slits L, or &, a q-system should remain unaffected by whether the other slit is
open or closed. I formulated this assumption in terms of the Krips Independence
Assumption (KIA), which is given by the conditional probabilities:

PE(xl& open and L, open) =
PAXlL, open and L, closed) or (L, closed and L, open)),
where PAX)expresses the probability that a q-system in the beam E lands in close
proximify to some point x on the barrier 23. Supposing that q-systems are individual
particles which travel with continuous trajectories in the manner of classical particles,
we would expect that a q-system traversing the diaphragm via either one of the slits
would be unaffected by whether the other slit is open or closed. On this assumption,
we would expect additivity to apply to the probabilities on the right hand side of the
above equation and for the equality to hold, notwithstanding the fact that the terms on
the two sides of the equals sign express probabilities deriving from direrent
experimental arrangements. But of course this equality, the KIA, is violated in the
double-slit experiment.
Leaving questions about the ontological determinacy of q-systems to one side,
this result indicates that, inter alia, the behaviour of a q-system traversing one of the
slits is not independent of distant, spacelike separated events or states of affairs,
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specifically events or states of affairs to do with the position of the other slit. From a
classical perspective at least, these distant events should not be causally relevant to the
behaviour of the q-system in question. In Chapter One we investigated two possible
problems with the reasoning that would lead us to expect that the KIA should be
obeyed. One is the distributive law of logic, upon which the derivation of the above
equality relies, and the other is the KIA itself. I argued there that the problem with the
former, which involves giving up classical logic and adopting a form of quantum logic
in its place, is that quantum logical strategies do not resolve the underlying

philosophical difficulties of QM, but rather merely recast them in precise, formal
terms. But what, if anything,does acceptance of the fact that the KIA fails mean for
the IP and realism?
First, note that nonlocal quantum effects manifest themselves in other areas of
QM as well, most conspicuously in Bell-type experiments (to which we return in the

next subsection). Although there are important differences between them, a feature
common to the two types of experiments is that there appears to be some form of

acrion at a distance at work in both cases. In the double-slit experiment, the actions
and distant effects in question relate to whether either of the slits is opened or closed
between the time q-systems leave the source and amve at the barrier B, actions which
affect the behaviour of q-systems at the other slit and at B. Moreover, as the delayedchoice principle suggests, these distant effects can be elicited, in principle, even when
the decision to open or close a slit is delayed until q-systems are arbitrarily close to B.
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At first sight, it would appear that the problem with the distant effects produced
in the double-slit experiment and reflected in the violation of the KIA are associated
with what, at least from the perspective of classical physics, are causally anomalous
phenomena. But given EC, the possibility that causal anomalies in the case of the

double-slit experiment can somehow be explained by hidden variables is ruled out. In
the absence of some son of HV theory, however, I doubt that a satisfactory way of
explaining the causal anomalies revealed by the failure of the KIA is available, but as I
argued in 85.1.3, although realists typically take causal relations seriously, realism is
not, strictly speaking, dependent on a non-Humean account of causation. Realism
without a robust theory of causation may be an impoverished and highly unsatisfactory

theory for most realists, especially scientific realists, but to repeat, causality is not a
necessary condition for realism. To this extent, then, realism is consistent with the
violation of the KIA.
As far as the IP is concerned, recall that this principle is concerned with human

mind-independence, and so far no mention has been made of human minds in
connection with the KIA. If the dual, wave-particle nature of q-systems and the nature
of measuremenr in QM, both of which ultimately stand behind the violation of the

KIA, were purely objective phenomena, realists would have no qualms about giving up
the KIA. After all, the IP only requires that not a.U objects, events, truths, et cetera be

human mind-dependent, and so if human minds play no role in the violation of the

KIA, then the failure of the latter does not affect the IP.

But there are reasons for thinking that measurement in the double-slit

experiment (and in QM in general) is relative to the way in which some human
erperimenter specifies the parameters in the experiment. That is to say, the

manifestation of wave- or particle-like behaviour of q-systems is tied directly to
whether position or momentum is measured on q-systems in the experiment, and this
decision can, in principle at least, always be traced back to a decision made by a
human experimenter. Moreover, as the experiments by Mandel and Chiao described in

Chapter Two dramatically confirm, the mere possibility that enough information is left
available in the design of split-beam-type experiments for us to reconstruct the paths
taken by q-systems is sufficient to destroy interference effects in these experiments.
While confirming the predictions of QM, however, these results suggest that the
bdamental structure of mture and our knowledge of it are tightly interwoven. But if I
am right in implicating humans in the same kinds of experiments that are responsible

for the failure of the KIA, then the failure of the KIA also signals a violation of the IP,
given the QUP and EC.

Admittedly, my argument that human observers play an essential role in the
violation of the MA is more suggestive than decisive, but the argument should be seen

as but one piece of a larger body of experimental and theoretical evidence that points
towards a link between the relativization of measurement outcomes to human observers
in QM and failure of the IP. We consider more of this evidence in the next subsection.
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5.3.I Nonlocdity, Separability, Contextualty, Independence and Realism
In this subsection I explore some of the ways in which the notions of separability,

locality and contextuality relate to the IP and realism, focusing on results obtained in
Chapter Three. I argue that although the problem of nonlocality is benign fiom the
point of view of the IP and realism, the same does not apply to problems of
separabilily and contextuality. I begin with some remarks about nonlocality.
Notwithstanding the widespread perception that QM is a nonlocal theory on the
strength of the Bell results, recall fiom Chapter Three that we do not, strictly speaking,
need to abandon locality. As we saw in 53.3, Hellman shows that although the Bell
results rule out deterministic, Einstein Local interpretations of QM, they do not rule out
stochastic, Einstein local interpretations. That is to say, the Bell results force us to
give up either determinism or local@, but not necessarily both. The price of giving up
determinism is heavy, however, as this dashes any hopes for an explanation of the Bell
correlations along causal lines, at least along lines that are causal in any conventionally
recognizable sense.30 To repeat, however, causality is not, in any case, a necessary
condition of realism, although what survives the abandonment of causation would,
admittedly, be barely recognizable as realism and would be especially distasteful to
realists of a rationalist ilk. The reason for this is that giving up on causality in the
context of QM (given the QUP and EC) means that we must simply accept the strange
Some unconventional causal approaches include those proposed by Nancy
Cartwright (see footnote 31 in Chapter Three) and other interpretations of the Bell
results which appeal to the notion of "backwards causation." I do not find any of the
proposals that have been offered along these lines to date to be particularly plausible.
30
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quantum correlations as a brute fact about the world. Moreover, this move not only
forces us to accept that the world is fundamentally probabilistic, but also forces us to
accept that the additivity axiom of classical probability theory is violated in nature
(witness the double-slit experiment), and furthermore that acts of meusuremenr are
implicated in this strangely nonclassical probabilistic behaviour in a fundamental way.
Such a state of affairs can hardiy be satisfactory to most realists, who are wont to
believe that at least nature, if not God, does not play dice.
Abandoning determinism can preserve locality in QM, but doing so turns out to
be otiose in any case, because nonlocality in physics is not necessarily problematic in
terms of realism, or at least so 1 claim. Recall fiom the discussion in Chapter Three
that nonlocality is not a uniquely quantum mechanical feature; gravitation in Newtonian

physics also acts nodocally, but Newton's system is nevertheless perfectly consistent
with realism. The pejorative connotations attaching to quanlum nonloca~itymay be due

to the close resemblance it bears to the notion of action at a distance. Action at a
distance, which I take to be synonymous with nonlocality, may suggest to some that
some kind of agent or spooky intelligence is at work behind the quantum correlations.
But careful and repeated analysis of the Bell results has shown us that the distant
connections between correlated physical systems apparently demonstrated by the BelI
results cannot be conrrolZed, and the results generated at the two wings of such
experiments are always random when considered in isolation fiom one another. As we

saw in Chapter Three, the quantum correlations are purely statistical in nature and
cannot be manipulated in such a way as to send signals, and so quantum nonlocality (or
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action at a distance) does not violate Special Relativity. In short, nonlocaiity does not
imply the occurrence of superluminal signalling. But more to the point, as long as
quantum nonlocality does not involve human minds in any essential way, realism is not
threatened. Realism is consistent with a world in which nonlocd c o ~ e c t i o n sabound,
and indeed one of the lessons of the Bell results may well be that the existence of
nonlocal connections in nature are brute facts about a perfectly objective world.
I have argued that although the Bell results do not, strictly speaking, force us to

accept the existence of nonlocal connections in nature, relinquishing locality is perhaps
less objectionable from the standpoint of realism than the alternative, which is to accept
indeterminism, although I argue that realism can survive the loss of both locality and
determinism. But although realism is consistent with nonlocality and indeterminism,
this does not mean that realism is out of the woods as far as the Bell results are

concerned. A number of other issues need to be considered before we come to any
conclusions about the implications of the Bell results for the fP and realism. Foremost
among these issues are separability and concextzuzli~,and their relationship to
subjectivity. We continue the discussion with the former, via a recapitulation of the
views of Einstein and Howard on separability and independence.

5.3.1.0 Howard and Einstein on Separability and Independence
Recall from the passage quoted at the beginning of Chapter Three that Einstein holds

the following views:
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(i) that which we conceive as existing ("actual") should somehow be localized
in time and space,

(ii) if a physical system stretches over the parts of space A and B, then what is
present in B should somehow have an existence independent of what is present
in A, and
(iii) if one renounces the assumption that what is present in different parts of

space has an independent, real existence, then it is not clear what physics is all
about, because in that case it is unclear how one is supposed to divide up the
world objectively and make statements about the parts.
As these passages make clear, Einstein thinks that physical objects must exist
independently of each other in order for physics to make sense, and also that the
localization of physical objects in space and time is a condition of our conceiving of
those objects as existing. How do Einstein's views relate to the KP and realism? I
make some comments of a general nature before relating Einstein's concerns to what
Howard has to say about separability and ontology.
A plausible interpretation of the first of the above three points is that Einstein's

approach to the existence of non-spatio-temporally localized objects is Kantian in spirit.
That is to say, Einstein does not rule out the existence of such objects per se, but rather

claims that the localization of physical objects in space and time is a
condition-presumably a necessary condition-of our conceiving of such objects as
existing. Support for this interpretation is also found in (iii), where rationalist as well
as Kantian leanings are evident in Einstein's views about the independent existence of
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objects. I say this because Einstein's emphasis on the independent, real existence of
objects is motivated by his insistence that physics be intelligible, which is an epistemic
issue, but he also implies that we can indeed "divide up the world objectively and make
statements about the parts," which is a rationalist sentiment.
However, the intelligibility of the world is not necessary for its real@, and so
Einstein's requirements that objects exist independently of one another and be localized
in space and time appear to be rooted in epistemology, not ontology. Physical objects

may fail to meet epistemological criteria for intelligibiZig, but nonetheless be r e d . To
reiterate a point I made in $51.3, intelligibility is not a favour the world owes us,
however much rationalists may cherish the dream that it is. At this point, Einstein's
concerns about the independent existence of physical objects appear different from
those which motivate the IP and realism, but further analysis shows that there are
indeed links at a deep level between realism and Einstein's insistence that objects exist
independently. These Links have to do with the notions of the separability and
individuation of objects, to which we turn next.

As I noted in $3.4, Howard argues that Einstein takes the idea of a spatiotemporal interval between physical objects to be the only imaginable objective criterion

upon which to base the individuation of objects. Howard spells out what he means by
the notion of a spatio-temporal interval between objects in terms of what I labelled in
53.4 the Howard Separability Principle (or HSP), which states that the contents of two

regions of spacetime separated by a nonvanishing spatio-temporal intervai constitute
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separable physical systems in the sense that each possesses its own physical state and
that the joint state of the two systems is wholly determined by these separate states.
Now if the HSP does indeed capture what Einstein has in mind by the idea of a

spatio-temporal interval, then Howard is right to imply that for Einstein, the HSP is the
only objective criterion upon which physical systems are ontologically individrrated (as
opposed to epistemically individuatable). But if so, the following argument can be
made that Einstein's concerns in this context are linked to realism. I claim that two
physical objects are separable from one another in the sense of the HSP if and only if
they exist independently of one another. Consider the pairs of correlated q-systems in

Bell-type experiments. Clearly, correlated systems of this sort violate the TBP by
virtue of the fact that they do not possess separate, distinct states, but rather are
described by joint nonfactorizable states which cannot be decomposed uniquely into
sums of the states of their respective component subsystems. Strictly speaking,
correlated q-system pairs such as these should not be regarded as comprising two
subsystems which exist independently of one another; rather, one must regard such
correlated pairs as constituting single physical systems which happen to stretch across
spacelike separated regions of spacetime. And on the other hand, if a physical system
x exists independently of another system y, then unlike the correlated q-system pairs in

Bell-type experiments, x and y do not possess a single, joint state, but rather each
possesses a distinct, separate states.
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I take this argument to apply more generally than just to the case of correlated
systems in Bell-type experiments. For example, I claim that if any q-systems I and 11
interact in such a way that the interaction results in a new, 'entangled" system If11
described by a single, nonfactorizable state, then the subsystems I and II in the
combined system I

+ 11fail to satisfy the HSP.

Recall that the separation between

systems stipulated by Howard is a non-vanishing spatio-temporal inrerval. One of the
reasons the Bell results strike us as so dramatic is that spatio-temporal intervals
involving correlated subsystems can, in principle, be indefinitely large. But the
intervals between joint, observer-observed q-systems which become "entangled" as the
result of measurement interactions (such as occurs when an experimenter opens a
sealed box containing a previously isolated q-s ystem), are also typically non-vanishing.
It follows that the independent existence from one another of physical systems required
by Einstein breaks down for subsystems I and I1 in the combined system I

+ 11

described above, since these subsystems are nomeparable in Howard's sense.
As we saw in Chapter Four, however, measurement interactions in QM between
observer and observed q-systems result in entangled systems in general, and so
violation of the BSP is a pervasive feature of the world, given the QUP and EC. In a
nutshell, my argument here is that separability in Howard's sense between physical
systems x and y is a necessary and sufficient condition for the independent existence of
x and y from one another that Einstein requires for physics to be intelligible, and that

violations of the HSP are pervasive features of a world governed by the QUP and EC.
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In addition, I concur that the separability of objects is the only objective criterion for

their individuation,a view to which Howard also claims Einstein is committed. Recall
that issues of individuation and identity pertaining to q-systems have already emerged

in this study, specifically in the context of a critical discussion in Chapter One of
French and Krause's views on the identity and identifiability of subatomic q-systems.
We saw in that chapter that in response to the problem of individuation as it relates to
fermions and bosom, French and Krause propose that we make room in ontology for
%on-individual objects." The notion of individuation also surfaced in $5.1.2,where I
appealed to it in explicating identity, ontological determinacy and the roles these
concepts occupy as conditions for the existence of entities. I claimed there that for an
entity x to possess identity is for x to be individuated (with respect to samething else),
and that x's identity, and thus individuation, is just what it is for x to be ontologically

determinate. Remember that the nature of the account I am advancing here is
ontological, not epistemological. That is to say, what is required for some entity x to
exist is that it really be individuated (from something else), not necessarily that we are
able to individuate it. But this account, according to which the individuation of entities
is a necessary condition for their very existence, stands directly opposed to French and
Krause's idea that there are %on-individual objects." Therefore I reject the %onindividual objects" proposed by French and Krause as unintelligible on the basis of the
role that I claim individuation plays as a condition for the existence of entities.
If the individuation of physical systems relies on those systems satisfying the
HSP, then physical systems which violate the HSP are not ontologically individuated.
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This result, however, is not at all intuitively obvious. For example, q-systems and the
measuring instruments with which they interact surely seem to us to be no more or less
individuated and ontologically determinate afrer measurement interactions than before
them. Why should we deny that entities which we experience to be perfectly

individuated are not, simply because QM happens to assign such systems a joint state?
And what bearing, if any, does the failure of physical systems to satisfy Einstein's

requirement that they exist independently of one another have on realism? After all,
the IP specifically refers to the independent existence of entities from human minds,
and nothing in the present discussion of the violation of the HSP has so far suggested
that human minds enter into this issue in an essential way. Therefore it is unclear at
this point whether realists should be concerned if the HSP is violated. 1 return to the
former question in $5.4and take up the latter question next.

5.3.1.1 Contextuality, Perspecti~ulismand the Independence Principle

I argue in this section that violation of the ESP,and hence of Einstein's requirement
that physical systems exist independently of each other, does indeed turn out to be

problematic in terms of realism, because conrextualiiy is a pervasive feature of
measurement in QM, given the QW and EC. This feature, which we saw in Chapter

Three is revealed by careful analysis of the Bell results, suggests that measurement in
QM canaot be purged of an element of subjectivity, but I argue that if this is so, then
the failure of the HSP is problematic in terms of the IP- and consequently

realism-after all. I go on to argue that subjectivity in quantum mechanical
measurement theory also manifests itself in the perpsectivalism which bedevils the
Many Worlds Interpretation, and that this problem alone is sufficient to rule out the
MWI as a realist interpretation of QM.

Recall from Chapter Three that the statistical correlations which constitute the
Bell resuits are affected in an important way by the nature of the information that is

available about a subsystem at one wing of the experiment when a measurement is
performed on a relevant observable belonging to the subsystem at the other wing of the
experiment. More specifically, for certain settings of the measurement equipment at
the two wings, the probabilities of measurement outcomes on one of the two

subsystems in the correlated system I+II, say I, do not depend on the choice of
observable (or parameter) at II, but do depend on the actual outcomes of measurements
performed on I1 (and vice-versa) . In other words, for certain parameters settings, such

as certain angles between Stern-Gerlach devices (or polarizers) relative to each other,
performing a measurement on I , given that a measurement of the appropriate sort has
already been performed on II, changes the joint state of the system IfIT in a way that
performing a measurement on I in the absence of a certain measurement on II does
not.
Now remember that the correlations which violate Bell's Inequality arise only
when measurement results from the two wings are compared for certain parameter
settings, which means that it is only when outcomes for both I and I1 are correlated,
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that the philosophically troublesome correlations emerge. What this means-to use
terminology coined by Shimony-is that correlated q-systems in Bell-type experiments
obey a condition called Parameter Independence, but violate Outcome Independence.
The relevance of this result for our present concerns is that specification of a
measurement context plays an essential role in generating some of the philosophically
disturbing features of Bell-type experiments. It is in this sense that contenWzZi~is an
essential feature of measurement in QM.
I claim that the problem in all of this for the IP and realism is that the vioIation

of Outcome Independence demonstrated in Bell-type experiments, which is just what
contextuality means, is a manifestation of relariviq in quantum mechanical
measurements. If performing a measurement on a certain observable belonging to I is
responsible for changing the state of some q-system in a certain way-in this case the
joint system IfII-when

a relevant measurement has been performed on XI, then the

experimenter performing the measurement on I is implicated in an essential way in the
measurement results which violate Bell's Inequality unless the theory of measuremen? in
QM can be rendered objective. But if so, and if we assume the QUP and EC, then

humans are implicated in quantum measurement processes in an essential way. This is
exactly the point that Wigner wants to draw attention to

in the Wigner Friend Paradox.

Moreover, given these assumptions and the pernicious nature of entanglement between
observer and observed system states which, in general, characterize quantum
measurement interactions, these processes are pervasive features of the world. But in
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this case, the IP is violated and a necessary condition for realism goes unmet. Of

course, finding a way to expunge relativity from measurement in QM would obviate
these difficulties. Whether this can be done is a question to which I return in the next
section.
Another manifestation of relativity in state assignment arises in the context of
the MWI, which, as we noted in Chapter Four, is plagued with a variety of
philosophical problems, notwithstanding its prima facie appearance as a realist
interpretation. Recall that the h4WI allows us to write down the state of the entire
universe in terms of a state function denoted by II).But as we saw in 54.4.1,
Hughes, Healey and Albert all effectively point out that one problem with the MWI is
that there is no one, fixed perspective (or in technical terms, basis), in which all of the
separate terms of IT!) can be written down in a consistent manner. That is to say, the
terms constituting1 'f),and thus the MWI itself, consist in what Albert calls a collection
of "many points of view, " and these points of view do not necessarily form a single,

consistent set of states. As Healey puts it, the reason for this is that there is no such
thing as the state of a system, independent of any perspective. I also argued in Chapter

Four that the very same problem can be seen to apply on a smaller scale with respect to
the state of any arbitrary q-system Q. Suppose one poses the question: What is the
state of Q? In the absence of any specification of an experimental context, there is no

unique, perspective-free answer to this question. Here I echo Healey's claim that there
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is no such thing as the state of a system independent of any perspective. The MWI, as

I argued in 54.4.1, merely recapitdates this problem in a different interpretive context.
In order to better appreciate the force of one aspect of this objection, consider
the analysis of the Schrodinger Cat Thought Experiment on the basis of the MWI.

When the experimenter opens the box and peers inside, rather than bringing about a
single joint state representing either experimenter-plus-dead-cat or experimemer-pluslive-cat exclusively, the experimenter effectively brings about both states according to

the MWI. So now we have two experimenters with two different perspectives on the
state of the cat. The problem is: How can one and the same cat be both dead and
alive? It appears as if the M W yields two contradictory perspectives in this case.
Proponents of the MWI are bound to reply that since the bifurcation resulting from
measurement yields two cats, both of course appropriately correlated with two
experimenters, there is no contradiction. Moreover, the proponent of the MWI wiU
add, that is the whole point of affirming, as she does, that all the terms in wave
functions are on the same ontological footing. This is surely not at all what we believe
when we actually perform a typical observation. Suppose one blinks while staring at,
say, a river. It is natural to suppose in this case that what one observes is the same
river before and after one blinks, but proponents of the MWI would appear to be
committed to denying this. The proponent of the MWI can preserve consistency in the
face of the problem of contradictory perspectives implied by her analysis of the SCTE,
but doing so commits her to the wildly implausible view that no q-system which
remains isolated for even the briefest period of time continues to exist! The MWI, in
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other words, requires us to abandon the notions of the identity and existence of qsystems over rime. Now this crisis of identity over time is not, in and of itself,
necessarily a fatal flaw for the MWI from a realist point of view, but what is fatal is
the persistence of subjective and perspectival elements in the collection of
"instantaneous worlds" that survive this analysis of the ontology of the MWI.
As this discussion of the the SCTE shows, the MWI preserves consistency only

at the price of inviting the "identity crisis" described above, but in any case the
problem of perspectivalism still afflicts the MWI. If

I¶!)

represents literally

everything, as it must on the basis of the QW, which the MWI implicitly affirms, and
EC, then, as Albert notes, there is no objective perspective with respect to which IT)
can be written down in. But as I argued in §5.I, the existence of some sort of

objective perspective lies at the heart of the IP and DP, and thus the notion of an
objective perspective is a basic condition of realism. I argued in $84.4.0 and 4.4.1 that
the MWI is beset by a variety of problems, one of which is the problem of
perspectivalism. But insofar as the MWI is inconsistent with the notion of an objective
perspective, I take the problem of perspectivalism to be sufficient in itseIf to disqualify
the MWI as constituting a realist interpretation of QM.

I have argued in this subsection that it is the contextual nature of measurement
in QM which renders violation of the HSP problematic in terms of the IP (and thus
realism), and that the problem of perspectivalism is alone sufficient to rule out the

M W as a realist interpretation of QM. What the problems of contextuality and
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perspectivalism share is that they both show that an element of relativity enters into the
state assignment process in QM. Whether the element of relativity can be expunged
from quantum measurements is perhaps rhe central problem in the interpretation of QM
and is one of the questions I address in the next section.

5.4 isolabiLityySeparabilityy Relativity and Holism in QM

The purpose of this section is to explore some of the problems of, and relationships
between, issues of isolability, separability, entangled states, relativity and holism raised

in the discussion of quantum theory and interpretation in Chapters Three and Four.
The main claims I make or reiterate in this section are as follows:

(i) an element of relativity plagues state assignment in QM,
(ii) given the QW and EC, q-systems are nonisulable from their environments,

where those environments include the measurement instruments used to perform
measurements on q-s ystems ,
(K) the nonisolability of q-systems is a consequence of QM itself and is
consistent with nonseparability and entangled states, which are characteristic of
q-systems in a variety of circumstances and which result, in general, from
measurement interactions in QM, and
(iv) nonisolability, nonseparability and the entanglement of states are all
manifestations of quantum holism,

I address each of these claims, beginning with (i).
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In spelling out some of the salient differences between state assignment in
classical mechanics and QM in Chapter Four, 1 argued that whereas the assignment of
states to ctassical systems is perfectly objective, this does not hold in QM, and that an
element of relativity plagues the way in which states are assigned in QM. The reason
for this is that while states in classical mechanics are always specified unambiguously

in terms of position and momentum, the observables with respect to which states are
assigned are incompatible in QM. Thus, there is no one, fixed set of observables in
terms of which states are assigned in QM, and so at least one of the observables
comprising the specification of the state assigned to an arbitrary q-system Q needs to be
specified, either directly or indirectly. Even if the observable in question is measured
by an inanimate measuring device, Wigner effectively shows (via the Wigner Friend

Paradox) that measurement processes are ultimately traceable to h u m observers. The
presence of subjectivity in state assignments and measurement in QM is bad news for
realism if relativity is an ineradicable aspect of the theory. Let us reconsider this
problem in a slightly different way.
Suppose that the state of Q is determined by some observer Y as the result of
measurement of some observable 0 at time t . Ys measurement throws Q into an
eigenstate of 0 at time t, but it does not necessarily follow that Q is in an eigenstate of

0 objectively, with respect to any other arbitrary observer 2, for the state of X with
respect to Z depends upon what observable, if any, Z chooses to measure on Q. To be
more specific, let the observable 0 be spin measured in a given direction perpendicular
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to the trajectory of Q, and let the result of Y s measurement be "spin up. " Now
according to QM, Y can predict, with probability approaching certainty, that Z will also
record the result "spin upn if2 happens to perform an 0-measurement on Q
immediately afrer Y s measurement. But notwithstanding Ys' predictive success, it does
not follow on the basis of QM (subject to EC and the QW)that the reason for this is
that the state of Q is objectively "spin up." Given the way we describe measurements
and their contexts in QM, one might be tempted to assume automatically that Q is in an
eigenstate of 0 immediately after Y s measurement from any perspective-that is,
objectively-but,

strictly speaking, QM allows us to infer only that Q is in an eigenstate

of 0 relative to Y and at the time of Y s measurement. Of course, the assumption that
Q is objectively in an eigenstate of 0 immediately after Ys measurement constitutes a .

erplanation-and a highly plausible one, to be sure-of

Y's predictive success, but it is

by no means the only explanation. For example, from the stnndpoin? of empirical
adequacy, a subjective interpretation of the results of measurement as a kind of Kantian
category, according to which we are cognitively constrained to recognize certain
measurement outcomes and not others, would do just as well as the realist's conjecture
that q-states are objective as an account of quantum probabilities and the nature of

states.
The analysis of barrier penetration and the SCTE in Chapter Four shows us that
according to principles owing to QM itself, and given the QUP and EC, no real-world
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physical system can, strictly speaking, be isolated from the rest of the world. 31 This
presents a dilemma as far as q-systems are concerned, which ostensibly undergo
dynamical evolution in accordance with E processes. Such systems supposedly
undergo E processes in isolation from their environments, where those environments
include the devices with which q-systems are measured. Even the decoherence
interpretation of QM, which holds that we should rarely, if ever, expect to observe
coherent quantum superpositions at the macroscale because interaction with the
environment is likely to disturb the Schriidinger evolution of "isolated" q-systems
almost immediately, upholds the formal description of q-systems given by QM in this
regard. Be that as it may, I claim that q-systems are, in principle, nonisolabie from
their environments and that barrier penetration exemplifies this phenomenon.
Nonisolability is, in turn, an aspect of the holistic nature of Q M , which
manifests itself in a range of problems in the interpretation of QM, including two I
have already discussed in this study. The problems to which I refer are:
(i) the entangled states in Bell-type experiments which arise in the description of
the nonseparable, correlated systems I

+ II described in terms of a joint state,

and

(ii) the entangled states which result, in general, in the course of measurement
interactions between observer and observed q-systems.

Although barrier penetration (or quantum tunneling) is usually treated in the
literature as a phenomenon associated with mmter particles (such as electrons), note
that very high energy radiation (such as gamma wave radiation) can easily penetrate all
but the most impermeable of human-made barriers (such as very thick concrete walls).
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The problem of entangled states, which we first encountered in $1.5 and have confkonted
at various other points in this study, boils down to the fact that such states are not
uniquely decomposable into the states of component systems. In the case of
measurement interactions, this means that post-interaction observer and observed qsystems can no longer be assumed to exist as separate entities. The problem of the
nonisolability of q-systems from their environments presents a diEculty of a different
sort, but what the problems of nonisolability, nonseparability and entangled states have in
common is that they may all be viewed as forms of quantum holism. All of these
problems, that is, appear to violate our classical preconceptions that a clearcut ontological
distinction can be assumed to exist between observer and observed physical systems. In
addition, these problems also force us to call into question the idea that the composition
of entities in nature is mereological-the

notion that a whole simply consists of the sum

of its parts.
Still, problems of nonisolability, nonseparability and holism pertaining to qsystems are problematic in terms of the IP and realism only ifrelativity is an irreducible
aspect of state assignment in QM. For in terms of realism, it is one thing to claim, for
example, that q-systems cannot be isolated from the environments in which
measurements on them take place, but quite another to conclude fkom this that q-systems
are human mind-dependent. Realism is perfectly compatible with a world consisting of

entities which are interconnected with each other necessarily in such a way that the
entities merely appear to be nonisolated. However, realism is inconsistent with a world
in which human minds are implicated in an essential way in the nonisolability of entities.
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The extent to which the problems I have identified in this and the previous
sections for realism remains unclear, however, and issues surrounding this subject are the
focus of the next section.

5.5 Realism and the Interpretation of QM: Some Implications and Options

The problems in the interpretation of QM I have raised in this chapter, while certainly
inimical to realism in spirit, by no means refite realism in any strict sense, not even on
the basis of the QUP and EC assumptions. There are a number of reasons why this is so,
reasons having to do with both physics and the nature of realism. Nevertheless, realists
should hardly be content with the current state of play in the philosophy of QM,
particularly as long as the spectre of subjectivity continues to haunt measurement and
state assignment processes in QM, for conceding that realism is reconcilable with QM
(subject to the constraints imposed upon the theory in this study), falls far short of
suggesting that a satisfactory realist interpretation of QM is currently available to us. In
this section, 1consider some of the kinds of moves available to us in terms of both
realism and physics in the light of the chdlenges to realism I have identified in this

chapter. I begin by examining reasons why realism is not refited by QM, even given the
QUP and EC, and even in the absence of a generally accepted realist interpretation of

QMFirst, recall that I argued in 55.1.3 that realism does not, strictly speaking, require

a robust, non-Humean account of causality. The significance of this concession in the
present context is that it allows for a ready reconciliation between QM and a stripped-
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down form of realism. The correlated measurement outcomes in Bell-type experiments
which violate Bell's Inequality, indeterministic radioactive decay processes, barrier
penetration and many of the other quantum effects we find so puzzling might just be
brute facts about a world which is bizarre, but nevertheless perfectly objective.
Alternatively, one might suppose for the sake of argument that a God exists who happens
to like QM, so much so, in fact, that She has preordained that all physical systems behave
in accordance with quantum mechanical principles. Observers in such a world might
even think there are good reasons for believing that they themselves are involved in the
state assignment and measurement processes, but be wrong to believe so. Again, such a
scenario is quite consistent with realism.
The irony here is that for all of the apparent indetexminisrn associated with
measurement outcomes in QM and the appearance that measurement and state
assignment processes may not be entirely objective, there is nothing to rule out the
possibility that there is some objective perspective in terms of which the apparent
indeterminism, indeterminacy and subjectivity in QM are just that--apparent. We
entertained this prospect indirectly in Chapter Three, in the course of the discussion of
possible ways of explaining the Bell correlations. The term we encountered there was
szperdetenninism, but in certain key respects this idea does not differ significantly fkom
two much older concepts in rnetaphysics: pre-esta blished harmony and absolutefatalism,

in the sense that all of these concepts are quite consistent with metaphysical realism, but
all of them require a drastic revision of our conception of the existence ofpee-will. To
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this extent, then, realism is consistent with QM, even on the assumption of the QUP and

EC.
Secondly, realism is even consistent with some metaphysical doctrines which are
quite subjective in nature. For example, as the discussion of solipsism and the IP in

85.1.I shows, realism rules out one form of solipsism, what I callfinite-mind solipsism,
but does not necessarily rule out a22 forms of solipsism. Recall that the argument in

&XI. I on behalf of an objective form of solipsism is basically that it is possible for the
solipsist's claim: "Solipsism is true" to be objectively true as long as truth does not
"outstrip" the solipsist's mind, so to speak. Now I pointed out in Chapter Four that
solipsism solves the Wigner Friend Paradox in the sense that the regress of measurement
interactions described by Wigner is halted by a solipsist. But as distastefid a prospect as
solipsism might initially appear to be to realists, solipsism is nevertheless consistent with
realism, as 1 argued above, provided that the solipsist's mind is not finite. The upshot of
this is that solipsism is not necessarily ruled out as an interpretation of QM consistent
with realism, even assuming the QUP and EC, as long as Wigner's quantum solipsist is

not E t e .
Another move available to a realist in the face of the difficulties presented by QM,

one that is neutrai with respect to the QUP and EC, is to concede that while all physical
systems are q-systems, it is not the case that everything that exists is physical. Although I

made clear in Chapter Zero that this assumption was to be ruled out in this study, it bears
mentioning again at this point because it does effectively circumvent the kinds of
problems I have raised in this study. The idea here is that physics studies physical
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systems, but not d l entities are subject to physical considerations. In particular, this
move allows that entities such as minds, for example, are immune to problems attaching
to theories of physical systems and their interpretation. Ln fact, the existence of entities
such as minds might even contribute to the solution of certain problems raised by
physical theories- This move involves acceptance of some form of ontological pluralism
(such as Cartesian dualism), and has even been defended by some physicists (such as von
Neumann) as a way of solving the measurement problem in QM. Note that invoking the
existence of minds in order to solve physical problems such as the measurement problem
is quite consistent with realism and need not commit one to solipsism. However, despite
these virtues, dualism does riot enjoy widespread support among philosophers of QM,
especially in the physics community, if for no other reason than it is an explicitly
metaphysical solution to a problem many philosophers and physicists would agree should
be solved in physical terms, or at Least be solved in ways that can be confirmed in

physical terms.
To allow that realism is consistent with QM (with the QUP and EC) in the
minimal sense described above by resorting to such extremes as superdeterminism or
solipsism, however, is hardly satisfactory as a robust realist interpretation of QM.
Superdeterminism is little more than a "just so" story, and of course solipsism is
unacceptable to anyone who believes that there is more on earth, if not in heaven as well,
than her own mind. What, then, are the prospects for a meaningfd realist interpretation

of QM? Here the options are more numerous, but they also require us to reject the
constraints applying to the main argument in this study.
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One obvious strategy for initiating a rapprochement between realism and a world
subject to quantum mechanical principles (to at least some extent), is to reject either the
QUP or EC. Rejecting the principle of the universal applicability of QM alone--in other
words, rejecting the thesis that all physical systems are q-systems-alone

opens the door

to a range of alternatives, within and without the h e w o r k of QM. At the level of QM
itself, many theorists simply reject the assumption that the principles of QM apply to all
physical systems (especially macroscopic systems), and a variety of different
interpretations of QM are predicated upon this very assumptiod2 The QUP and EC,

after dl, only rule out a limited range of interpretations of QM.
For example, it may t

. out that insights into the role of thermodynamic or

chaotic effects at tbe mesoscale (the scale between the microscale and the macroscale),
will force us to revise or reject the assumption of the universal applicability of QM.
Moreover, most physicists surely reject the assumption that QM is all there is to a
comprehensive physical description of the worid. Current orthodoxy in physics describes
the world in terms of the so-called standard model, actually a collection of theories, of

which QM is but one component, albeit a key component. Quantum field theory,
quantum chromodynamics and General Relativity, not to mention string theory, are but
four examples of theories which either extend or fall entirely outside the scope of QM,
but which many physicists regard as important theories in any comprehensive physical
description of the world. Fields, strings and spacetime events of relativity theory are

.

-
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See van Fraassen (1994: 182-3) for examples of such interpretive strategies.
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examples of entities which do not strictly fall within the ontological compass of QM, but
might be ontological elements of the sort we must include in a complete inventory of
what exists.
Apart from augmenting or replacing QM with additional theories, however, one

might also look to reconcile realism with QM by retaining the basic framework of QM
and adding elements to the theory within that framework. This move amounts to
rejecting EC-the

assumption that QM is complete in the sense that there is an element

of the theory corresponding to every element of reality. This strategy amounts to opting
for some sort of HV theory or interpretation of QM. Recall that in Chapter Zero,
following van Fraassen, I distinguished between an HV interpretation and an HV theory.
The former adds elements to the formal structure of QM corresponding to elements of

reality postulated to exist, but does not yield new predictions, whereas the latter adds
elements to the theory which does lead to new predictions.
Both HV interpretations and HV theories return to the table if the EC constraint is
lifted, and efforts to interpret QM along HV lines date back almost to the birth of QM in
its modem form in the mid-1920s. This is not the place to enter into a detailed discussion
of the various HV approaches of both sorts that have been proposed to date, but s f i c e to
make the following brief notes."

In general, the point of pursuing KV approaches of

either kind is effectively to vitiate apparent violations of the DP and restore ontological
determinacy to QM. From a formal standpoint, this means that (the operators

For a comprehensive survey of HV theories ranging from de Broglie's
pioneering "pilot wave" theory up until the early 1970s, see Belinfante (1973).
33
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corresponding to) physical systems-physical

systems now, because HV theories might

require us to abandon the notion of q-systems-possess

definite states at all times, even

for observables corresponding to states which orthodox QM specifies are not eigenstates
of the observables in question. One of the best known proposals for achieving this
definiteness of states (and the ontological determinacy which follows fiom it) is Bohm's
HV theory, which is based on the introduction of the idea of active information and the

existence of a quantum potential? The postulation of the latter violates EC, but if he is
right, Bohm's theory promises to restore ontological determinacy, determinism and a
robust conception of causality to the world, while still retaining a broadly quantum
mechanical fiaxnework. Assuming he is right, Bohrn's theory delivers as much as a
realist could reasonably wish for from an interpretation of QM, but rather than pausing to
enter into the details of his theory, let us instead conclude this section by remarking on
the broad philosophical context within which realist approaches such as Bohm's are

located.
The idea of explicating the probabilistic predictions of measurement outcomes
yielded by the statistical algorithm of QM in terms ofpotentiu or apotential of some sort
did not begin with Bohm. Intuitively, the general idea here is that the world (and the

representation of it in terms of a q-state) does not manifest itself completely and directly,
but rather shows itself to us only to a limited extent, in that which we experience as

See Bohm and Hiley (1993). I do not attempt to describe or evaluate Bohm's
theory in any detail here, other than to note that Bohm accepts nonlodity as a
fundamental characteristic of the world, but that the status of his theory with respect to
the H V theory versus HV interpretation distinction remains unclear at this point.
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actual. The postulation of a distinction between potentiality and actuality traces back at

least as far as Aristotle and was revived in the context of QM by Heisenberg, who cited
Aristotle with approval? But we must be careful as to how we handle the metaphysical
concept of potentiality, at least if our aim is to restore realism to the interpretation of QM.
What a realist should not find satisfactory are theories of the sort which hold that reality
is not actual, but merely potential. Approaches of this sort point in the direction of

process metaphysics and apparently deny the existence of a reality underlying the
probabilistic quantum predictions. This is not what the realist wants. Rather, what
realism requires in this connection are theories according to which potentialities
themselves are real, and that a likely consequence of this is that some, if not much, of

what is real is hidden fiorn us.
Theories along the lines of the latter find a home within the broad philosophical
fiarnework of ideas which takes seriously the existence in nature of dispositions, latencies
orpropensities. I will not undertake to survey the many proposals that have been made

along these lines, other than to note that this framework makes allowance for a wide
variety of ontological commitments and outlooks on the explanation of physical
phenomena. On at least one such approach, for example, all properties are dispositional
in n a t ~ e . 3 ~
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See Heisenberg (1959: 129-39).
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See MelIor (1974).
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But while some properties, such as brittIeness,fi-agility and solubility would
appear to lend themselves conveniently to a dispositional analysis in realist terms, i x my
~
view no definitive, general theory of dispositions has been adduced to date. What is the
exact ontological status of dispositions? Do dispositions entail subjunctive conditionals?
Are all properties dispositional? If so, why, and if not, why not? These are some of the

problems that I think remain unresolved. Similar questions can be asked, mutatis
nutandis, of latencies or propensities. Moreover, the additional problerns of quantum
measurement interactions, nonseparability and the Bell correlations, for example, suggest
that more work needs to be done in this area of metaphysics before approaches of this sort
are likely to help in the philosophy of QM. As usual, the devil lies in the details of the

problems of measurement interactions and subjectivity in QM, and the challenges for
appeals to dispositions, latencies or propensities are the same as the challenges facing any
other realist approach to interpretation. Those challenges include explaining how human
observers are to be expunged fkom measurement interactions and state ascriptions in QM,
how to account for the correlations in Bell-type experiments, how to account for the

Kochen-Specker theorem, and so on.
But it is enough for me to point out these difficulties and note that
notwithstanding these problems, realism simpkiter is not, in any case, inconsistent with

QM, even granted the QUP and EC, although, given these assumptions, a serviceable,
realist interpretation ofQM is not yet at hand Such an interpretation, whether it turns
out to consist in Bohm's theory of a quantum potential or in some other, as yet
undiscovered strategy, is a matter for future research to decide.

5.6 ConcCusion

In the course of this chapter I related the problems of interpretation in QM raised in the
earlier chapters to a certain conception of realism. I argued against baing our approach
to realism on Durnmett's semantic conception, defending instead a more robustly
ontological conception of realism which rests on two principles: the IP and DP. This
conception of realism, I argued, does not, strictly speaking, depend upon a non-Humean
conception of causation, nor require that the world be deterministic, nor even require that
the past be real. In terms of reconciling realism with the many of the philosophical

perplexities of QM, I argued that adopting this minimal form of realism vitiates, at least
to some extent, the force of many of these problems.
The examples of superdeterminism and infinite-mind solipsism show that even
granted the QUP and EC, QM cannot ruIe out a stripped-down form of realism, although

QM remains problematic in terms of any form of redism as long as the spectre of
relativity still haunts measurement and state ascription processes in QM.

This relativity

expresses itself in a variety of ways in QM, such as in the problem of perpectivalism in
state assignments in the MWI, the phenomena of entangled states and nonseparability.
These problems are all rendered especially acute by the QUP and EC.
Finally, I drew attention to the difference between the fact that realism is not ruled
out by QM (even on the basis of the QUP and EC), and the availability of a serviceable
and robust realist interpretation of QM. I suggested that the latter is the real desideratum
of any realist philosopher of QM, and I briefly considered some ways in which a
reconciliation in this sense between realism and QM might be achieved. The relationship
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between realism and QM, given the QUP and EC, is perhaps best described in
Shimony's tenninoIogy as amounting to a peaceful, if uneasy, coexistence. Whether this
relationship will eventually turn into a happy marriage depends upon future developments
in physics and the philosophy of QM, but in any case there are many reasons to think that
there is more in heaven and earth than is dreamt of in orthodox QM.
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INDEX OF MAJOR PRINCIPLES

The following is a list of the major principles defined in this study, in order of the first
appearance they make in the text.
QW: (Quantum Universality Principle) :
=, All physical systems (of arbitrary size and scale) are q-systems, including

macroscale measuring instruments, human beings and the universe itself.
EC: (Einstein Completeness):

,,

= Orthodox QM provides a complete account of every physical system X described
by the theory in the sense that there is an element in QM corresponding to each element
of X.

KIA: (Krips Independence Assumption):

This assumption relates to the double-slit experiment, and is defined in terms of the
conditional probabilities:
PE(xI& open and L, open) =
PAX1 (L,open and L, closed) or (L, closed and L, open)),
where PAX)is the probability that a q-system in beam E lands within close proximity
of location x at the barrier, and L, and L, are the two slits in the diaphragm.
CD: (Principle of Counterfactual Definiteness):
=

,,For any observable Q of q-system S and for any time t, Q would have a definite

value were it measured at t.

HSP:(Howard Separability Principle):
The contents of any two regions of space-time separated by a nonvanishing spatiotemporal interval constitute separable physical systems, in the sense that (1) each
possesses its own, distinct physical state, and (2) the joint state of the two systems is
wholly determined by these separate states.

IP: (Independence Principle):
=, A necessary and sufficient condition for realism that the existence of not all
objects, events, states of affairs, properties, relations, truths, truth-values , or
determinate truths of statements be human mind-dependent.
DP : (Determinacy Principle):
A necessary and sufficient condition for realism is that there exists at least one real
en ti^, where some entity x is real if and only if x is ontologically determinate, and
where x is ontoIogically determinate if and only if x satisfies the self-identity relation
=,

X

= X*

RDP : (Real Difference Principle):

,, = A necessary and sufficient condition for the ontological determinacy of any two
entities x and y is that there exist at least one real dzrerence between x and y.
Conversely, in the absence of any red difference between two or more "entities," those
"entities" are not ontologically determinate.

